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While the accuracy of Natural Language Processing (NLP) models has been improving, users have expectations beyond what is captured by standard performance metrics. For example, chatbot assistants should not provide inappropriate or unfair responses to certain types of inquiries, and translators should not sacrifice their support for languages with low resources for perfect performances in English. Unfortunately, existing models have various deficiencies (e.g., too sensitive to trivial input perturbations), thereby creating a gulf between “accurate models” (those that place high on leaderboards) and “successful models” (those that can support real world use cases).

In this work, we argue that this gap exists primarily because we are not considering human needs sufficiently throughout the model development cycle. We present how the human perspective is missing across the model development and deployment, and address the issues by building tools to interactively help humans debug and correct models. First, the evaluation that developers conduct (e.g., holdout accuracy) does not reflect human expectations on how models should behave (e.g., models should be right for the right reasons). For experts to express their expectations regarding models, we provide them with domain-specific languages that allow grouping similar examples and performing counterfactual, what-if analyses, so that they can rigorously inspect the model on a variety of concrete capabilities. Second, the data that model developers collect for building an NLP
model usually contains biases and distribution gaps, and does not reflect how humans will actually use the model. To compensate for human omissions in defining, collecting, and inspecting the intended data distribution, we build automated approaches (NLP text generators, automatic pattern mining and sampling algorithms) that can augment experts in collecting how humans use models. Third, the default interactions with deployed models do not allow end users to recover from AI errors. To make AIs more usable in downstream applications, we also design interaction strategies that help end users collaborate with deployed AIs in a transparent and controllable manner so they can detect and overwrite AI errors in real-time.

Taken together, this thesis shows that when given strategies and tools to interactively massage (partition, perturb, and decompose) data throughout the machine learning model development stage, developers and end users can debug and correct AI models in a more comprehensive, less biased, transparent, and controllable way.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Research in Artificial Intelligence (AI) has advanced at an incredible pace, to the point where it is making its way into our everyday lives, explicitly and behind the scenes. In spite of their rapid progress, many AI models hide nuanced weaknesses: AI models, regardless of how "accurate" they are, engage in inconsistent behavior on similar inputs [Ribeiro et al., 2019, Gardner et al., 2020], and can struggle with certain types of input distribution [Wexler, 2017]. For example, a simple synonym switch can easily break sentiment analysis models and lead to wasted client investments [Ribeiro et al., 2020], and Twitter’s image cropping algorithm favors white people as image previews rather than black people [Shen et al., 2021], which amplifies social biases. As a result, deficient models cannot be trusted for use in the real world.

Obviously, to protect the end-user experience, we should only deploy models that are trustworthy, while iterating on those that have obvious weaknesses. However, due to the complexity of state-of-the-art models, our current model development process cannot capture unwanted model behaviors. For example, we represent model quality with holdout accuracy [Wang et al., 2018a], but the metric and dataset are flawed: accuracy scores are often too sparse to reflect our expectations of fairness or robustness [Wang et al., 2021c], and training/validation data have too many annotation artifacts and biases [Gururangan et al., 2018b] to be representative of real-world scenarios. Consequently, the scores usually overestimate models’ true performance [Recht et al., 2019]. Developers have tried to inspect their models more closely (e.g., by creating in-house benchmark datasets [Bansal et al., 2019a]), but have yet to succeed. Even commercialized models (e.g., the sentiment classifier model and image cropper mentioned above) that have allegedly undergone extensive bug discovery and fixing can fall victim to undesired and unknown bugs.
Figure 1.1: Thesis overview: We present how the human perspective is missing in three major model development stages, and address the issues by building build tools to interactively help humans debug and correct models.

This poses an essential question: how do we create opportunities for humans to debug and correct the models, so that these models are more aligned with real-world use cases? In this dissertation, we examine pitfalls in model development that hinder humans from identifying, improving, and coping with imperfect models, and present new frameworks, NLP models, and interactive interfaces to address those problems.

1.1 Thesis Overview

Why does the gap between “accurate models” (those that make it to the top of leaderboards [Rajpurkar et al., 2016]) and “successful models” (those that support real world use cases) exist? Here, we describe three problems that hinder the status-quo model debugging effort, as well as the solutions we propose. First, relying solely on standard evaluation paradigms (e.g., computing model accuracy) can lead to sparse debugging, i.e., experts are unable to fully comprehend models’
nuanced strengths and weaknesses. In response, we need to give experts the flexibility to inspect models using their domain knowledge (Chapter 1.1.1). Second, allowing experts to solely rely on their domain knowledge can lead to biased debugging, i.e., experts may mistakenly over-emphasize (or overlook) certain model use cases. As such, we need to assist experts in overcoming their potential omissions on the use case distribution (Chapter 1.1.2). Third, relying solely on experts can lead to “prototypical” debugging, i.e., even carefully developed models are guaranteed to make mistakes by design \cite{Hong2021}, and can be frustrating to use if the error can not be corrected. Therefore, we should also involve end users, and help these people to interpret and control AI models as they collaborate with them in real time (Chapter 1.1.3). As shown in Figure 1.1, our efforts are spread across the entire model development cycle, from data preparation to model evaluation to post-deployment.

1.1.1 Express experts’ knowledge in model analysis, for finer-grained debugging

While we track model improvements with standard metrics such as F1 or accuracy \cite{Wang2018a}, these evaluation metrics are often too sparse to capture humans’ expectations, e.g., models should be right for the right reasons and should not rely on spurious features \cite{Kaushik2020,Gardner2020}, nor should they strive for high performance on the held-out set at the expense of smaller data slices \cite{Zhang2018}. To determine when, how, and why models fail, we must perform additional model analysis and testing. However, because NLP models are typically complex, and unstructured text data can be difficult to filter semantically, experts rarely review more than a few examples at a time. Unfortunately, these ad hoc observations can result in confirmation bias and spurious conclusions, and hinder experts from improving model quality \cite{Wu2019b}.

How can we ensure that we evaluate and analyze models in a way that reflects our expectations of them? We designed interactive tools and novel NLP models that enable experts to express their expectations on models. In particular, we built Errudite \cite{Wu2019} (Chapter 2) to facilitate model error analysis. I identified and implemented two essential building blocks, as shown in Figure 1.2. First, Errudite allows systematic grouping of relevant instances and thus scales observations beyond random spot checks; Second, Errudite supports counterfactual rewriting,
How many brownish peaks are there?

Hypothesis: Model cannot count objects with ADJs

Systematic grouping with filtering rules

Systematic counterfactual analysis with rewrite rules

Figure 1.2: Errudite example. This tool enables scalable and testable error analysis through systematic grouping and counterfactual rewriting. (A) A visual question answering model predicts “How many people...” correctly but “How many brownish...” incorrectly. Experts suspect the adjectives make a difference. (B) They scale up the observation, by building groups of questions that contain $ADJ$ectives, or start with $“How many ADJ”$. (C) They also test the root error cause with rewrite rules that answer: “If the adjectives were not there, would the model predict correctly?”

which surfaces root error causes by testing what-if scenarios. We validate our approach with a user study, and confirm that by transforming expert domain knowledge into actionable analysis scripts, Errudite enables users to test and revise their prior beliefs on models in a reproducible way with less effort. As a result, developers and researchers have adopted it for their own NLP models, and shared reproducible insights with the broader NLP community (e.g., researchers working on relation extraction and an internal team at Apple doing question answering).

1.1.2 Augment experts in data collection, for comprehensive debugging

Errudite, while effective, focuses on error analysis and only supports evaluating models once they have been built. However, even in the early stages of model development, we encounter data collection problems. Due to almost inevitable artifacts of the annotation process, task framing, or design decisions [Gururangan et al., 2018b; Liu et al., 2021a; Geva et al., 2019; Schwartz et al., 2017], most (if not all) existing datasets have subjective and noisy labels [Chen et al., 2021a], or contain systematic gaps (e.g., differences from the real-world distribution that can be exploited by models to achieve artificially high test accuracy.) [Gardner et al., 2020]. As a result, models
trained on these datasets learn to exploit these biases in order to boost performance on the test set sampled from the same distribution, which means they model the datasets but not the tasks [Wu et al., 2022c]. Thus, analyzing and fixing the training and evaluation data is an essential part of the model development process [Hohman et al., 2020, Sambasivan et al., 2021].

The aforementioned grouping and counterfactual rewriting are also fundamental in the data fixing region; However, relying solely on experts’ prior beliefs or domain knowledge (as in error analysis) can introduce unnecessary bias. For example, when experts sanity check training data quality, they need groupings to detect conflicting labels between similar instances. Here, handcrafted filtering rules may be subjective and produce unrepresentative groups. To mitigate human bias, we design various tools that extend the two building blocks with automated approaches (NLP models, automatic mining algorithms), such that they can assist experts in collecting data on how humans use AIs.

First, for the aforementioned data assessment scenario, we developed Tempura (Chapter 3), which automatically exposes implicit properties in both academic and industrial datasets. With a new grouping method called structural templates, Tempura mines and ranks text groups from a dataset, which helps examine data from different structural aspects and at different granularities (Fig. 1.3). The grouping is achieved without relying on manual queries, and therefore mitigates potential developer biases. Tempura further facilitates the analyses by showing overviews first (i.e., a subset of representative groups) and providing details on demand (i.e., recommending related groups likely to yield further explorations.) User studies also showed that Tempura supports both data exploration and error analysis, helping practitioners examine the distribution of the data, find labeling errors, and discover model error patterns and outliers in a query dataset.
Second, to disentangle spurious and robust features via counterfactual data augmentation (e.g., to solely highlight the impact of negation independent of other features using the original and perturbed sentences in Figure 1.4), we proposed Polyjuice (Chapter 4), a language-model-based generator that automatically produces diverse counterfactuals. In a variety of domains, not only did the Polyjuice generator compensate for human omissions (Figure 1.4), but its generated counterfactuals successfully improved model generalization. In this way, we were able to fix models by removing spurious correlations in data.

Finally, in Chapter 5 we extend our observation in Polyjuice that generators can be inspirational, and build ScatterShot to help humans iteratively refine their task definition during data collection. With the in-context learning capabilities of Large Language Models (LLM) like GPT-3 [Brown et al., 2020], developers can tailor an LLM for their specific tasks with only a dozen demonstrative examples [Brown et al., 2020]. Yet, this lightweight adaptability also makes example selection critical – if developers omit corner cases, the task quality can easily be affected [Liu et al., 2022]. To help humans craft diverse and clean in-context learning examples, we design a human-LLM collaboration mechanism shown in Figure 1.5 where LLMs help function creators identify diverse examples and avoid repetitive patterns. In preliminary experiments we find that participants were able to provide more feedback and get inspired by LLM outputs, eventually resulting in better coverage of corner cases in their in-context learning tasks.

1.1.3 Empower interactions with deployed AI models, for real-world debugging

-> The previous two parts mostly focus on aiding quality improvement of NLP systems before deployment. Because these systems rely on probabilistic models, errors are still unavoidable even
Figure 1.5: We design ScatterShot to help humans appropriately specify their desired model behavior in in-context learning. Given an existing state of in-context training examples that is likely under-specifying the intended functionality (A₁), ScatterShot uses the set to drive an LLM (e.g., GPT-3) to suggest (possibly noisy) annotations to randomly selected unlabeled examples (B₁), filter the ones that are likely to contain not-yet-demonstrated patterns (B₂), such that humans can correct the suggested annotation (B₃), add them back to the in-context training set (A₂), and start over.

after careful model designs [Hong et al., 2021]. In other words, end users still inevitably face, and have to collaborate with, imperfect AIs. Such scenarios beg the question: Can we provide users with assistance in interpreting and improving model output when they do not understand the underlying structure and cannot alter the model? **We design interaction technologies to help users recover from errors they see as they collaborate with AIs.**

For example, we created AI Chaining (Chapter 6) to improve interaction between end users and LLMs. Unlike ScatterShot where LLMs lead to improve in-context learning generalizability by suggesting and labeling corner cases, AI Chain focuses on letting *end users* lead LLMs towards their own desired outcomes through interactions. We observed in pilot studies that end users struggled to debug and improve their arbitrary instruction prompts, and in response, we proposed *Chaining* multiple LLM runs together, *i.e.*, decomposing an overarching task into a series of highly targeted sub-tasks, mapping each to a distinct LLM step, and using the output from one step as an input to the next. These steps naturally expose intermediate checkpoints and control knobs to end users,
helping them pinpoint seemingly global errors to a local cause. For example, thanks to the Ideation step in Figure 1.6, Chaining lets users customize which suggestions to include in the final paragraph — a function that does not exist otherwise. As a result, Chaining significantly enhanced system transparency and user control, and a sense of collaboration. We later deployed Chaining as an internal tool at Google to support rapid prototyping of LLM-infused applications.

1.2 Thesis Statement

We demonstrate how the human perspective is consistently absent across all stages of machine learning model development, and how we strive to include people in the equation using a data-centered approach. For example, by systematically grouping and rewriting data, we help experts escape from ad hoc observations, and rigorously compare models’ actual behaviors against their expected behaviors. By augmenting existing data, we enable experts to enhance model training and testing signals beyond their own prior knowledge, mitigating human bias in model debugging and correction. Additionally, by decomposing complex tasks into more transparent and controllable subtasks, we help end users interact better with deployed models. We believe that since data is a common communication medium for humans and undergirds all AI models, it is an ideal bridge between humans and AI. Our thesis is that:

When given strategies and tools to interactively massage (partition, perturb, and decompose) data throughout the machine learning model development stage, developers and end
users can debug and correct AI models in a more comprehensive, less biased, transparent, and controllable way.

1.3 Prior Publications and Authorship

Although I am the primary author of the research detailed in this dissertation, it is also the product of years of collaboration with my primary co-advisors, Jeffrey Heer and Daniel S. Weld, and my collaborators at Microsoft Research, Google Research, and Apple. Errudite and Polyjuice (Chapters 2, 4) are in collaboration with Marco Tulio Ribeiro, Dan Weld, and Jeffrey Heer, and are based on publications appeared in ACL 2019 [Wu et al., 2019a] and ACL 2021 [Wu et al., 2021] respectively. Scattershot (Chapter 5) has a similar collaboration structure and at the time of thesis writing is work-in-progress. Tempura (Chapter 3) appeared at ACM CHI 2020 [Wu et al., 2020], and was based on my internship at Apple, with Kanit Wongsuphasawat, Donghao Ren, Kayur Patel and Chris DuBois. Finally, AI Chains (Chapter 6) appeared at CHI 2022 [Wu et al., 2022b], and was based on my internship at Google Research, with Carrie J. Cai and Michael Terry. To reflect my collaborators’ contributions, I use the first-person plural in these chapters.
Chapter 2

HELPING EXPERTS EXPRESS DOMAIN EXPERTISE FOR SCALABLE AND REPRODUCIBLE ERROR ANALYSIS

Though error analysis is crucial to understanding and improving NLP models, the common practice of manual, subjective categorization of a small sample of errors can yield biased and incomplete conclusions. This chapter codifies model and task agnostic principles for informative error analysis, and presents Errudite, an interactive tool for better supporting this process. First, error groups should be precisely defined for reproducibility; Errudite supports this with an expressive domain-specific language. Second, to avoid spurious conclusions, a large set of instances should be analyzed, including both positive and negative examples; Errudite enables systematic grouping of relevant instances with filtering queries. Third, hypotheses about the cause of errors should be explicitly tested; Errudite supports this via automated counterfactual rewriting. We validate our approach with a user study, finding that Errudite (1) enables users to perform high quality and reproducible error analyses with less effort, (2) reveals substantial ambiguities in prior published error analyses practices, and (3) enhances the error analysis experience by allowing users to test and revise prior beliefs.

This work was done in collaboration with Marco Tulio Ribeiro, Dan Weld, Jeffrey Heer, and was originally published at ACL 2019 [Wu et al., 2019a].

2.1 Introduction

The attempt to analyze when, how, and why models fail (error analysis) is a crucial part of the development cycle. Understanding model shortcomings helps NLP developers revise their models, uncover bugs, make deployment decisions, and communicate model performance. Two common forms of error analysis are (1) data grouping, where aggregate metrics are computed for
particular slices of interest (e.g., accuracy over question types in machine comprehension, per-label performance in semantic role labeling) [Liu et al., 2018, He et al., 2017], and (2) counterfactual error analysis, where one modifies the input data to assess if expectations are met, such as adding irrelevant data to see if new errors are introduced [Jia and Liang, 2017, Ribeiro et al., 2018].

In practice, however, groupings and counterfactual tests are very coarse or limited. The input to most NLP tasks is unstructured text, which makes systematic in-depth error analysis challenging. Even answering simple questions such as “how accurate is my model when person names are involved?” requires extensive coding, and the use of additional tools such as NER or POS taggers. Due to such difficulties, a common alternative is to group a subset of error samples with manual labels on potential error causes.

While useful, the high cost of manual labeling limits analyses to small samples. We surveyed 10 papers with error analyses that examine a sample of incorrect predictions, e.g., [Wadhwa et al., 2018, Min et al., 2017] and found the sample sizes ranged from 50 to 200 model errors ($\mu = 85.5$, a range corroborated by our user study survey) — frequently covering less than 5% of the total errors. Such small samples are likely unrepresentative of the true error distribution, resulting in high sampling error in the analysis. Furthermore, due to subjectivity, the labels themselves are not precisely defined [Chang et al., 2017]. Indeed, our user study (§2.5) reveals that inter-researcher agreement is very low even for simple labels, an inconsistency that greatly harms reproducibility.

Focusing exclusively on errors — while overlooking successful predictions for instances with similar attributes — may also lead researchers to make biased conclusions, and mistakenly prioritize groups that are in fact well-handled on average [Rondeau and Hazen, 2018]. Finally, there may be multiple plausible explanations for an error, with the true cause not immediately apparent. Figure 2.2 illustrates an incorrect prediction from a machine comprehension (MC) model that could be caused by the presence of a distractor entity with the same type as the ground truth (PERSON), the need to perform multi-sentence reasoning, a combination of both, or something else altogether. In a manual analysis, researchers may gravitate to the first or most salient explanation, without verifying them

---

1The full list of papers is provided in Appendix A.3.
via counterfactual analysis (e.g., by removing the *distractor*).

Figure 2.1: The Errudite interface, with (A) model overview; (B) attribute histograms (§2.4, enlarged version in Figure 2.5); (C) filtering panel for users to specify DSL queries (§2.3.1), (D) instance list displaying filtered examples; (E) list of saved groups (§2.3.2 and Figure 2.3) and (F) rewrite rules (§2.3.3). See §2.4 for more details.

We present an error analysis methodology grounded in three *principles*: hypothesized error causes should be (1) formalized in a precise and reproducible manner, (2) applied to all instances rather than a small sample of errors, and (3) tested explicitly via counterfactual analysis. We instantiate these principles in the design of an interactive system called *Errudite*. At the core of Errudite is an expressive domain-specific language (DSL) for precisely querying instances based on linguistic features. The DSL concretizes unambiguous error hypotheses, allows grouping to scale

---

Q: Who created the 2005 theme for Doctor Who?

...John Debney created a new arrangement of Ron Grainer’s original theme for Doctor Who in 1996. For the return of the series in 2005, *Murray Gold* provided a new arrangement... featured sampled from the 1963 original.

Figure 2.2: An example MC error with the *ground truth* and the prediction both being “PERSON” entities.

---

2 Video demo: [https://youtu.be/Dil5i0AYyu8](https://youtu.be/Dil5i0AYyu8)
to all instances, and enables rewriting for counterfactual testing. For example, it makes it easy to create a precise group containing all instances where the ground truth and the prediction share entity type (which would include the example in Figure 2.2), verify how often the model gets distracted, and check if the model turns to the correct entity when the distractor is removed. This sequence is precisely what we use to illustrate the design of Errudite (§2.3). At each step in the sequence, Errudite helps users inspect and refine their hypotheses in real time with interactive visualizations (Figure 2.1) and query suggestions based on programming-by-demonstration (§2.4). We validate our methodology and Errudite via a user study (§2.5), where MC experts applied it to gain valuable and reproducible insights into model behavior. The same users, when given identical descriptions of an error type from a prior published analysis and asked to reproduce it, produced groups that vary in size from 13.8% to 45.2% of all errors — which illustrates the ambiguity in subjective manual labeling.

In summary, we contribute: (1) an enumeration of key challenges for NLP error analysis: manual, subjective inspection of a small sample of errors can be ambiguous, biased, and miss the root cause of errors; (2) principles for informative error analysis: precise and reproducible, scalable, and testable; (3) the design of Errudite, an interactive graphical tool that instantiates these principles by systematically grouping and rewriting instances using a domain-specific language; and (4) a user study and case studies comparing Errudite with status quo error analysis practices. Errudite is available as an open source resource at https://github.com/uwdata/errudite, together with all analyses in this chapter for easy replication.

2.2 Task, Dataset, and Model

While our proposed error analysis principles and tool are model and task agnostic, we describe and evaluate them in the context of Machine Comprehension (MC). Error analysis for MC is challenging by virtue of the fact that both inputs (question and context) and output (answer) are unstructured text, which makes it ideal for our purpose. Furthermore, various prior analyses with particular semantic groups are available for comparison and replication (e.g., cases that involve paraphrasing or coreference [Chen et al., 2016, Weissenborn et al., 2017, Wadhwa et al., 2018]).
Specifically, we analyze Bi-Directional Attention Flow (BiDAF) [Seo et al., 2017] on SQuAD v1.1 [Rajpurkar et al., 2016b] in the rest of the chapter. SQuAD contains 100,000+ crowdsourced question-answer pairs about Wikipedia articles. Each question refers to one paragraph of an article, and the corresponding answer is guaranteed to be a span in that paragraph context. BiDAF is a hierarchical multi-stage end-to-end neural network. It has been widely referenced as a strong baseline model [Wang et al., 2018b, Clark and Gardner, 2018]. Because both SQuAD and BiDAF are common in MC, experts can test and verify prior beliefs about model strengths and weaknesses.

2.3 Error Analysis Principles & Errudite

We identify three principles (abbreviated to the three subsection titles) for effective and unbiased error analysis, and describe tactics in Errudite that instantiate them.

2.3.1 Precise and Reproducible Hypotheses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function Name</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>DSL Code and resulting Output Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sentence, token</td>
<td>Extractors for desired spans from targets — sentences or sub-phrases.</td>
<td><code>sentence(g) → For the return of...</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exact_match, f1,</td>
<td>Performance functions that measure different levels of correctness.</td>
<td><code>f1(m) == 0, exact_match(m) == 0</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is_correct_sent</td>
<td></td>
<td><code>is_correct_sent(m) == False</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>length</td>
<td>Length of the target.</td>
<td><code>length(q) == 9, length(g) == 2</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POS, ENT, LEMMA</td>
<td>Tokens in the target that have certain patterns of POS tags, named entity, etc.</td>
<td><code>ENT(g, get_root=True) == &quot;PERSON&quot;</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>has_pattern, starts_with,</td>
<td>To check whether the target contains certain pattern. pattern automatically detects queries on POS tags and entity types.</td>
<td><code>starts_with(q, pattern=&quot;who VBZ&quot;) == True</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ends_with</td>
<td></td>
<td><code>has_pattern(g, pattern=&quot;PERSON&quot;) == True</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>overlap(t1,t2)</td>
<td>The ratio of t1 tokens that also occur in t2.</td>
<td><code>overlap(q, sentence(g)) == 0.25</code></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Definitions for a subset of attribute extractors, including sample values from the example in Figure 2.2.

Manual labeling of errors involves forming qualitative descriptions that implicitly refer to characteristics of the input and/or model output, often in an ambiguous form. For example, “the
model is bad on long questions” refers to questions that have more than \( N \) tokens, with \( N \) left open to interpretation. In order to make error analysis scalable (not dependent on manual labels) and reproducible (unambiguous), our first principle is therefore **P1: error hypotheses should be defined precisely with concrete descriptions**, e.g., describing questions as “longer than 20 tokens” rather than “long.” Errudite enables this through a domain-specific language (DSL) with **targets**, **attribute extractors** and **operators**, in increasing order of abstraction.

**Targets** are primitives which allow users to access inputs and outputs at different levels of granularity, such as the question (\( q \)), passage context (\( c \)), ground truth (\( g \)), the prediction of a model (denoted by \( p(m) \)), **sentence** and **token**. Targets can be composed, e.g., **sentence**(\( g \)) extracts the sentence that contains the ground truth span.

**Attribute extractors** act on targets to extract fundamental instance metadata (e.g., \( \text{length}(q) \) returns the length of a question). These include (1) basic extractors like \( \text{length} \), (2) general purpose linguistic features like token **LEMMA**, **POS** tags, and **entity** (\( \text{ENT} \)) annotations, (3) standard prediction performance metrics such as \( f1 \) or **accuracy**, (4) between-target relations such as \( \text{overlap}(t1, t2) \), and (5) domain-specific attributes (e.g., for MC or VQA) such as **question_type** and **answer_type** [Wadhwa et al., 2018; Shen et al., 2017]. Table 2.1 provides an abridged listing of extractors, with example values from Figure 2.2.4

Finally, extractors are composable through standard logical and numerical **operators**, serving as building blocks for more complex attributes. For example, to create a boolean attribute that checks if the ground truth span contains an entity, the \( != \) operator is used, yielding \( \text{ENT}(g) \neq "" \). A more complex example is counting the number of times the ground truth entity appears in the passage context: \( \text{count}(\text{token}(c, \text{pattern} = \text{ENT}(g))) \). Being reusable and composable makes extractors much more expressive than predefined attributes, and helps formulate much richer hypotheses.

Errudite’s data grouping and rewriting (introduced below) are both supported by these abstractions in the DSL. Precise hypotheses and queries enable reproducible analyses that can be shared

---

4 A complete list is available in Appendix A.4
between research groups, and automatically applied to new datasets and models.

### 2.3.2 Analyze All Relevant Instances

Random spot checking of errors can lead to confirmation bias and spurious conclusions [Rondeau and Hazen, 2018]. To avoid these, we propose **P2: error prevalence should be assessed over the entire dataset.** Grouping queries created with the DSL can scale the analysis to cover not only errors that are otherwise missed by small samples, but also correct cases that are typically overlooked. We now provide an example that illustrates the pitfalls of not following this principle, and how including all of the relevant successes and failures can lead to different insights than looking at a small sample of mistakes.

**Distractor Example.** The *distractor hypothesis* states that BiDAF is good at matching questions to entity types (e.g., knowing when a PERSON is expected as an answer), but is often distracted by other spans with the same entity type (e.g., other PERSONs), leading to wrong predictions as the in Figure 2.2. This is a hypothesis independently raised by four out of ten user study participants (§2.5).

Consider the group *is_distracted*, defined by the following query:

```plaintext
ENT(g) != "" 
and count(token(c, pattern=ENT(g))) > count(token(g, pattern=ENT(g))) 
and ENT(g) == ENT(p(m)) 
and f1(m) == 0
```

The query can be broken down into the following conditions: the ground truth is an entity (line 1); there are potential distractors – i.e., there are more tokens matching the ground truth entity type (*ENT(g)*) in the whole context than in the ground truth (lines 2-3); the prediction entity type matches the ground truth one (line 4); and the prediction is incorrect (line 5). Starting from all instances, we can subset groups by applying these conditions successively in order. **Errudite** conveys useful statistics about the groups via visualizations, as in Figure 2.3.

---

5Participants tested the hypothesis for a specific entity type (numbers). We present a more general case here.
If we only consider is_distracted, without also considering correct predictions, we might conclude that the distractor hypothesis is correct: the 192 instances in the group are all cases where BiDAF predicts a wrong span that has the same entity type as the ground truth, and the group accounts for 5.7% of all BiDAF errors. However, looking at the groups in succession reveals a different, and more complete story: BiDAF predicts the exact correct span (exact match) 68% of the time overall, which rises to 80% when the ground truth is an entity. When other entities with the same type are present in the passage, BiDAF is still 79% accurate (i.e., it is not particularly worse when there are potential distractors), and conditioned on having matched the question to the right entity type, it is quite accurate (88% exact match). The user study participants who previously believed the distractor hypothesis either rejected or revised it after creating similar groups.

2.3.3 Explicitly Test Error Hypotheses

In the example from the previous section, the presence of distractors in the context of a wrong prediction does not necessarily indicate that distractors were the root cause of the mistake. To isolate the essential cause of errors, we state P3: error hypotheses should be explicitly tested. This requires answers to counterfactual questions, such as “If the predicted distractor was not there, would the model predict correctly?”

Errudite allows manual editing of individual examples (i.e., changing the input arbitrarily), a common practice to verify if the suspected error causes are really causes. While useful for quick spot tests on single instances, manual editing does not scale. For scalable counterfactual analysis, Errudite uses rules to rewrite all relevant instances within a group – similar to search and replace.

Figure 2.3: Saved groups with their (a) manually created and semantically meaningful names, (b) query definitions, and (3) sizes and error rates (orange indicates errors, blue indicates correct predictions.)
but with the flexibility and power of the Errudite DSL.

A rewrite rule is specified using the syntax `rewrite(target, from→to)`, where `target` indicates the part of the instance that should be rewritten by replacing `from` with `to`. Both `from` and `to` can include linguistic annotations, in ALL CAPS. A rule to replace “Who” followed by a verb with “What person” followed by the same verb is written as `rewrite(q,"who VERB"→"what person VERB")`. For convenience, Errudite also includes default rules suggested in formative interviews with MC experts, such as “remove all sentences except the one that contains the ground truth”, and “replace pronouns (he) with raw references (John Smith) from a coreference model.”

Returning to our distractor example, we can verify whether distractors are causing mistakes by using a rewrite rule on the `is_distracted` group, replacing the predicted distractor with a non-entity, placeholder token "#": `rewrite(c, STRING(p(m))→"#")`.

The results from the rewrite rule are presented in Figure 2.4. The model predicts the same span (now containing the meaningless token "#") 23% of the time (A), changes to the correct span 48% (B) of the time and predicts a different wrong span 29% of the time (C). While case B indicates that the distractor was indeed causing a misprediction, in case A it seems other factors are at play. In case C, further analysis indicates that the predicted span is almost always a different distractor (i.e., has the same entity type). Thus, while BiDAF is fairly accurate when the distractors are present and the entity type is matched (88%), when it is incorrect, it seems distractors are indeed confusing the model. This kind of analysis is rarely seen (if at all) in the literature; yet it helps users develop insights not available through data grouping.

Figure 2.4: Updated prediction in response to the rewrite rule `rewrite(c,STRING(p(m))→"#")`.

**Prediction span remains fixed, 45 instances (23%)**

Q: How many of Jacksonville’s city residents are younger than 18?
C: ... with **23.9%** under the age of 18, **10.5%** # from 18 to 24...

**Prediction changes to correct, 91 instances (48%)**

Q: How many kilometers is Warsaw from the Carpathian Mountains?
C: Warsaw lies in east-central Poland about **300** km (**190** #mi) from...

**Prediction changes but remains incorrect, 56 instances (29%)**

Q: Who created the 2005 theme for Doctor Who?
C: **John Debney** # created a new arrangement of Ron Grainer’s ...

Murray Gold provided a new arrangement...
2.4 Interactive User Interface

We now walk through the interactive interface of Errudite in more detail. The interface not only integrates the entire analysis process, but also provides additional exploration support such as visualizing data distributions, suggesting potential queries, and presenting the grouping and rewriting results. While not strictly necessary for the error analysis principles previously outlined, it makes their application much more straightforward by helping users formulate and inspect their hypotheses in real time, and at scale (P2).

Attribute distribution. To guide the exploration, group creation and refinement, Errudite supports defining complex attributes and inspecting their distributions. An example in Figure 2.5 shows the histogram of ground truth entity types. It displays the relative frequency of different entity answers, as well as the proportion of incorrect predictions. The histograms are updated to show conditional distributions when a user selects a group. Figure 2.5(a) shows histograms for the ground truth entity type in the group is_entity: when the answer is an entity, it is most often a DATE, PERSON, ORG, or CARDINAL. Figure 2.5(b) displays the same histogram for the group is_distracted. We note that the frequency of “distraction” mistakes for PERSON and CARDINAL are higher, while lower for ORG, relative to the base frequencies in Figure 2.5(a), an insight that may warrant further investigation.

Programming-by-Demonstration. To make it easier for users to formulate group queries and rewrite rules, interactive selections can trigger suggestions for related DSL statements. If a user selects any text span in an instance in the central browser, she is shown suggestions for related queries.
For example, selecting “John” in Figure 2.1 (or Figure 2.2) triggers the following suggestions:

```python
starts_with(p(m), pattern="NNP")
starts_with(p(m), pattern="PERSON")
answer_type(g) == answer_type(p(m))
exact_match(m) == 0
is_correct_sent(m) == False
overlap(q, sentence(p(m))) > overlap(q, sentence(g))
```

These suggestions cover pattern searches (lines 1-2) ranked by their occurrence frequency and error rate, and target comparisons (lines 4-7), which are particularly relevant when the prediction or ground truth is selected. Selecting a different text span yields different suggestions, heuristically ranked and filtered with the goal of surfacing queries likely to be of interest.

For rewrite rules, we use a technique inspired by [Ribeiro et al., 2018] to generalize manual edits into suggested rewrite rules: including context, POS tags and named entities, attempting to maximize coverage and relevance without redundancy. Figure 2.6 shows an example in which various suggestions are displayed after a user rewrites an instance by changing “Who” to “What person.” Appendix A.2 provides a more detailed description of our searching and ranking criteria.

**Layout.** The UI (Figure 2.1) contains three main components. The central component contains a filter panel (C) and an instance browser (D), which help examine the results of data groupings or rewrite rules for iterative refinement. The collapsible sidebar on the left contains a list of different models being analyzed with summary statistics (A) and customizable attribute histograms (B). The one on the right contains a list of saved data groups (E) and rewrite rules (F); these can be loaded into the central component via mouse click. All groups and rewrite rules can be saved and loaded.
through the interface, so the analysis can be easily shared and reproduced.

### 2.5 User Study

We conducted user studies to evaluate Errudite. Though less common in NLP, this type of evaluation is widely used in fields like Human-Computer Interaction for understanding how certain methods or systems impact the intended user group [Nielsen, 1994; Olsen Jr, 2007] — precisely our objective here. We recruited ten participants with prior Machine Comprehension experience (developed 1-6 models each, $\mu = 3.1$, $\sigma = 2.02$) for a 90-minute study: four NLP graduate students and six researchers or QA engineers from industry. Participants analyzed BiDAF on SQuAD v1.1.

User studies can take various forms, ranging from experiments that quantitatively compare human performance, to interviews or observational studies that qualitatively inspect users’ behaviors and perspectives. We take a more qualitative approach, as we are primarily interested in how Errudite shapes participants’ error analysis experience. The study started with a background survey about users’ prior experience in MC and error analysis. After a walk-through tour of Errudite (described in Appendix [A.1.3]), participants were asked to perform two tasks: **Replication** (§2.5.1), in which they attempted to reproduce the error analysis from [Seo et al., 2017]; and **Exploration** (§2.5.2), in which they freely explored the model and reported their findings. We collected multiple subjective measures from participants in the form of five-point Likert scale ratings [Likert, 1932], with 5 being strongly positive and 1 strongly negative. Participants were compensated at a rate of $25/hr.

#### 2.5.1 Task 1: Replication

The goal of this task was two-fold: (1) to verify if Errudite is flexible enough to support the creation of groups traditionally labeled by hand, and (2) to assess the reproducibility of current ad-hoc error analysis methods. [Seo et al., 2017] manually labeled 50 instances predicted incorrectly by BiDAF into different error groups. We asked participants to generalize these groups to the whole validation set after reading the relevant section in [Seo et al., 2017]. For learning purposes, we first asked users
to inspect two data groups that we created using Errudite, and evaluate if they captured the same semantics as the original group: incorrect preprocessing (Preprocess) and paraphrase problems (Paraphrase). Users then created their own groups to replicate two others from Seo et al. [2017]: imprecise answer boundaries (Boundary) and multi-sentence issues (Multi-sentence).

**Results.** Participants rated the accuracy of the replication of each group after seeing a variety of examples, i.e., “how close the approximation matches the paper definition.” For the groups we wrote queries for, participants were confident that Preprocess was accurate ($\mu = 4.3$, $\sigma = 0.64$), but ambivalent towards Paraphrase ($\mu = 3.1$, $\sigma = 0.54$). Participants’ comments indicated the ambivalence did not come from Errudite: 6 participants disagreed with the example given by Seo et al. [2017], and participants who gave low ratings found Paraphrase itself too fuzzy and confusing to formalize. Despite being used widely as an error group [Kundu and Ng, 2018; Chen et al., 2016], participants had conflicting understandings of Paraphrase, either as “the question and the ground truth sentence are semantically similar but with great lexical variations”, or “the predicted answer is a paraphrased version of the ground truth.”

When replicating groups themselves, participants were able to express the queries they wanted. Participants were not very confident in the accuracy of their produced Multi-sentence group ($\mu = 2.8$, $\sigma = 1.32$), for reasons similar to Paraphrase: they thought the group was under-specified in the original analysis. More interestingly, users were the most confident in the fidelity of an apparently “easy” group Boundary ($\mu = 4.8$, $\sigma = 0.60$), yet the groups they produced were wildly different (Figure 2.7). While users were able to express what they thought was meant by “imprecise
error boundaries”, they applied different definitions.

For example, one user defined the group as (D1) “the predicted span can be off by at most two tokens both on the left and right” (yielding 22.1% of all BiDAF errors), while another defined it as (D2) “there is no exact match but high overlap — $F_1$ is higher than 0.7” (yielding 13.8% of all errors). Figure 2.8 shows samples that fit the two definitions or just one of them. Errudite makes the different interpretations explicit. The author of D2 observed examples like Figure 2.8(c) in his samples, but decided ultimately that what mattered was just the returned short text, not the span index. In contrast, D1’s author carefully refined his initial query precisely to rule out cases like Figure 2.8(c).

In summary, users were able to express their intended groups well with Errudite, but they were unable to consistently replicate the analysis of [Seo et al. 2017] — even when they thought they did — due to the ambiguity inherent in manual grouping.

2.5.2 Task 2: Exploration

To assess the usefulness of Errudite, we let participants freely analyze BiDAF. We asked them to “think aloud” in real time, vocalizing their hypotheses, intriguing observations, objectives, and expectations. At the end of the session, subjects rated each of their discovered insights in terms of (1) importance (very trivial to very helpful), (2) confidence in insight correctness, and (3) relative ease of discovery compared to existing methods.

Results. All participants found at least one insight by building semantically meaningful groups or rewrite rules. On average, subjects reported $\mu = 2.1$ findings ($\sigma = 0.94$). Some insights confirmed prior hypotheses about BiDAF more formally, increasing users’ confidence. For example, one user created a group to verify that mistakes frequently occur when there is significant overlap between...
the question and a sentence that does not contain the ground truth. Indeed, that group accounts for about 18% of BiDAF errors. Other insights extended previous knowledge, such as explorations by two users who examined low performance on “why” questions (Appendix A.1.4). They also rejected some prior hypotheses after using Errudite, such as the distractor case in §2.3. Participants rated their findings to be important ($\mu = 3.7, \sigma = 1.12$), were confident that their findings were valid ($\mu = 4.0, \sigma = 1.05$), and consistently agreed that Errudite made finding insights easier ($\mu = 4.9, \sigma = 0.35$). Participants agreed that they learned more about the model ($\mu = 3.9, \sigma = 0.94$), and valued Errudite’s support for assessing their hypotheses.

2.5.3 Usability and User Feedback

When rating the usefulness of different components of the tool (Figure 2.9), users rated the DSL ($\mu = 4.8, \sigma = 0.40$) and the attribute distribution ($\mu = 4.3, \sigma = 0.78$) as very useful, and rated query suggestions ($\mu = 3.6, \sigma = 0.91$) and rewrite rules ($\mu = 3.6, \sigma = 1.11$) as potentially useful. We hypothesize that rewrite rules pose a learning curve that makes them difficult to evaluate in a single session. This kind of counterfactual analysis is not common and a few participants were concerned about possible unintended side effects of edits.

We also asked participants to describe their impressions with free-form comments, which were very positive for all of them – all thought Errudite enhanced their error analysis experience. In particular, four users stated that they felt it systematically scaled up the analysis, making it more precise and thus inspiring more confidence. Five users noted how much faster exploration became with Errudite, and how having a good set of building blocks and visualizations let them bypass the large coding overhead needed to otherwise test a single hypothesis about a model.
2.6 Related Work

2.6.1 Data Grouping

Non-manual data grouping typically follows one of two extremes. Most of the literature relies on data groups that are very coarse and easy to program (e.g., based on question length and answer types [Kafle and Kanan, 2017, Agrawal et al., 2016, Shen et al., 2017]). While useful and accessible, they do not allow more semantically meaningful observations (like distractors or paraphrases). In contrast, some define groups that are highly specific to a particular dataset or model, such as hand-crafting factors to quantify MC instance difficulties [Rondeau and Hazen, 2018]. While often insightful, these suffer from potential pitfalls similar to labeling individual instances: they are laborious, often subjective, and hard to reproduce. In other words, just as in manual error labeling mentioned in §2.1, typical automatic grouping also struggles with the trade-off between being reproducible/scalable, and being in-depth and meaningful. In contrast, Errudite addresses the challenge with an expressive domain-specific language, which helps users build filters that can slice the entire dataset, and thereby build scalable and semantically meaningful groups.

Chung et al. [2018] made a similar attempt to balance the trade-off in Slice Finder, a framework that uses statistical techniques to identify large and interpretable slices that models perform poorly on. However, their purely automated data slicing does not allow users to customize groups based on their own hypotheses. Furthermore, Slice Finder only uses predefined attributes. While this is reasonable in the context of structured data classifier that they tested (with features explicitly defined), it is not flexible enough for unstructured text in NLP. Other interactive error analysis tools tend to face similar customization issues. QADiver [Lee et al., 2019] enriches question attributes in SQuAD 2.0 by including factors like word frequencies and question-context word match ratios, but users cannot query or create groups based on these attributes. QSAnglyzer [Chen and Kim, 2017] aims at category-oriented analysis by pre-defining seven groups for QA models, but there is limited support for group customization. ActiVis [Kahng et al., 2018] allows for flexible data attribute and group definitions, but only supports group creation prior to the interactive process. Rarely does a user to know which group they want to inspect beforehand, and thus it is to be expected that users
would revert to coarse and easy-to-program groups. Errudite emphasizes customization: it allows users to define extractors for rich instance attributes, and helps them adjust their groups in real-time with quick trial and error, visualizations, and suggestions based on programming-by-demonstration.

2.6.2 Counterfactual Analysis

Counterfactual attacks to models have taken various forms, e.g., by adding distracting sentences to the context in MC [Jia and Liang, 2017], or feeding partial questions or wrong images into models [Agrawal et al., 2016; Mudrakarta et al., 2018; Feng et al., 2018]. Slightly closer to our work is SEARs [Ribeiro et al., 2018] (also incorporated into QADiver), which also takes the form of rewrite rules: it generates semantic-preserving rules that cause models to change predictions. However, these focus on robustness, i.e., counterfactual perturbations are mainly for the purpose of detecting over-stability or over-sensitivity. In contrast, our counterfactual analysis is for the purpose of understanding why models fail in certain groups. Furthermore, our DSL allows for more complex counterfactual rules and for applying rules only to certain groups, such as “delete the predicted distractor for instances in the is_distracted group.” As far as we know, such analysis is novel, and a promising direction for more in-depth error analysis.

2.7 Conclusion and Discussion

In this chapter, we characterize deficiencies with current error analysis methods used in NLP: they are laborious and subjective, which can lead to high variance and low reproducibility. Moreover, by focusing on error cases independent of situations where the model is correct, they can yield biased results. Finally, since it is difficult to perform counterfactual analysis, the root cause of errors can easily be overlooked.

In response, we identify three principles required for successful error analysis, and present an interactive tool called Errudite to enable their application: (1) building precise instances groups with composable building blocks in a domain-specific language; (2) scaling the analysis to cover all the relevant successes and failures by automatically building large groups with filtering queries, and
providing visual summaries for them; and (3) testing error hypotheses using counterfactual analysis by rewriting the instances with rules. Data groups and rewrite rules can be easily saved and shared for replication or for analysis of different models with the same groups and rules.

We conduct a detailed user study with NLP experts, confirming that Errudite makes hypothesis definitions both concrete and apparent, reduces sampling bias, and helps researchers verify the true causes of errors. We find that Errudite significantly lowers the barrier for insightful error analysis, hopefully leading to a more in-depth understanding of current models, and to safeguard deployments and improve the state of the art.

While our primary experiments are on Machine Comprehension, the DSL primitives in Errudite are general enough to make extensions to other tasks and domains straightforward. For example, we have extended Errudite to Visual Question Answering with only minor adjustments to the performance metrics and the instance browser (to include images). We share case studies in Appendices A.1.1 and A.1.2 together with further analysis on SQuAD (Appendix A.1.4). Similar adjustments could be done to extend Errudite to other tasks such as Machine Translation, Natural Language Inference, and text classification, along with customization of domain-specific attributes.

Going beyond error analysis, the two building blocks of Errudite, grouping and counterfactual rewriting, are also fundamental to other AI development stages. However, in those cases, relying solely on domain knowledge (as in error analysis) can introduce unnecessary bias. For example, when experts sanity check training data quality, they need groupings to detect conflicting labels between similar instances. Here, handcrafted filtering rules may be subjective and produce unrepresentative groups. In the next two chapters, we further introduce automated algorithmic assistance to mitigate human bias in grouping for data assessment (Chapter 3) and counterfactual data augmentation (Chapter 4).
Chapter 3

AUGMENTING EXPERTS VIA SYSTEMATIC GROUPING FOR ASSESSING DATASET ASSESSMENT

A key challenge for analyzing text queries and assessing the dataset qualities is organizing queries into interpretable, context-preserving, representative, and flexible groups, without inducing human sampling biases. We present structural templates, abstract queries that replace tokens with their linguistic feature forms, as a query grouping method. The templates allow analysts to create query groups with structural similarity at different granularities. We introduce Tempura, an interactive tool that lets analysts explore a query dataset with structural templates. Tempura summarizes a query dataset by selecting a representative subset of templates to show the query distribution. The tool also helps analysts navigate the template space by suggesting related templates likely to yield further explorations. Our user study shows that Tempura helps analysts examine the distribution of a query dataset, find labeling errors, and discover model error patterns and outliers.

This work was done in collaboration with Kanit Wongsuphasawat, Donghao Ren, Kayur Patel and Chris DuBois during my internship at Apple Inc, and was originally published at CHI 2020 [Wu et al., 2020].

3.1 Introduction

One fundamental functionality in Errudite is to systematically gather and modify instances within groups. In fact, data grouping is also essential for dataset exploration, in which practitioners make sure that their sampled data meet their modeling needs (e.g., having required labels and metadata) and do not have any data quality issues (e.g., conflicting labels on similar instances). However, existing methods for finding data groups are insufficient. Errudite’s manual compilation of filters relies heavily on users’ domain expertise, which can be prone to human errors. On the other
hand, fully automated methods like text clustering can produce groups that are not semantically meaningful. For instance, text clustering [Allahyari et al., 2017] or topic modeling [Chuang et al., 2015] usually produces groups that are difficult to understand. They can hardly distinguish the similarity between “how rich is Bill Gates” with “how rich is Jeff Bezos”, or with “how old is Bill Gates.” Developers often try to rationalize those groups by looking at examples within the group and guessing what the algorithm did. In fact, various existing grouping methods all face certain challenges. We analyze their limitations, and formalize four requirements for a grouping strategy: To inspire actionable analysis, the generated groups should be interpretable and context-preserving. To enable unbiased analysis, the groups should be representative of the dataset. Finally, groups should be flexible enough to cope with developers’ varying needs.

While text data are usually tricky, queries are easier to group than longer forms of text (e.g., from articles or books). This is because queries are generally short and often share similar structures. For example, “how rich is Jeff Bezos” and “how rich is Bill Gates” are both one sentence questions. They are also both identically structured “how rich” questions about a person. In this chapter, we aim to leverage this compact structure in text queries to help developers explore query datasets, and create meaningful groups for query analysis.

First, to group queries, we propose an alternative grouping strategy via structural templates, which replace query tokens with abstract ones based on linguistic features. For instance, the template “how rich is $PERSON” abstracts the query “how rich is Bill Gates” in Fig. 3.1 by replacing the token “Bill Gates” with its named entity type, $PERSON.

Structural templates satisfy the aforementioned requirements. Directly generated from the query dataset, they can represent the data distribution. Linguistic features used in their generations help preserve context. They also help developers interpret and map between templates and the
corresponding queries. As we generate many templates for each query using different combinations of linguistic features, analysts can flexibly select templates to explore the query dataset from various aspects. For example, instead of replacing “Bill Gates” with $PERSON to find rich celebrities, one can instead replace “rich” with a part of speech (POS) tag $ADJ to explore other queries about “Bill Gates” (e.g., “how old is Bill Gates”). Analysts can also change the granularity of the grouping. From the template “how rich is $PERSON”, one can further abstract $PERSON into a POS tag $NOUN. The resulting template “how rich is $NOUN” will then include previously omitted queries like “how rich is feta cheese”, and reveal ambiguities in the word “rich”.
Next, to help developers analyze queries with structural templates, we introduce an interactive system called Tempura — template based query analysis (Fig. 3.2). With Tempura, developers may begin their analyses by looking at the template overview panel, which presents a set of templates to summarize the distribution of a query dataset. Alternatively, they may find a particular query of interest in the query panel. Via interactive template traversal, developers may navigate between query groups with different grouping aspects and granularities. Underlying Tempura, we present an entropy-based measure to suggest templates that developers may want to traverse to. Based on this measure, we also develop a template summarization algorithm to select a template subset for the overview.

We evaluate Tempura both in terms of the template selection algorithm and the system. We demonstrate that the algorithm can reveal distributional differences between three datasets including Natural Questions [Kwiatkowski et al., 2019a], MS MARCO [Nguyen et al., 2016], and internal query logs from a commercial conversational assistant. In a user study, eight experienced machine learning (ML) developers analyzed a query dataset and its modeling performance with Tempura. Each of them was able to make around five interesting observations on either the data or the model. These findings included better understandings on dataset distribution, labeling noises, as well as patterns and outliers in the model’s errors — some of which are actionable observations that can help them prioritize their decisions on data cleaning and augmentation. Our users agreed that Tempura helped them make more observations with less effort, and suggested additional tasks where the structural template can be useful.

3.2 Understanding Query Analysis And Grouping

We interacted closely with a team of seven ML developers who work on query analysis for six months. We studied their workflows through weekly informal interviews and direct observations. Here, we summarize their two primary query analysis tasks, both requiring coherent query groupings. We then analyze the limitations of existing grouping methods, and identify four requirements for effective grouping.
Table 3.1: Four requirements for effective query groupings (G1-G4). Existing query grouping methods all have limitations. Meanwhile, groups created by our structural template satisfy all the requirements.

### 3.2.1 Key Tasks: Dataset Exploration and Error Analysis

Developers typically need to perform two primary query analysis tasks. The first task is dataset exploration (T1), in which they broadly explore their data and perform sanity checks. These sanity checks help developers ensure that their sampled data meet their modeling needs (e.g., not under-representing certain use cases) and do not have any data quality issues (e.g., conflicting labels on similar queries). Data exploration requires comparing the distributions of different query groups (similarly phrased queries, those with the same labels, etc.).

The second task is error analysis (T2), in which practitioners examine wrong predictions (e.g., from bug reports of deployed systems [Holstein et al., 2019]) to understand their models’ deficiencies. In this case, developers instead usually start with an individual query, and then find if certain errors generalize to systematic error patterns. Although these two tasks have different starting points, in both cases developers need coherent groupings of queries to perform their analyses.

### 3.2.2 Query Grouping: Existing Methods & Requirements

We analyze limitations of existing query grouping approaches, and identify four requirements for effective grouping methods:

G1 **Interpretable.** Groups should have clear definitions, such that developers can predict what queries are included.
G2 Context-preserving. Groups should consider the actual sentence context of the queries, not just coarse properties.

G3 Representative. Groups should reflect the dataset distribution, without biasing towards or overlooking queries.

G4 Flexible. Groups should help developers assess queries that are similar (G4a) from different aspects (“how should the queries be similar”) and at (G4b) different granularities (“how similar they should be”).

In practice, developers frequently grouping by query properties like query length or query types (e.g., question words). However, such groupings only convey those particular attributes, and thus preserve too little context (✗ G2) from the queries to form groups that reveal actionable insights. One developer said “Knowing my model performs poorly on long queries does not lead to next steps.” Alternatively, developers would assign query groups based on domain knowledge, either manually or through filtering scripts. Such approach may introduce the developers’ biases and cause the groupings to be unrepresentative (✗ G3). One could mistakenly filter and focus on a group of “how rich” questions even when the dataset doesn’t contain many such examples [Wu et al., 2019a].

Clustering algorithms compensate both issues, capturing more sentence meaning than query properties and extracting representative groups directly from the dataset. However, developers only rarely rely on them. They are concerned that clustering algorithms may chain unrelated queries together, making the groups less coherent. For example, “how rich is Jeff Bezos” and “how old is Bill Gates” can be in the same cluster, just because they are both similar to “how rich is Bill Gates.” As a result, developers usually have a hard time interpreting the groups (✗ G1). They also cannot flexibly inspect how the model respond to “how rich” and “how old” (✗ G4).

3.3 The Concept of Structural Template

To develop a grouping method that better satisfies aforementioned requirements, we leverage the fact that queries are typically short and often share similar sentence structure, and propose grouping queries via structural templates. Here, we first describe how we generate structural templates from a query, and how a template can represent a query group. We then explain the hierarchical relationship
between templates, which allows analysts to explore the space of similar queries.

### 3.3.1 The Assumption on Query Structures

Tempura is built on the assumption that queries are properly structured to support part-of-speech tagging. While prior work describes real-world queries as potentially under-specified, terse, and context-dependent [Budzik and Hammond 2000, Capannini et al. 2011, Hoque et al. 2017, Setlur et al. 2019], our assumption is valid here, as we focus on a subset of real-world queries: knowledge-seeking questions. Filtering to a query subset is common in practice for routing queries based on their format, intent, or context. For example, ill-defined queries will trigger hard-coded responses like “Sorry I don’t understand.” As a result, we work on self-contained questions, which are usually cleaner and are in line with the interests of developers we interacted with. The questions are also mostly well-formed in various question answering datasets (e.g., SQuAD [Rajpurkar et al. 2016b], VQA [Antol et al. 2015]) and public query datasets (e.g., Natural Question and MS MARCO similarly discard non-question queries), to which Tempura would directly apply. That said, the syntactic patterns of ill-structured queries are still useful, and we envision how Tempura can be extended for those queries in §3.10.

### 3.3.2 Template Generation: Abstracting Query Tokens

We define a **structural template** to be an abstract query that replaces their original tokens with **abstract tokens**. To produce abstract tokens, we use four linguistic features, listed from the most specific to the most abstract:

1. Lower cased original `TEXT` (“How” $\rightarrow$ “how”)
2. Normalized word form `LEMMA` (“is” $\rightarrow$ “$be$”)
3. Named entity type `ENT` (“Bill Gates” $\rightarrow$ “$PERSON$”)
4. Part-of-speech `POS` (“Bill Gates” $\rightarrow$ “$NOUN$”)

---

1\textsuperscript{1} We color the abstract tokens in the templates based on their linguistic features: `text`, `lemma`, `named entity`, or `POS tag`.

2\textsuperscript{2} We merge n-grams entities and noun chunks, such that “Bill Gates” can be treated as `$PERSON$ or `$NOUN$', rather
Each unique combination of the query’s linguistic features produces a template. In Fig. 3.1, the linguistic features [ TEXT, TEXT, TEXT, ENT ] generate the template that has abstract tokens [“how”, “rich”, “is”, “$PERSON”]. Because we extract multiple linguistic features from each token, a single query can produce many templates, each with a different set of abstract tokens. For instance, “how rich is Bill Gates” (q₁ in Fig. 3.3) can generate 5 templates. Each template in turn covers multiple queries, and therefore represent a query group. In Fig. 3.3, t₂ (“how rich is $PERSON”) represents a group of two queries (q₁ and q₂).

Templates provide several advantages. First, by pivoting query tokens in a controlled manner, we create template-based groups that are interpretable (G1) — analysts can easily map between queries and templates. Second, because templates mirror the syntactic structures of the grouped queries, these groups are context-preserving (G2). Finally, as we extract templates from every query in a dataset, the resulting templates can represent the dataset distribution (G3).

3.3.3 Hierarchy of Templates with Different Granularity

Because the linguistic features have a ladder of granularity, the templates generated with these linguistic features form an abstraction hierarchy. For example, person names and locations are both nouns, so tokens with named entity $PERSON and $LOC will all have $NOUN as the POS tag. As a result, the set of queries covered by “how rich is $PERSON” (t₂ in Fig. 3.3) is always a subset of $PERSON $PERSON.

³We merge $NOUN and $PROPN for simplicity.
Figure 3.4: Parent and child templates for “how $ADJ$ $be$ $PERSON$”, by tweaking its different linguistic features: (A) is a parent template found by merging $be$ with other possible LEMMA (e.g., $do$) to $VERB$ (POS). Similarly, (B) merges $PERSON$ with other possible ENT to get $NOUN$ (POS). (C) and (D) are two sets of child templates splitting (C) the $ADJ$ and (D) $PERSON$ into actual LEMMA forms.

those in “how rich is $NOUN$” ($t_3$). In other words, $t_3$ is an abstraction of $t_2$.

The hierarchy provides flexibility (G4). Analysts can traverse the hierarchy to examine query groups at different levels of granularity (G4b). By changing a linguistic feature in a template, one can move up to its parents (templates that are immediately one level less specific) or down to its children (immediately one level more specific). Consider the template “how $ADJ$ $be$ $PERSON$” in Fig. 3.4 changing the LEMMA “$be$” to its abstract POS tag “$VERB$” generates the parent (A), which includes other $VERB$s besides $be$. Similarly, replacing “$PERSON$” with its abstract POS tag “$NOUN$” produces the parent (B), which covers more general questions by including other $NOUN$s beyond $PERSON$ names. On the other hand, splitting “$ADJ$” and “$PERSON$” to their LEMMA forms generate four children, two for (C) and two for (D).

Analysts can also traverse the hierarchy to examine groups from different aspects (G4a). For example, from a template that focuses on a specific attribute for different people (“how rich $be$ $PERSON$” in Fig. 3.4C), we can pivot to concentrate on different attributes of the same person (“how $ADJ$ $be$ bill gates” in Fig. 3.4D). To do so, we can first replace “rich” with its abstract POS tag “$ADJ$”, and then replace “$PERSON$” with the TEXT “bill gates”.


3.4 The Tempura Interface

We develop an interactive system, Tempura, to help developers use structural templates for query analysis (Fig. 3.2). In this section, we present how the Tempura interface lets developers explore the queries and generated templates by showing overviews first and providing details on demand [Shneiderman, 1996].

3.4.1 Overviews: Bi-directional Starting Point

The Tempura interface provides both template and query overviews. The template overview panel (Fig. 3.2A) lists a set of templates to summarize the query distribution as a starting point for dataset exploration (T1). We later describe how Tempura selects templates for this overview in the §3.6 section. The query panel (Fig. 3.2B) lists individual queries and lets analysts start error analysis (T2) with one query. To help users locate templates and queries to inspect, both panels support searching with regular expression.

Both panels also display attributes associated with each template and query, and allow users to sort the table entries based on these attributes. The query panel shows a ground truth and a predicted label per query. Meanwhile, the template overview panel presents attributes of each template’s corresponding query group (Fig. 3.2E), including coverage (the number of queries covered by the template) and other statistical attributes relevant to the modeling task (explained below).

The template overview is task-agnostic, as the table can show different statistics for different modeling tasks. For example, Fig. 3.5 shows attributes for a text classification task. The stacked bar chart in Fig. 3.5B indicates the model performance with error rate, or the ratio of incorrectly predicted queries associated with a template. The distribution bar glyphs in Fig. 3.5C and 3.5D show class distributions for the ground truth and the prediction respectively. In this example, the template contains three ground truth labels, but only two predicted labels (with one dominating). These bar glyphs reveal that the covered queries receive similar predictions, regardless of the actual $PERSON in the query. In contrast, if the template contains only one ground truth label but many predicted labels, the model is likely not robust, and thus can be easily swayed by $PERSON.
more details about the distributions, users can click on the glyphs to open a popup window showing an enlarged bar chart (Examples in Fig. 3.9).

3.4.2 Details-on-demand: Multi-aspect/granularity Traversal

After starting their analyses from the two overviews, analysts can further explore query groups of interest on demand with template traversal, and thereby get varying views of the data. Basically, analysts can traverse the template hierarchy, by moving up to inspect coarser (more abstract) parents or down to examine finer-grained (more specific) children templates.

To explore different query groups with template traversal, analysts can first select a template of interest (Fig. 3.2A). Based on the selection, the traversal panel (Fig. 3.2C) shows a focused template on the top (Fig. 3.2F). For each token in the template, the panel presents an arrow and a bar glyph to indicate potential traversal options. The arrow denotes the corresponding token’s traversal direction: moving to children (down) or a parent (up). For example, the arrows in Fig. 3.6 indicate the corresponding two parent and two children sets in Fig. 3.4.

The bar glyphs help preview the templates related to corresponding traversals. For a downward traversal, the bar glyph shows the children templates and their coverage. The four bars in Fig. 3.6C indicates that moving from $ADJ$ to its children will generate 4 templates (“how { $old, $much, $big, $strong } $be $PERSON”). We can also see that the coverage of the four children is roughly even. For an upward traversal, the bars represents sibling templates (templates with the same parent). The bar glyph in Fig. 3.6B shows that moving from $PERSON$ to $NOUN$ will merge the current template “how $ADJ$ $be$ $PERSON” with another sibling template “how $ADJ$ $be

3For simplicity, we omitted $t$ from the entropy equations (e.g., $S_c(2, \text{LEMMA})$ in C represents $S_c(t, 2, \text{LEMMA})$).
When analysts select a traversal direction (by clicking an arrow), Tempura creates a neighbor template table (Fig. 3.2D), which lists all corresponding neighbor templates shown in the bar glyph and their attributes. As children or siblings of the focused template, these templates only differ from each other by one token. Therefore, showing them in one table helps contrast similar query groups.

Figure 3.6: Given a focused template $t = \text{“how } \$ADJ \$be \$PERSON\text{”}$, we can traverse to its parents (up arrows on top of $\$be$ and $\$PERSON$), or children (down arrow under $\$ADJ$ and $\$PERSON$). The color density of the arrows indicates how informative a traversal is. Bar charts denote the coverage distribution of the templates affected by the traverse.

3.5 Scoring Traversals

We introduce the traversal score used to color traversal arrows in the interface. We want to guide the analyst towards templates that have only a few abstract tokens, because they are more interpretable (G1) and context-preserving (G2) than those containing only abstract tokens. However, suggested templates should also cover enough queries to ensure that they are representative enough to be worth exploring.

Suppose an analyst starts with the template $t$ in Fig. 3.6. She can make $\$ADJ$ less abstract (C),
to inspect all the child templates that have a **LEMMA** for that token. This action “splits” the current template into finer-grained templates, as in Fig. 3.4C. We encourage this traversal when each of the split children covers a significant number of queries. Conversely, this traversal is not useful when only one or a few children cover the majority of queries associated with \( t \). In such cases, analyzing the high-coverage child yield a slightly more specific subgroup, but at the cost of seeing less queries overall.

To help users weigh this tradeoff, we define a *traversal score* for each available traversal starting from a template \( t \). Let \( t_i \) be the abstract token at position \( i \) in \( t \), and \( |t| \) be the template coverage. Let \( C(t,i,l) = \{ s \in \text{Children}(t) : s_i = l, |s| > 1 \} \) be the subset of children covering more than one query, where we have set the \( i \)-th token to be a less abstract token, using a less abstract linguistic feature \( l \). In our previous **$ADJ$** case, the templates in Fig. 3.4C (also Fig. 3.6C) are examples of \( C(t,2,\text{LEMMA}) \). Because all the templates in \( C(t,i,l) \) differ on the \( i \)-th abstract token, their covered queries are mutually exclusive. For traversing to child templates, \( S_c(t,i,l) \), we use the entropy of the normalized coverage of a template’s children,

\[
S_c(t,i,l) = - \sum_{s \in C(t,i,l)} \frac{|s|}{|C(t,i,l)|} \log \frac{|s|}{|C(t,i,l)|}
\]

where \( |C(t,i,l)| = \sum_{s \in C(t,i,l)} |s| \).

We use the entropy to encourage traversals where each of the children have a similar amount of coverage. We discourage traversals when the distribution of coverage among those children is “peaked”; in those cases, the resulting templates have reduced coverage while providing only a small increase to the coherence for each subgroup of queries (G1).

Similar to traversing towards children, analysts can traverse to parent templates, i.e., use a more abstract linguistic feature \( l \) for \( i \)-th token in \( t \). While traversing towards children splits a template, traversing to a parent conversely merges **sibling templates** (templates that have the same linguistic features as \( t \) and have the same parent). For example, templates in any \( C(t,i,l) \) are siblings of each other. Just as before, we define a traversal score which encourages traversing to parents whose child templates each cover a significant number of queries. For the parents of \( t \) that arise from making
token $i$ more abstract, we compute the same entropy score as before, but instead normalize over the siblings of $t$, $R(t, i, l) = \{s \in \text{Siblings}(t) : s_i = l\}$. We denote this score $S_p(t, i, l)$.

### 3.6 Template Summarization

We now present an algorithm that helps select templates for the template overview panel (Fig. 3.2A). Our goal is to select a set of representative templates to summarize the query distribution, and use it as a starting point for dataset exploration (T1).

#### 3.6.1 Intuition: Two Aspects to Consider

To construct representative groups of queries, we prefer templates with high coverage. Meanwhile, to effectively initiate the exploration, we want to include templates that are more preferred than any of its parents or children. If the parents or children are preferred, analysts will need to perform extra traversing steps to reach the interesting grouping structure.

The traversal score defined previously provides a ranking between a given template and all its parents and children. A template $t$ should be selected when we do not encourage traversing to any of its parents or children. We define $I(t)$ to be the maximum of $t$’s traversal scores — all the $S_c(t, i, l)$ and $S_p(t, i, l)$ for different tokens $i$ and abstract tokens $l$:

$$I(t) = \max_{i,l}(\max_{i,l} S_c(t, i, l), \max_{i,l} S_p(t, i, l))$$

Recall that traversal scores represent preferences towards parents and children. With $I(t)$ being the maximum, the lower it is, the less likely $t$ should be split or merged at any tokens, and therefore the more likely we want to include it in the overview.

#### 3.6.2 Selection as a Weighted Set Cover Problem

To take these two aspects into consideration, we form the template selection as a weighted set coverage problem. We see the query dataset $Q = \{q_1, ..., q_n\}$ as the entire set of elements. Then, each template $t$ in $T = \{t_1, ..., t_m\}$ represents a subset of $Q$ that contains a number of queries $|t|$
(the template coverage). We use $I(t)$ as the weights, such that templates with low preferences are penalized by having a high weight. Our goal is to find a set $T^* \subset T$ such that (1) $T^*$ covers at least a user-specified ratio, $c$, of queries: $|T^*| = |\bigcup_{t \in T^*} t| \geq c|Q|$; and (2) the sum of the weights of the subsets in $T^*$ is minimized.

```
Algorithm 1: Template selection

Data: query set $Q$, generated templates $T$, min cover. ratio $c$
Result: a list of overview templates $T^*$
1 $T^* = \{\}$;
2 while $|T^*| < c|Q|$ do
3    $t^* = \arg\min_{t \in T} I(t) / (|T^* \cup \{t\}| - |T^*|)$;
4    $T^* = T^* \cup \{t^*\}$;
5 return $T^*$
```

Weighted set coverage is a NP-complete problem. Here we use a classic greedy algorithm (Algorithm 1) to compute an approximate $T^*$ [Young 2008]. The algorithm repeatedly chooses a template $t$ that minimizes the weight $I(t)$ divided by number of queries in $t$ not yet covered by the chosen templates ($|T^* \cup \{t\}| - |T^*|$). It then stops and returns the chosen templates ($T^*$) when they form a cover of the original set of queries.

We experiment our selection algorithm on different query datasets. Compared to alternative weighting strategies, our algorithm selects a larger number of templates, but tends to selects more interpretable and context-preserving “what $be$ $NOUN$” rather than “what $VERB$ $NOUN$”). We find the algorithm can reduce the exploration burden: Heuristically, to cover 75% queries of a dataset, the method selects a number of templates that is around 10% of the dataset size (for a 10,000 query dataset, the method selects around 1,000 templates).

### 3.6.3 Case Study: Templates Selected from Different Datasets

To test whether our automatic template generation and summarization can reveal dataset characteristics, we use Tempura to process three datasets

1. Natural Question (NQ) [Kwiatkowski et al.]

We augment linguistic features with SpaCy (https://spacy.io/).

---

4We augment linguistic features with SpaCy (https://spacy.io/).
and (2) MS MARCO [Nguyen et al., 2016], which are collections of real queries issued to Google and Bing Search Engines, respectively, as well as (3) anonymized search queries from a commercial conversational assistant (Assistant) that occur on more than 10 different devices. The queries are all seeking general knowledge (not related to personal information). They are automated speech recognition transcripts with no audio attached.

These datasets are used for training question answering systems [Joshi et al., 2017]. We are interested in understanding if queries from different sources differ. To explore this, we sample 10,000 queries from each dataset (with the training and the development set combined) and generate templates from them. We report two major results below.

**Crafted research datasets are sparser.** The number of generated templates in Table 3.2 reveals NQ’s apparent distributional difference. It generates many more unique templates (around 2.5 million) compared to the other two alternatives (within 1 million). This is likely because additional filters on NQ only keep queries that have (1) more than eight words, and (2) a closely related Wikipedia page. The cartesian product of linguistic features then generates more templates from the longer queries. In other words, while the filters help locate complex questions, they also shift the distribution to be less representative of the natural queries. While MS MARCO generates fewer templates than NQ, it still contains more diverse queries than Assistant: Both NQ and MS MARCO only have 0.66% templates with coverage greater than 1.

| Dataset   | $l(q)$ | $|T|$   | $|t| > 1$ |
|-----------|--------|--------|-----------|
| NQ        | 7.6 ± 1.8 | 2,662,618 | 16,976 (0.66%) |
| MS MARCO  | 5.2 ± 2.5  | 992,483    | 6,601 (0.66%) |
| Assistant | 5.3 ± 1.6  | 509,734    | 29,732 (5.83%) |

Table 3.2: The tested datasets with their query lengths $l(q)$, and the attributes on generated templates. From the total number of generated templates ($|T|$) and the proportion of those covering at least two queries ($|t| > 1$), we see NQ and MS MARCO are more sparse than Assistant.

Real-world queries have different distributions. Further comparing the less sparse MS MARCO and Assistant, we notice that the most representative templates differ. While “what be

---

5NQ’s average query length appears to be less than eight in the table, as we merged noun chunks.
Figure 3.7: The five most representative templates and most frequent query types for the sampled queries in (A) Assistant, and (B) MS MARCO. They have similar query types, but their templates differ after “what be $NOUN$”. This indicates that the templates can capture more dataset characteristics than the conventional query types.

$NOUN$" is an important template in both MS MARCO and Assistant, this template has a much higher coverage in the former. The selected templates diverge afterwards: MS MARCO has many $NOUN$ (e.g., “401k loan requirements”, “employee turnover types”) while Assistant has more “what $do$ $NOUN$ mean” queries. The $NOUN$ case in MS MARCO is especially interesting: all the query datasets were filtered to only keep knowledge-seeking question queries, yet the other two didn’t show any $NOUN$ queries, indicating different filtering strategies. Such dataset differences are difficult to notice from just the query types (in Fig. 3.7) or query length (in Table 3.2).

3.7 Usage Scenario

We present a scenario to demonstrate how developers can use Tempura to better evaluate a BERT-based classification model [Devlin et al., 2019] on a query dataset. The task is to predict if a query is in one of four categories: food (“can I freeze spaghetti”), health (“what is Keflex used for”), procedural explanations on how to perform some tasks (“how to clean white shoes”), or none of
above. The dataset contains 10,000 anonymized, knowledge-seeking queries from Assistant (75% of which are covered by the selected overview templates). It is a sample of the development set that the developers are building a model on. This scenario is inspired by the analyses that participants perform in our user study, which uses the same data.

The developer first filters the templates to only keep those covering more than ten queries, and sorts them by their error rate in descending order (Fig. 3.10). The template with the highest error rate is “how $can $-PRON- $VERB $NOUN”. Out of the 26 covered queries, 46% are incorrectly predicted. Inspecting them, he notices noisy labels, namely similar queries are labeled as asking for a procedural explanation (“how can I boil eggs”\(^6\)) and about food (“how can I cook salmon”). The developer verifies that queries on cooking procedures make these two label pairs non-exclusive. He treats this observation as supporting evidence to switch to a multi-label classifier.

Afterwards, the developer explores similar templates via template traversal. With the focused template panel (Fig. 3.8), he notices the dark arrow in B, which suggests that merging $can into its parent POS form ($VERB) is the most informative traversal. Other traversals indeed seem less useful.

The bar charts associated with $VERB and $NOUN (C) show that they have a large number of sparse and unrepresentative children. Meanwhile, merging $how (A) yields a very little gain, as its two neighboring templates have few queries associated with them.

Thus, the developer follows the suggestion, and traverses up from $can. Doing so triggers the neighboring template panel (Fig. 3.2D) to present sibling templates with different $VERBS. He notices that the dataset contains a large number of queries in the form of “how $do $-PRON- $VERB $NOUN”. By expanding the bar charts for the ground truth labels (Fig. 3.9), we see an interesting label distribution difference between the two templates: the queries under the $can

\(^6\)All the queries referred in the chapter have a query frequency larger than 10, i.e., occur on at least ten unique devices.
The ground truth label distributions for queries covered by two closely related neighboring templates, with (B) “how $do$ $-$PRON- $VERB$ $NOUN$” having a much larger portion of food related queries.

Despite the distribution differences between “$can$” and “$do$”, the developer deems these templates identical, and moves to inspect “how $VERB$ $-$PRON- $VERB$ $NOUN$”. Afterwards, he instead traverses down the second $VERB$ to understand what are the actions being queried. Fig. 3.10 shows a neighbor template table for the traversal. Among the four child templates covering most queries, “how $VERB$ $-$PRON- $cook$ $NOUN$” has the most indicative verb, with all queries labeled and predicted to be food related. Meanwhile, “how $VERB$ $-$PRON- $do$ $NOUN$” has high error rate with only one predicted label (none). Retrieving its queries, the developer notices that all but one are labeled as procedural. He suspects the model neither understands the template, nor recognizes the $NOUN$s (“division”, “a screen recording”, etc.) This model error pattern suggests the model has underfitted to this form of query. The lemma $make$ has the highest coverage. The model predicts most of the “$make$” queries to be food. However, 6 of 33 queries are labeled as procedural despite involving alcoholic beverages (“how do you make vodka”, “how do you make a margarita”). In hindsight, these queries could arguably have both labels. Furthermore, in $play$, we see a model error outlier: with “chess” and “old maid” both being board games, “how do you play chess” is labeled as procedural but predicted as none, whereas “old maid” shows the reverse: labeled as none but predicted as procedural. Our developer notes the conflict and decides to double...
check the labels, as well as the model stability on various similar $NOUN$s.

Hoping to see a comprehensive list of procedural queries, the developer samples more queries with the *procedural* label. He notices many queries asking “how to do (something).” He generalizes from those queries to a template, “how to $VERB$ $NOUN$”. He finds that this template (with 35 queries) has a higher portion of food queries (85.7%), but most queries are semantically similar to those in “how $VERB$ $-PRON-$ $VERB$ $NOUN$”. He creates a single, regular expression-related template capturing both subgroups: “how ($VERB$ $-PRON-|to)+$ $VERB$ $NOUN$”, so he can revisit these queries in future investigation.

### 3.8 User Study

We ran a user study to answer the following three questions:

Q1 Can Tempura support data exploration and error analysis, and help participants make actionable observations easily?

Q2 How do analysts decide which templates to inspect?

Q3 Are Tempura’s components useful for exploration?

Each user study session lasted for one hour. We first surveyed participants’ query analysis experience. Next, we provided a tutorial outlining the features of Tempura. Participants then used Tempura to explore the same data and model as described in §3.7. We encouraged participants to

**Figure 3.10:** Neighbor template table showing the top four LEMMA ($make$, $cook$, $play$, and $do$) after splitting the second $VERB$ in “how $VERB$ $-PRON-$ $VERB$ $NOUN$”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$make$</th>
<th>Coverage</th>
<th>Error rate</th>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Predict</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$cook$</th>
<th>Coverage</th>
<th>Error rate</th>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Predict</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$play$</th>
<th>Coverage</th>
<th>Error rate</th>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Predict</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$do$</th>
<th>Coverage</th>
<th>Error rate</th>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Predict</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observation Type</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>Examples</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dataset distribution</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>observed frequent query patterns</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>“how long $do $-PRON- $VERB $NOUN (for)*” (148 queries) are all food related (e.g., “how long do you boil corn”), whereas “how long $do $-PRON- take for $NOUN to $VERB” (16 queries) has half of health queries (e.g., “how long does it take for a piercing to heal”).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dataset noise</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discovered labeling issues or illegitimate queries</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2 out of 86 queries in “can dog (have</td>
<td>eat)+ $NOUN” are labeled as health, but the $NOUNs are all food (“corns”, “rice”). All the 9 queries in “what $be the benefit of $NOUN” are predicted to be health, but 4 are labeled as none.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Model error pattern</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>concluded systematic model error categories</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>The model cannot understand rare tokens. The $NOUNs in “what $be $NOUN used for” (57 queries) are all medical related, but the model only predicts 28 (49.1%) to be health — possibly affected by their training frequencies. Overfitting to templates. “is $NOUN bad for $-PRON-” (5 queries) are all predicted to be health related, even for “is college bad for you” (supposed to be none).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Model error outlier</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>noticed model’s specific behaviors that are not generalizable</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>In “can $-PRON- $VERB $NOUN” (29 queries), similar queries are predicted differently: “can I block a contact” is predicted as none, whereas “Can I block unwanted phone calls” is procedural.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3: Participants’ example observations on (1) Dataset distribution (they observed frequent query patterns); (2) Dataset noise (they discovered labeling issues or illegitimate queries); (3) Model error pattern (they concluded systematic error categories); (4) Model error outlier (they noticed model’s specific strange behaviors that are not generalizable, or that related queries are mostly correctly predicted).

We think aloud and describe their observations while they explored. We noted down their observations throughout the session (Q1), and also logged their clickstreams for analyzing their exploration process (Q2). Afterwards, we confirmed the recorded observations with the participants, and they rated each observation by the ease of discovery, relative to their prior experience working with queries in the wild. Participants further self-assessed how much more they learned about the dataset and the model, and rated the usefulness of different components in Tempura (Q3). All the ratings were collected in the form of five-point Likert scale [Likert, 1932]. Eight ML developers at Apple participated in our study, all with prior query analysis and modeling experience (worked on 3-10 datasets, $\mu = 6.2$). Below, we answer the questions with the study outputs.
3.8.1 *Q1: Users made actionable observations in Tempura.*

*Observations are on datasets and errors.*

As mentioned in §3.7, participants noticed both general patterns and outlier behaviors in dataset and error analysis. Their observations can be divided into four categories, as in Table 3.3. On average, subjects reported $5.4 \pm 1.83$ observations. In total, participants made 26 unique observations. Participants made around the same number of observations on datasets and on models, indicating Tempura can support both tasks. They consistently rated that it was easier to make observations in Tempura ($4.5 \pm 0.73$).

*Observations are actionable.*

Five out of eight participants noted that their observations were *actionable*, and proposed several potential next steps. For example, templates helped them improve their labeling tasks. With templates covering interchangeably labeled queries (data noise issue), they would not only clean up existing labels, but use example queries in those template groups to revise the labeling instructions. Templates’ label distributions could also guide training data revision. Participants would overcome the template overfitting issue (i.e., queries covered by one template are all predicted the same, regardless of their labels) by collecting data with the same syntax but different label. In contrast, for underfitting templates (i.e., the correlation between a template and a label is not correctly learned), participants would augment the data with semantically neighboring templates. Templates could also help build targeted and challenging validation sets for testing specific syntax phenomena.

*Tempura could be better at error analysis.*

Participants agreed that they *understood more* about both the dataset ($4.4 \pm 0.45$) and the model ($3.9 \pm 0.90$). Generally, participants believed their analysis on data distribution was more thorough, because various factors that Tempura does not consider — model architecture, transfer learning.

---

*We counted participants’ self-reported observations. Recall that we confirmed and asked them to rate each one of their observations.*
effect — can all account for an imperfect model. They offered suggestions on improving Tempura for error analysis. For example, to prioritize problematic templates, we could select overview templates using entropies on model related measurements (e.g., error rates). Such measurement can further surface templates related to error analysis, but we worry it would focus too much on a specific model, at the cost of general dataset information. One participant also mentioned that adding word frequencies could help understand whether the model is overfitting to particular templates or keywords. In fact, structural templates can be paired with many conventional attributes (query length, sentiment, etc.) Further investments are needed to understand which additional debugging attribute provides the most comprehensive view.

3.8.2 Q2: Attributes as the primary clue.

We retrieved participants’ clickstreams affecting the overview table, and programmatically labeled them into four types: finding templates that (1) have a certain attributes pattern like high error rate or coverage (Attr), (2) contain queries with specific ground truth or prediction label(s) (Label), (3) satisfy a partial template search filter, in the form of regular expression pattern (Regex), and (4) are generated from a specific query (Query).

The results revealed that participants surfaced templates they would like to inspect via all strategies, but the most common ones were by sorting or filtering Attrs (used by all participants), or particular Labels (seven participants). Users’ free form responses reflected that they highly valued the coverage and error rate. Three participants (P3, P6, P8) also commented that the label distributions were useful. P6 said he actively searched for structural overfitting (templates with only one prediction label). P8 expressed particular interest in templates with more varying labels: “Sometimes we locally improve models for queries with certain patterns. This helps me understand, for example, if the data augmentation on a specific label has negative effects on queries with the same syntax but different labels.” Only four participants generalized template structures from a Query. P7 explained that generalization required more of a mental model on the template-query mapping, and thus was harder than starting from template overviews.
3.8.3 Q3: Tempura is effective; Users learned more about the dataset.

When assessing the usefulness of different components, users rated the algorithm selected overview templates \( (4.2 \pm 0.63) \), cross-filtering between templates and queries \( (4.4 \pm 0.68) \), and supportive attributes (e.g., error rate) & interactions (e.g., sorting) \( (4.7 \pm 0.41) \) as very useful, and rated template traversal \( (3.6 \pm 0.83) \) as potentially useful. They especially liked the combination of templates and attribute summaries, saying it greatly helped redirect their attention to important query groups. The lower rating for traversal could be due to the size of the dataset. As P4 pointed out, \( \lq\lq\)With 10k queries, interesting hierarchical groups are less common. I found myself sometimes getting many low coverage child templates.\rq\rq

Participants all thought Tempura was intuitive to learn, and at the same time it greatly enhanced their query exploration experience. Five users commented that Tempura offered a finer-grained and systematic analysis process, making their observations more precise. They mentioned that structural templates provided more efficient and intuitive starting points for categorizing raw queries, helped them to bypass the large coding overhead needed, and sped up their otherwise tedious manual process. The speed up was significant. As P1 described: \( \lq\lq\)I learned 7 new things in the last half an hour! Without the tool, I would spend all those time writing Python scripts without knowing if it will lead to anything significant.\rq\rq

3.9 Related Work

3.9.1 Query Text Analysis

Seeking to reveal systematic and actionable patterns in a dataset, existing analysis methods usually slice text queries into groups-of-interest in various ways. However, grouping unstructured queries is challenging. Groups created manually or via grouping scripts [Wu et al., 2019a, Ratner et al., 2017] are usually not representative of the dataset distribution. Filters on query properties can scale (e.g., word frequency [Felix et al., 2017], query length or answer type [Wadhwa et al., 2018, Kafle and Kanan, 2017]), but prior work has noted that such features usually could either overlook the context of the whole sentence [Mohasseb et al., 2018, Samory and Mitra, 2019], or get too abstractive to be
precise and interpretable [Chuang et al., 2015].

Meanwhile, without isolating features, researchers have also tried to organize the dataset by automatically classifying [Shen et al., 2006, Arguello et al., 2009] or clustering [Allahyari et al., 2017] similar queries together. To date, such algorithms measure similarities with TF-IDF [Allahyari et al., 2017] or embedding-based [Wang et al., 2015] distances, which usually result in query groups with mixed semantic (“when was the colored TV invented” v.s. “when did we invent the colored TV”) and structural similarity (“when was the car invented”). Though mixed groups are noisy, both semantic- and structure- based grouping support unique analysis tasks in isolate: Semantically similar queries can help identify paraphrases, reveal specific contents being queried, or evaluate model robustness on semantics-preserving perturbations [Ribeiro et al., 2018]. Meanwhile, structurally similar ones identify queries with common intents (e.g., queries under “is $NOUN$ good for me” are all associated with health related issues), and can serve as the basis for query dataset augmentation [Fourney and Dumais, 2016] (e.g., augment $NOUN$ with additional medicine names in “is $NOUN$ good for me”, or rewrite all the covered queries to “what does $NOUN$ do to me”). Our work prioritizes structural similarity, as this features could be more explicitly measured, and thus are more interpretable.

3.9.2 Template/Pattern-based Analysis

Structural templates have been implicitly used for various tasks. In question answering [Wadhwa et al., 2018, Shen et al., 2017], analysts inspect queries based on their question types (“what”, “who”), which could be viewed as structures of a short phrase in a query. However, these “templates” are usually too shallow, covering up to three words in their lemma forms. In a more explicit manner, rule/pattern-based methods have been extensively used in information extraction [Hoffmann et al., 2015, McCallum, 2005, Pasca and Van Durme, 2007]. Hearst [Hearst, 1992] identified a set of lexico-syntactic patterns (again, structures of part of the sentence) to recognize hyponyms from free-form text. This approach helps ground various studies on extracting semantic phrases (drug entities from online medical form [Gupta et al., 2014], product features from reviews [Popescu and Etzioni, 2005], etc.) Later, Ratner et al. [Ratner et al., 2017] recognized pattern-based heuristics as
one of the primary source for writing labeling functions in their data programming system, Snorkel. In Errudite [Wu et al., 2019a], Wu et al. similarly allowed linguistic pattern query for grouping instances or doing counterfactual analysis. Mohasseb et al. [Mohasseb et al., 2018] enumerated typical syntactic structures for three different types of web queries, and used such structures as features for query classification. However, these studies require manual compilation of templates, which is tedious and prone to human errors and biases. In contrast, Tempura automatically mines templates from a given dataset. If used as a basis for Snorkel or Errudite, it could compensate the potential biases in analysts’ prior knowledge.

Prior work has also explored automatic template generation. Li [Li, 2010] structured queries’ noun phrases by identifying intent heads (primary objects) and their associated attributes. His templates capture semantic aspects, and tend to include more concrete ontology definitions. While our templates rely on standard POS tags and named entities by default, the preprocessing step can be easily customized and embed more sophisticated linguistic abstractions (e.g., ontologies from knowledge graphs [Ehrlinger and Wöß, 2016]). Hu et al. [Hu et al., 2017] proposed to automatically abstract frequent sentence patterns from social media posts. Similarly, SENPAI [Samory and Mitra, 2019] mined patterns for social computing related measurements — credibility, politeness, and sentiment. Both have slightly different definitions than ours, as they focus on raw token-based templates or frequent subspans of the sentences. On the contrary, Tempura takes advantage of linguistic features, and helps answer more targeted analysis questions from multiple aspects, at various granularities.

3.10 Discussions

We contribute Tempura, an interactive tool that lets analysts explore a query dataset with structural templates. To help analysts navigate the template space, Tempura uses a traversal measure that suggests related templates likely to yield further explorations. To provide an overview, we present a weighted set cover algorithm to select a template subset that represents the dataset’s query distribution. We show that the generated overviews can expose distributional differences between industrial and academic datasets, with the former being more sparse. Our user study shows that
Tempura lets developers use meaningful query groups to investigate modeling issues and improve their models. As the improved models get deployed, we believe Tempura can help enhance the end-user experience.

3.10.1 Implications beyond Data Exploration and Error Analysis

Our work has broader implications beyond direct use cases.

First, as a framework, the structural template helps us engage with non-technical ML stakeholders. For example, to enhance model evaluation, quality analysts and designers can build template-based diagnostic sets to address model biases (e.g., requesting uniform predictions on “$-PRON- is a $NOUN”, with $-PRON-=[“she”,“he”], and $NOUN=[“doctor”,“nurse”].) To de-noise the data, dataset requesters can implement quality controls in the crowdsourced labeling process, and flag queries that are labeled inconsistently from structurally similar ones.

Second, our analysis results encourage future explorations on data understanding and wrangling. The distributional differences between datasets in our case study encourage researchers to design dataset comparison tools, so to help developers assess whether pre-trained models are suitable for a seemingly similar domains. On the other hand, half of the errors in our user study are data related, emphasizing the importance of data qualities. More in-depth studies can be conducted to explore the impact of various data wrangling techniques on model improvement. For example, rectifying distribution gaps between neighboring templates with data augmentation might be effective for fixing annotation artifacts [Gururangan et al., 2018a] (e.g., “how $do/$can $-PRON- $VERB $NOUN”) — a scenario we explore in Chapter 4.

3.10.2 Limitations and Future Extensions

We discuss the limitations introduced by our design decisions and their corresponding future enhancements.

Assume queries are well-structured. Tempura is currently implemented and tested for well-structured queries. However, the syntactic patterns of ill-structured or incomplete queries (e.g.,
“$PERSON net worth”, “weather $CITY”) can still be quite useful to users. In fact, with these queries being shorter and more to the point, we can potentially generate templates with higher coverage. We believe Tempura can handle these queries if we switch to more advanced taggers (e.g., Ganchev et al. [Ganchev et al., 2012] reported 94% tagging accuracy on real-world search logs). On the other hand, complete but long queries could generate templates too sparse to explore. One possible solution is to automatically mine a compact set of partial templates by omitting insignificant structures from queries. The insignificance can be defined by either statistics (similar to frequent pattern mining [Han et al., 2007]), or the parsing tree structure (trimming subclauses on a tree, removing stopwords.)

**Prioritize syntactic structures over semantics.** As mentioned in §3.9, Tempura primarily focuses on the unique benefits of syntactic similarities. While syntactic structures can capture semantics to some extent, one important future direction is to incorporate more semantic understandings. The most straightforward method is to enable more semantically meaningful annotations. For example, with knowledge graphs, tokens like “apple” in [Setlur et al., 2019] can have word sense labels (fruit or company). Using embedding space similarities, synonyms like “deadliest” and “fatalities” [Hoque et al., 2017] can be grouped beyond $NOUN. Beyond token-level semantics, we can also enhance sentence-level grouping by merging structural paraphrases into larger semantic groups. Tempura currently achieves such merging via manually created, regular-expression based templates, but more advanced paraphrasing detection models [Yang et al., 2019] can further automate it.

**Select template overview with a pre-defined objective.** While our traversal score and selection algorithm enable the overview+details user experience, depending on analysts’ objective, alternative methods could be more effective. Like mentioned in §3.8, entropy scores on error rate could help surface structures that a model perform poorly on. While stable templates save analysts’ time, doing the reverse and selecting templates with informative traversal options can expose more interactive exploration options. Future work exploring the algorithmic space is needed, such that Tempura can cope with analysts’ different primary objectives.
Chapter 4
AUGMENTING EXPERTS VIA COUNTERFACTUAL REASONING FOR EXPLAINING, EVALUATING, AND IMPROVING MODELS

While counterfactual examples are useful for analysis and training of NLP models, current generation methods either rely on manual labor to create very few counterfactuals, or only instantiate limited types of perturbations such as paraphrases or word substitutions. We present POLYJUICE, a general-purpose counterfactual generator that allows for control over perturbation types and locations, trained by finetuning GPT-2 on multiple datasets of paired sentences. We show that POLYJUICE produces diverse sets of realistic counterfactuals, which in turn are useful in various distinct applications: improving training and evaluation on three different tasks (with around 70% less annotation effort than manual generation), augmenting state-of-the-art explanation techniques, and supporting systematic counterfactual error analysis by revealing behaviors easily missed by human experts.

This work was done in collaboration with Marco Tulio Ribeiro, Dan Weld, Jeffrey Heer, and was originally published at ACL 2021 [Wu et al., 2021].

4.1 Introduction

In Chapter 2, we established that counterfactual analysis and reasoning — mentally simulating what would have happened if conditions were different — is a common tool for making causality assessments [Kahneman and Tversky, 1981], which in turn are crucial for model evaluation, error analysis, and explanation [Miller, 2019]. For example, in Figure 4.1 “It is great for kids” is perturbed into multiple variations, each providing unique insights by simulating what would have happened if the sentence was different.

Applications of counterfactual reasoning to NLP generally specify the relationship $x \rightarrow \hat{x}$, and
then create $\hat{x}$ according to the relationship. As a result, prior work has tailored counterfactual generators for different applications, only collecting subsets of $\hat{x}$ that are useful for the specific task. For example, to support *model training and evaluation*, human annotators create counterfactuals that change the groundtruth labels by manually rewriting instances [Gardner et al., 2020, Qin et al., 2019] or defining perturbation functions [Ribeiro et al., 2020]. Manual rewrites are costly (e.g., 4–5 minutes per counterfactual [Kaushik et al., 2020]) and susceptible to systematic omissions (e.g., human annotators may cover great → not great, but miss kids → no one in Figure 4.1B). Meanwhile, automated generators for *model analysis and explanation* usually focus on other relationships, e.g., generating $\hat{x}$ that have different model predictions than $x$ [Ross et al., 2021, Zhang et al., 2019a]. As a result, they neglect prediction-preserving counterfactuals that are equally important for understanding or shaping model behaviors, like kids → no one and great → scary linked to Figure 4.1D.

However, counterfactual generation does not *have* to be task-specific. The same set of counterfactuals in Figure 4.1 can support a variety of applications. Moreover, for cases like model explanation and analysis, a general-purpose pool of counterfactuals may be preferable, as the relationship of interest can be more exploratory and user-oriented [Wu et al., 2019a]. In this work, we formalize the task of *counterfactual generation*, disentangling generation from the application of counterfactuals. Given an input $x$ (Figure 4.1A), our generator produces a set of counterfactuals $\hat{X} = \{\hat{x}_1, \hat{x}_2, \ldots\}$ with *application-agnostic*

![Figure 4.1: Overview](https://github.com/tongshuangwu/polyjuice)

It is great for kids.
It is great → scary for kids.
delete lexical negation It is great for kids.
It is great for kids → adults.
It is great for kids → no one.

We open source POLYJUICE at [https://github.com/tongshuangwu/polyjuice](https://github.com/tongshuangwu/polyjuice).
relationships \( x \leftrightarrow \hat{x}_i \) (Figure 4.1B). Afterwards, we use application-specific selection methods to find subsets of \( \hat{x} \) that are most effective for a given use case (Figure 4.1C).

We frame the generation step as conditional text generation, and finetune GPT-2 \cite{Radford2019LanguageMA} into a generator called POLYJUICE using \((x, \hat{x})\) pairs. To allow for targeted counterfactuals, we also design control codes like negation or delete (Figure 4.1B), and adopt fill-in-the-blank structures \cite{Donahue2020StackedFL} to specify where the perturbation occurs and how. Intrinsic evaluation shows that POLYJUICE generates \( \hat{x} \) that are fluent, diverse, and close to \( x \), and that the control mechanisms retrieve perturbations that would likely not be sampled from off-the-shelf language models.

With simple selection heuristics, we show that a single POLYJUICE model can significantly aid humans in diverse downstream applications\footnote{We demonstrate POLYJUICE in semi-automatic settings, but as discussed in §4.2.2, it can also work automatically.}. For counterfactual training and evaluation (§4.3), humans label POLYJUICE counterfactuals rather than creating them from scratch. They produce training data that significantly improve model generalization, as well as contrast sets that help identify model vulnerabilities \cite{Gardner2020}, with around 70% less annotation effort. In another application, POLYJUICE produces counterfactual explanations (§4.4), providing significant insight on top of state-of-the-art explanation techniques. Finally, POLYJUICE supports counterfactual error analysis (§4.5). It allows users to explore related counterfactuals (e.g., the model responds differently to different negation forms in Figure 4.1B), and to aggregate individual counterfactuals into patterns in order to gain systematic understanding of model behavior.

### 4.2 General-Purpose Counterfactuals

#### 4.2.1 Definition and Desiderata

Given an instance \( x \), a generator \( g \) produces a set of counterfactuals \( \hat{X} = \{\hat{x}_1, \hat{x}_2, \ldots\} \) with various relationships \( x \leftrightarrow \hat{x}_i \). For example, great \( \leftrightarrow \) not great, kids \( \leftrightarrow \) no one in Figure 4.1B are both instances of the negation relationship. Each \((x, \hat{x})\) pair shares multiple relationships — these two are also
instances of the label flipping relationship if the task is sentiment analysis (but might not be for other tasks). As illustrated in §4.1 knowing which relationships apply aids selection for downstream applications.

We expect $g$ to produce counterfactuals $\hat{x}$ that are (1) close to $x$, preferably only involving the minimal changes necessary to establish a certain effect [Pearl, 2018], allowing users to make causality assessments. The generated $\hat{x}$ should also be (2) fluent, i.e., grammatically correct [Morris et al., 2020] and semantically meaningful (e.g., “Colorless green ideas sleep furiously” is not meaningful [Chomsky, 2002]). Fluency operationalizes “probable” counterfactuals in the context of NLP; as Kahneman and Tversky [1981] stated, humans strongly favor counterfactuals that are close to the original instance, but also prefer those that could have easily happened without assuming rare events or strange coincidences. Further, as a general-purpose generator, $g$ should produce counterfactuals with a measure of (3) control over relationships $x \rightarrow \hat{x}$, such that the counterfactuals can vary with the object-of-attention in each application (the “focus rule” [Kahneman and Tversky, 1981]). Finally, we expect $g$ to output a (4) diverse set of $\hat{x}$ in terms of relationships, covering a large variety of “what-ifs” for different applications [Pearl, 2018].
4.2.2 Conditional Counterfactual Generation

We frame counterfactual generation as a conditional text generation task using language models (LMs), and train POLYJUICE by finetuning GPT-2 [Radford et al., 2019] using the following prompt design (alternative LMs could also have been used).

Prompt format design. To ensure that $\hat{x}$ is close to $x$ rather than arbitrary text, we condition the generation on $x$, followed by a special token (Line 1 in Figure 4.2A). In Line 2, we have control codes [Keskar et al., 2019] such as negation. We design them to specify types of perturbation from among lexical, syntactic, or semantic aspects (see Table 4.1), inspired by prior work that categorizes manually created counterfactuals [Kaushik et al., 2020, Gardner et al., 2020]. As an additional layer of control over $x \rightarrow \hat{x}$, we allow users to specify where changes happen by having the LM infill [BLANK] tokens [Donahue et al., 2020], rather than generating arbitrary counterfactuals (Lines 3–4).

Finetuning GPT-2 — a causal LM for predicting next tokens — additionally allows us to exercise control at various levels of granularity. At generation time, if the user provides only the original example, POLYJUICE will generate the control code, the blank locations, and the infilling (Lines 2–4). Alternatively, the user can specify the control code, or the control code and the blanks, to exercise different degrees of control depending on the application. As later shown in §4.4 and §4.5, such control is important for different use cases.

Training data. To train a conditional model, we combine six existing sentence-pair datasets, each containing a subset of the desired phenomena in Table 4.1. Further, we find naturally occurring sentence pairs (filtered by edit distance to guarantee closeness) in non-paired datasets including CommonGen [Lin et al., 2020], Natural Questions [Kwiatkowski et al., 2019b], and SQuAD [Rajpurkar et al., 2016a], such that the resulting dataset contains diverse counterfactuals.

We translate these sentence pairs into the format given in Figure 4.2A. For each $(x, \hat{x})$, we compute its primary control code using part-of-speech tags and dependency trees. For example,

3We exclude data related to our applications, e.g., PAWS-QQP [Zhang et al., 2019b].
Table 4.1: We design a list of control codes to guide generation. We show POLYJUICE-generated counterfactual examples, and the representative training datasets for each corresponding pattern. Details are in Appendix B.1.

negation occurs when we observe changes to negation modifiers or specific words like “supposedly”, and shuffle occurs when we have overlap between tokens deleted and added. When multiple changes occur, we label it with the control code which most significantly changes the semantics of the corresponding subphrase as computed by SBERT [Reimers and Gurevych, 2019]. For example, in Figure 4.2A, negation (great - not great) is more significant than lexical (kids - children). To balance the distribution (Table B.1 in Appendix B.1), for each dataset, we extract control codes from all the \((x, \hat{x})\) and randomly sample up to 10,000 instances per codes.

In order to allow for flexible blanking at generation time, we generate multiple training prompts per pair, covering different dependency tree structures related to the perturbed spans (Figure 4.2B), including (1) just the changed tokens, (2) the associated parsing structures, (3) the merged changes, and (4) the entire sentence. We eventually obtain 657,144 prompts from 186,451 pairs.

---

We use sentences in a pair interchangeably as \(x\) and \(\hat{x}\) to learn the control codes both ways.
Fluency filtering. While the original GPT-2 produces fluent text, some combinations of control codes and blanks cause POLYJUICE to generate nonsensical results. Following [Morris et al., 2020], we score both $x$ and $\hat{x}$ with GPT-2, and filter $\hat{x}$ when the log-probability (on the full sentence or the perturbed chunks) decreases by more than 10 points relative to $x$. Fully automated uses of POLYJUICE (e.g., adversarial attacks) may benefit from stricter constraints, at the cost of diversity (as surprising changes may be filtered even if they are fluent).

4.2.3 Intrinsic Evaluation

We evaluate POLYJUICE on closeness and diversity by comparing its perturbations on 300 randomly selected sentences with baselines that use more or less context from $x$: (1) non-finetuned GPT-2, (2) token-infilling RoBERTa [Liu et al., 2019] and (3) span-infilling T5 [Raffel et al., 2020].

As shown in Table 4.2, POLYJUICE generates counterfactuals that are close to the original instance, measured by syntactic tree [Zhang and Shasha, 1989] and Levenshtein edit distance [Levenshtein, 1966]. In contrast, non-finetuned GPT-2 generates arbitrary text instead of perturbations when given the starting tokens of a sentence, as it only leverages context in a single direction. As for infilling models, POLYJUICE counterfactuals are more diverse (measured by self-BLEU [Zhu et al., 2018]) than RoBERTa ones, which is restricted to word substitution. Meanwhile, T5 displays higher diversity but less closeness, probably due to the fact that it does not consider the original masked tokens when generating $\hat{x}$. For example, in Figure 4.1 “It is great for kids,” T5 replaces “for kids” with “idea”, “to meet you,” whereas POLYJUICE generates “for kids yet adults can enjoy,” “for any audience.”

We evaluate controllability by comparing POLYJUICE with T5 as well as with GPT-2 finetuned on prompts without codes. We verify that the codes improve the success rate of generating
counterfactuals with the desired perturbation types set out in Table 4.1 by as much as 42% for perturbations such as negation and insert. For example, given “It is [BLANK] great for kids,” baselines generate “also,” “fun and,” rather than “not” (negation).

We further verify the fluency for POLYJUICE counterfactuals in three tasks/datasets: (1) Sentiment Analysis, SST-2 [Socher et al., 2013], (2) Natural Language Inference (NLI), SNLI [Bowman et al., 2015], and (3) Duplicate Question Detection (QQP) [Wang et al., 2018a]. We randomly select 100 sentences per dataset, generate 3 \( \hat{x} \) per \( x \), and ask crowd workers to rate whether they are “likely written by native speakers.” The workers rated most counterfactuals as fluent: 78% in SST-2, 76% in QQP, and 86% in SNLI. In subsequent sections, we show these rates are suitable for applications where people “team up” with POLYJUICE.

4.3 Counterfactual Evaluation & Training

We ask crowdworkers to label POLYJUICE-generated counterfactuals for Sentiment, NLI, and QQP, for the purposes of evaluation and training. In each labeling round, the worker is presented with an original \( x \) and its label, and asked to annotate the groundtruth for three \( \hat{x} \), rejecting non-fluent ones (details and interface in Appendix B.2.1).

We use a simple heuristic to select which counterfactuals are presented for labeling, aimed at increasing diversity. Representing each \( \hat{x} \) by its token changes, control code, and dependency tree structure, we greedily select the ones that are least similar to those already selected for labeling. This avoids redundancy in the labeling set, e.g., common perturbation patterns such as black \( \rightarrow \) white.

4.3.1 Evaluation with Contrast Sets

We verify whether POLYJUICE counterfactuals can be used to create contrast sets [Gardner et al., 2020], i.e., evaluation sets where each instance has a nearby counterfactual with a different groundtruth, to better evaluate model decision boundaries. We construct these sets by simply

\[5\text{We collect asymmetric counterfactuals [Garg et al., 2019] by sampling more Duplicate and Entailment examples in QQP and NLI to perturb, due to the difficulty of flipping other labels.}\]
Table 4.3: POLYJUICE \( \hat{x} \) as contrasts sets, with model accuracy on the development set, the original set of \( x \), the contrast sets, and consistency (cases where the model predicts both \( x \) and \( \hat{x} \) correctly). The performance drops are similar to that of expert-created sets [Gardner et al., 2020], on which the accuracy of all classification models decreases by 9.8 on average, with a consistency of \( \approx 64.1 \). This indicates POLYJUICE can be used to create such sets without expert annotators and at less cost.

filtering out counterfactuals that are labeled the same as their original instances (40%–63% depending on the task).

For each task, we test multiple classifiers open-sourced by Huggingface [Wolf et al., 2020], and report the best performing model for each \( 6 \) in Table 4.3 (results for other models are analogous). POLYJUICE contrast sets display performance gaps consistent with those of [Gardner et al., 2020], where the sets are constructed manually by NLP researchers, even though we use non-expert annotators who only label examples rather than creating them.

4.3.2 Training with Counterfactuals

Following [Kaushik et al., 2020], we augment training sets with counterfactual examples. In all experiments, we finetune \( \text{roberta-base} \) on datasets of \( n \) original examples and \( m \) counterfactuals, which are generated by POLYJUICE (\( m \)-polyjuice) or crafted from scratch by humans (\( m \)-CAD from [Kaushik et al., 2020], only available for NLI). To distinguish the benefit of counterfactuals from that of just adding more data, we further add a baseline that uses \( n + m \) original examples (\( m \)-baseline).

In addition to in-domain test set accuracy, we measure models’ generalization on out-of-domain datasets, as well as contrast sets and challenge sets. We also evaluate model capabilities with CheckList [Ribeiro et al., 2020] for Sentiment and QQP. Reported model performances are averaged across multiple data samples and random seeds (Appendix B.2.2).

\[ \text{huggingface.co/\{roberta-large-mnli, textattack/roberta-base-SST-2, jixin/roberta_base-QQP-two_stage\}} \]
Table 4.4: Sentiment model performance, with \( n=4,000 \) and \( m=2,000 \). Bolded cells highlight significant improvements. \texttt{m-polyjuice} maintains the in-domain and out-of-domain accuracies on reviews (SST-2, Amzbook, Yelp, IMDb Movie Review [Ni et al., 2019, Asghar 2016, Maas et al., 2011]), improving it on Twitter data (Senti140 and SemEval 2017 [Go et al., 2009, Nakov et al., 2013]) and contrast sets [Gardner et al., 2020, Kaushik et al., 2020], likely because their distributions are less similar to the original SST-2 training data.

Table 4.5: NLI models, with \( n=20,000 \) and \( m=1,574 \). \texttt{m-polyjuice} improves accuracy on contrast and challenge sets [Kim et al., 2019, Naik et al., 2018, Glockner et al., 2018, Wang et al., 2018a]; it exhibits comparable (or better) gains than \texttt{m-CAD} (manual counterfactuals) with less implementation and annotation effort.

For Sentiment, we select random POLYJUICE counterfactuals regardless of their labels, as long as an original \( x \) has at least one \( \hat{x} \) that flips the label. For NLI and QQP, we observed in a pilot study that randomly chosen counterfactuals may not be more effective than the same amount of additional data. We suspect that POLYJUICE lacks domain knowledge and context for identifying critical perturbations, and therefore brings benefits redundant with pre-training [Longpre et al., 2020]. Thus, we use the slicing functions of Chen et al. [2019] to find patterns of interest (e.g., prepositions in NLI), and perturb those patterns by placing [BLANK]s on the matched spans. For example, “His surfboard is beneath him” becomes “His surfboard is [BLANK] him”, and POLYJUICE generates counterfactuals such as “His surfboard is beneath \( \ast \) next to him.”

Results. Tables 4.4-4.6 indicate that POLYJUICE augmentation is effective in all tasks: \texttt{m-polyjuice} maintains in-domain accuracy while consistently improving or maintaining generalization accuracy in various out-of-domain and challenge sets. On NLI, POLYJUICE counterfactuals are as effective or more effective than counterfactuals created from scratch (\texttt{m-CAD}). Notably, we
obtain the largest gains on challenge and contrast sets (e.g., Break and DNC in Table 4.5) or when
the out-of-domain dataset is sufficiently different from the training domain (e.g., Senti140 and
SemEval in Table 4.4). POLYJUICE also improves results on CheckList tests that previously had
high error rates: it significantly lowers the error rates on 11 out of 27 QQP tests[7] making 2/27 tests
worse. For Sentiment, it improves the model on 5 out of 15 tests, hurting 1. Here, we only report a
low m/n ratio (<10% for NLI and QQP) to show that a small amount of augmentation is already
beneficial. The results are similar for other combinations we explored (see Appendix B.2.2), except
when the ratio of counterfactual to original data was too high (e.g., m = n may decrease vocabulary
diversity or induce additional data bias, echoing [Khashabi et al., 2020]).

4.3.3 Discussion

We show that POLYJUICE counterfactuals are useful
for evaluation, and more effective than additional (non-
counterfactual) data for training in a variety of tasks. In
contrast to prior work where humans generate counterfac-
tuals from scratch, we only ask them to label automati-
cally generated ones, while still achieving similar or better
results.

We believe our approach is more effective than manual creation (although both are beneficial): in
terms of implementation effort, the process of just labeling counterfactuals is the same as labeling
original examples, such that no additional annotator training or separate pipelines are required; in
contrast, [Kaushik et al., 2020] set up two separate crowdsourcing tasks for creating and labeling
the counterfactuals. Further, annotator effort is much lower, as evaluating examples is easier than
creating them — [Kaushik et al., 2020] report an average of ≈2 minutes per NLI counterfactual
prior to quality validation, while our median time was 10 seconds per counterfactual. Even after
our quality validation (removing noisy annotators, disregarding non-fluent counterfactuals), our rate

Table 4.6: POLYJUICE with n=20,000
and m=1,911 improves accuracy on
PAWS-QQP [Zhang et al., 2019b].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>QQP</th>
<th>PAWS-QQP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>m-baseline</td>
<td>84.5 ± 0.6</td>
<td>37.0 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m-polyjuice</td>
<td>84.7 ± 1.0</td>
<td>38.7 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[7] The absolute error rate drops for at least 5 points, with a relative difference of more than 10%.
How can I help a friend experiencing serious depression?

Q2: How do I help a friend who is in depression?

Predict $f(x) = \text{Duplicate (98.2\% confident)}$

Figure 4.3: (A) An instance in $QQP$ where the model prediction $f(x)$ is $\text{Duplicate (=})$ at 98.2\% confidence, with SHAP importance weights for tokens in Q2. Counterfactual explanations complement SHAP with concrete examples and surprising behaviors, e.g., (B) shows that friend $\rightarrow$ woman surprisingly flips the prediction to $\text{Non-Duplicate (≠)}$, despite the low weight on “friend.”

for $NLI$ is $\approx$36 seconds per counterfactual (used in Table 4.5).

In terms of the utility per counterfactual, manual creation and POLYJUICE may be complementary. Manual annotation may be unreliable or incomplete for certain forms of counterfactuals [Ribeiro et al., 2018], whereas POLYJUICE can miss more complex or context-dependent changes, and could benefit from target perturbations that compensate for its lack of domain knowledge (targeted guidance is also helpful for human annotators [Huang et al., 2020b]). Thus, it may be important to mix both approaches [Khashabi et al., 2020]. POLYJUICE’s flexibility opens up possibilities for hybrids between human creation and human verification of targeted, machine-generated counterfactuals.

4.4 Counterfactual Explanations

A popular way of explaining NLP models is to attribute importance weights to the input tokens, either using attention scores [Wiegreffe and Pinter, 2019] or by summarizing the model behavior on perturbed instances (e.g., LIME [Ribeiro et al., 2016] and SHAP [Lundberg and Lee, 2017]). Though ubiquitous, token scores may not always reflect their real importance [Pruthi et al., 2020]. Popular
packages like LIME or SHAP estimate scores by *masking* words, and therefore may not reflect model behavior on natural counterfactual cases. For example, the token “friend” in Figure 4.3A is not considered important even though a natural substitution in Figure 4.3B flips the prediction. The opposite happens to “in depression,” where a significant change makes no difference to the model’s prediction (Figure 4.3C). Even perfect importance scores may be too abstract for users to gain real understanding [Miller, 2019], e.g., users may not grasp the significance of a low importance score for the token “help” without concrete examples such as the one in Figure 4.3D.

Since presenting a large number of concrete counterfactuals would be overwhelming, we propose a hybrid approach, displaying feature attributions as a high-level summary, together with a judicious selection of POLYJUICE counterfactuals that make behaviors concrete and highlight potential limitations. Following Miller [2019]’s observation that people look for explanations revealing *unexpected* behavior, we select *surprising* counterfactuals. That is, we estimate the expected change in prediction with feature attributions, and select counterfactuals that violate these expectations, *i.e.*, examples where the real change in prediction is large even though importance scores are low (Figure 4.3B), and examples where the change is small but importance scores are high (Figure 4.3C). Of course, users can also view additional counterfactuals that perturb tokens of particular interest, a technique that we explore in the next section.

**User evaluation.** We study the scenario where an expert has access to a model and local explanations, and evaluate the *additional* benefit of showing counterfactuals, *i.e.*, whether they bring *new* insights. We evaluate three ways of generating counterfactuals: (1) POLYJUICE-*random*, a baseline where we show random POLYJUICE counterfactuals, (2) Expert-*surprise*, where

![Figure 4.4: Simulation error rates per condition (higher the better). POLYJUICE-surprise has the highest error rate, indicating these counterfactuals would add the most information to users if displayed.]
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8 Details in Appendix B.3.1.
two graduate students (non-participants) were given access to the model and instructed to create counterfactuals that are surprising given the associated SHAP scores, and (3) POLYJUICE-surprise, which uses the selection procedure described in the previous paragraph.

We recruited 13 participants (graduate students with experience in model explanation), and had them analyze the aforementioned QQP model. In each round, users were shown an example, the model prediction, and a SHAP explanation, as in Figure 4.3A. Users were instructed to create up to 10 counterfactuals in order to better understand model behavior around the example, for which model predictions were given (users created 6 on average). Finally, users simulated what the model would do on six counterfactuals [Hase and Bansal [2020], two from each condition (in random order). Counterfactuals where users make mistakes are preferable, as displaying these would add information that users do not already have.

As shown in Figure 4.4, humans simulated model behavior on POLYJUICE-surprise counterfactuals only slightly better than random guessing (45% ± 6%), i.e., these examples display model behavior that is surprising to users even after seeing explanations and creating their own counterfactuals. Expert-surprise also had a high error rate, but at a much higher cost: generating these for just 20 original instances took 1.5–2 hours of expert labor.

While high error rates could be achieved with unrelated or nonsensical examples, all counterfactuals under evaluation were close to the original examples, when measured by syntactic tree edit (≈1.0) or Levenshtein distance (≈0.2), POLYJUICE-surprise being the closest on both. An independent rater labeled 95% of POLYJUICE-surprise counterfactuals as “likely written by a native speaker,” in contrast to 85% for Expert-surprise, indicating that experts sometimes resorted to ungrammatical or nonsensical sentences to find surprising behaviors.

Qualitatively, the study participants tended to create counterfactuals by perturbing the token with the highest weights (84% of their ť perturbed tokens in the top 15% quantile of weights), not gaining a real understanding of how the other tokens impact predictions. Participants also made a significant number of mistakes even for tokens they had inspected, e.g., a participant perturbed the example in Figure 4.3A by replacing help → play with, yielding a Non-Duplicate model prediction. When faced with help → find in Figure 4.3D, they incorrectly assumed the behavior would be the
same.

These results indicate that POLYJUICE counterfactuals complement feature attribution explanations by displaying information that users often miss, even after they have manually explored the model behavior beyond explanations. Moreover, POLYJUICE counterfactuals for this application were more surprising and fluent than Expert-surprise, despite being computed automatically.

4.5 Interactive Analysis

While our use of POLYJUICE has so far relied on automatic selection of counterfactuals, we show in this section how an analyst can benefit from multiple counterfactuals per $x$, make use of controlled generation for more advanced analysis, and extract general patterns from individual observations. Our use case is counterfactual error analysis (again, as introduced in Chapter 2) of RoBERTa finetuned on NLI (used in §4.3.1), although the techniques are generally applicable.

There is a known correlation between the label Contradiction and hypotheses with negation in NLI datasets [Gururangan et al., 2018b], which may cause models to fail on non-contradiction negations. We explore this in Figure 4.5A by generating counterfactual hypotheses for a random Neutral instance, conditioning only on the original $x$ and the negation control code. While the first two counterfactuals display this failure mode, there is a surprising inconsistency in model behavior between “not” and “n’t”. We note that manual analysis may not explore these three negation forms, and thus not surface this puzzling behavior.

![Figure 4.5](image)

Figure 4.5: (A) An NLI case with a Neutral prediction (underlined $f(\hat{x})$ are correct). POLYJUICE generates counterfactual hypotheses conditioned on the negation control code. (B) Generalize perturbations into patterns (Chapter 3). DET $\rightarrow$ no flips 92.8% of predictions from Neutral $\rightarrow$ Contradiction.
To verify if the pattern is widespread, we generate counterfactuals with the negation control code for a random set of instances correctly predicted as Neutral ($n = 895$). To generalize individual changes into patterns, we extract frequent counterfactual templates with Tempura (Chapter 3, details in Appendix B.4.2), shown in Figure 4.5B. The top templates (in bold) show that the model flips its prediction from Neutral to Contradiction with roughly the same frequency ($\approx 43\%$) whether the negation word is “not” or “n’t”, but flips much more frequently with a different negation pattern where a determiner is replaced with “no” ($92.8\%$). While these behaviors may be correct in some instances, they often are not (e.g., Figure 4.5A), and thus would warrant further exploration, and potential mitigation strategies (e.g., counterfactual training, §4.3). Tangentially, the impact of $\text{DET} \rightarrow \text{no}$ might lead the analyst to explore the impact of perturbing the subject of hypotheses, which we do in Figure 4.6 by placing a [BLANK] on the subject rather than using a control code. This leads to the discovery of unstable and erroneous behaviors regarding quantifiers, which we analyze in more detail in Appendix B.4.1.

**Discussion.** POLYJUICE is a powerful tool for interactive analysis. Generating multiple counterfactuals per instance leads to insights that might be missed by manual analysis, and the steering provided by control codes and [BLANK]s allow for analyses that would be non-trivial to do manually [Wu et al., 2019a] or with masked language models (e.g., Figure 4.5B places negations in various parts of sentences, and Figure 4.6 replaces spans with other spans of varying lengths). Besides error analysis, an analogous interactive use of POLYJUICE may be suitable for test creation [Ribeiro et al., 2020] and forms of data augmentation that are more controlled than what we presented in §4.3.
4.6 Related Work

Some prior work in training and evaluation relies on humans to generate counterfactuals from scratch [Gardner et al., 2020, Teney et al., 2020, Kaushik et al., 2020]. Our experiments in §4.3 indicate that asking humans to label POLYJUICE counterfactuals yields similar or better results at a lower cost, which motivates an exploration of a mixture of manual and semi-automated generation. Similarly, prior work on analysis relies on experts to create individual counterfactuals or perturbation functions [Wu et al., 2019a, Ribeiro et al., 2020]. In §4.5 we show that POLYJUICE enhances current practice by generating multiple counterfactuals that might have been overlooked, and by providing abstractions that allow for new kinds of analyses.

Prior work on automatically generating counterfactuals typically has a narrower scope in terms of the relationships $x \rightarrow \hat{x}$. For example, adversarial generators aim to maintain semantics while changing model predictions [Ribeiro et al., 2018, Iyyer et al., 2018, Li et al., 2021], whereas concurrent work to our own [Madaan et al., 2021, Ross et al., 2021] automatically generates $\hat{x}$ that change predictions for explanation or analysis, with no constraints on semantics. However, as shown in §4.3–§4.5 a mix of label-preserving and label-flipping counterfactuals generated by POLYJUICE is quite useful for training, evaluation, explanation, and analysis. Further, general-purpose counterfactuals may lead to serendipitous discoveries (§4.5), especially as POLYJUICE is not fine-tuned to the target domain (and thus less liable to merely replicate what is already there). Finally, by allowing control through control codes and [BLANK]s, POLYJUICE supports human-generator collaboration, where a person specifies desired changes (e.g., perturb the sentence subject). Such collaboration is hard to imagine using automatic generators with no control, or with coarser control through predefined style attributes or labels [Madaan et al., 2020, Malmi et al., 2020]. To our knowledge, prior work on controlled generation [Keskar et al., 2019, Dathathri et al., 2020] does not address counterfactual generation.
4.7 Conclusion and Future Work

We propose POLYJUICE, a general-purpose generator that produces fluent and diverse counterfactuals, allowing for control over the kinds and locations of perturbations. With simple, task-specific selection heuristics, POLYJUICE supports various downstream tasks on different domains, including counterfactual data augmentation, contrast set generation, counterfactual explanation, and error analysis.

While POLYJUICE is broadly applicable, it is not bias-free: control codes are pre-defined and certainly not exhaustive, and the model is fine-tuned on a collection of paired datasets where certain perturbations are more or less likely (e.g., we observe that words with negative sentiment tend to be slightly more likely than positive ones in some contexts). Collecting naturally occurring counterfactuals is an important area of future research, as is the development of generators that allow for control even without a-priori control codes.

Besides improving the generators, further work is needed to improve the value of counterfactuals. For example, while POLYJUICE shows consistent gains across tasks in data augmentation, the improvements on some datasets are not as significant. This aligns with observations in prior work that even manual counterfactuals can be marginally beneficial [Kaushik et al., 2020, Huang et al., 2020b], possibly because the original data is already diverse enough, or the perturbed signal in counterfactuals is too subtle to affect the model (e.g., when only a single word is changed in a long sentence.) We hope to perform more thorough experiments on tuning the amount and the distribution of counterfactual augmentation, as well as other ways of incorporating counterfactuals, such as having explicit terms in the loss function for contrasting counterfactuals with original data [Teney et al., 2020], or other forms of contrastive learning.

Although our applications all involved people, the human-POLYJUICE collaboration in labeling and explanations could benefit from richer interaction mechanisms. We believe POLYJUICE motivates future research on more expressive forms of counterfactual training, where users generate counterfactuals together with POLYJUICE, and label counterfactual patterns rather than individual instances. Similarly, interactive explanations and analysis are exciting directions, especially as we
develop new ways of selecting, presenting, and aggregating counterfactuals for various analysis objectives. We explore closer collaborations between generators and humans in the next chapter (Chapter 5), specifically focusing on the potential of using language models to inspire humans considering more diverse patterns as they define their intended modeling tasks.
Chapter 5

AUGMENTING EXPERTS VIA FEW-SHOT EXAMPLE SELECTION FOR EFFECTIVE IN-CONTEXT LEARNING

The emergence of large language models (LLMs) introduces new possibilities for developing customized functions without training models from scratch, but the effectiveness of in-context learning depends significantly on the demonstrative examples in the prompt — the few examples users create alone often contain repetitive patterns or are prone to labeling errors. In response, we design ScatterShot, an interaction mechanism that helps people craft effective in-context learning examples. We use the LLM both as a selector for identifying examples that are worth human feedback, and also as an imperfect annotator that may suggest useful patterns beyond what humans might have imagined. As humans evaluate and fix outputs on these examples and add into the in-context example bucket, ScatterShot helps them iteratively expand the in-context example set with not-yet-learned examples and less error-prone labels. In preliminary experiments, we we saw people being able to give more rounds of feedback and getting inspired by LLM outputs, eventually leading towards better coverage of corner cases in their in-context learning tasks.

This work is currently on going, in collaboration with Marco Tulio Ribeiro, Dan Weld, and Jeffrey Heer.

5.1 Introduction

While previous chapters mostly focus on scenarios where developers train or build bespoke, single-purpose AIs, the emergence of large language models (LLMs) introduces new possibilities for developing customized functions (or completing customized tasks) without training models from scratch. Pre-trained on a large amount of text data, models like GPT-3 [Brown et al., 2020] and Jurassic-1 [Lieber et al., 2021] encode enough information to support in-context learning [Xie...
Figure 5.1: An overview of how humans and LLMs can use ScatterShot to iteratively create in-context functions for temporal expression extraction and normalization, with more diverse training sets, and more accurate annotations. The function extracts phrases with temporal meaning from sentences (e.g., “today” in “Today’s service was awesome :3”), and normalizes them into standard formats (“today == 2014-10-18”). Given an existing state of in-context training examples that is likely under-specifying the intended functionality (A₁), ScatterShot uses the set to drive an LLM (e.g., GPT-3) to suggest (possibly noisy) annotations to randomly selected unlabeled examples (B₁), filter the ones that are likely to contain not-yet-demonstrated patterns (B₂), such that humans can correct the suggested annotation (B₃), add these correct input-output pairs back to the in-context training set (A₂), and start over.

et al., 2021: they can be easily customized at run time (without any re-training needed) to handle new tasks, simply by taking in natural language instructions (prompts) constructed with a few examples of the task at hand. For example, one could adapt an LLM to act as a translation engine, simply by prepending a few examples of the demonstrative input-output pairs, before the desired input: “English: How are you? French: Comment allez-vous? English: Welcome to Paris! French: Bienvenue à Paris! English: Hello! French:” The LLM will then compute the most likely continuation — a translation for the input “Hello!”, which could be “Bonjour!”.
code generation, question answering, creative writing, and others [Swanson et al., 2021; Mishra et al., 2021; Brown et al., 2020].

Although in-context learning has potential, it also presents quality control challenges - the usefulness of a learned function heavily depends on the five to thirty in-context examples that demonstrate the intended behavior [Rubin et al., 2021; Lu et al., 2021]. To improve the in-context learning quality, prior work has looked into automatically searching for the most effective examples for a given use case [Liu et al., 2021b]. However, such methods are only applicable when there is ample labeled data available, which is not usually the case when human annotators wish to define their own functionalities. In the absence of a labeled pool, in-context example authors usually resort to manual crafting of some examples [Jiang et al., 2022], which can lead to labeling errors [Northcutt et al., 2021]. More importantly, as mentioned in Chapter 4, humans can easily get trapped by systematic omissions. Most context-based learning requires less than thirty (and as few as three) demonstrative examples. Since annotators tend to focus on the most obvious patterns they can imagine [Gururangan et al., 2018b], they rarely cover corner cases within their limited budgets, thereby under-specifying their intended functions. For example, in Figure 5.1 to build an in-context function that can extract and normalize the temporal information from a sentence [Chang and Manning, 2012], users may cover certain patterns like resolving relative date references (“today” in Figure 5.1A1) or normalizing common expressions (“Oct. 23, 1999”), but they may easily miss named dates (“xmas” in Figure 5.1A2). The above issues encourage us to explore training example search in an unlabeled, generative space: how can we help people find examples that can help appropriately specify the in-context function behavior, and how can we guide people in labeling them correctly?

In light of Chapter 4’s observations that generators can support human-generator co-labeling, we create an interactive interface, ScatterShot, to help practitioners craft in-context examples. Underlying ScatterShot is a “collaboration” between a human annotator and a LLM, illustrated in Figure 5.1. It mainly offers two types of assistance: First, to collect in-context examples that more comprehensively define the targeted function, ScatterShot uses an approach akin to active learning to estimate whether a particular input coupled with the correct output will be a valuable
addition to the existing in-context bucket. Second, to make the in-context examples less prone to labeling errors, ScatterShot uses the LLM to generate candidate, potentially noisy labels per input so that users only need to verify and correct the automated label, rather than processing the input from scratch. As the annotator evaluates and fixes outputs on these examples and adds them to the in-context example set, ScatterShot helps them iteratively expand the in-context example set with not-yet-learned examples.

We evaluate ScatterShot in two use scenarios, both concerning perturbing an input text into the output text: (1) a data wrangling task extracting and normalizing temporal expressions from sentences, and (2) a perturbation task for evaluating NLP model consistency. Through preliminary studies, we saw that quantitatively, the in-context example set people create together with ScatterShot achieves better performance than randomly selected examples on held-out datasets. Qualitatively, we saw people being able to give more rounds of feedback and get inspired by current model outputs, eventually leading towards better coverage of corner cases. In other words, we see ScatterShot as a promising way of assisting active and iterative in-context learning.

5.2 ScatterShot: Design and Implementation

5.2.1 Design Considerations

The goal of ScatterShot is to help human annotators find appropriate examples for specifying their desired in-context functionality. An example would be “appropriate” if it helps to:

D.1 Specify function applicability. Because LLMs are generative in nature, they would try to produce the most plausible “label” even for negative examples [Sobieszek and Price 2022]. For example, in Figure 5.1 LLM attempts to normalize “5%” to a most plausible “1988” even though there is no date in the sentence. This implies that we need to explicitly specify negative examples in the training set, so as to guide LLMs to avoid undesired hallucinations.

D.2 Specify intended behaviors on different kinds of input. It is usually not trivial to anticipate all possible input patterns, include them in the positive training examples, and define desired behavior for each. Therefore, we value demonstrative examples that demonstrate patterns
different from the existing examples.

D.3 **Avoid repetitive patterns.** There are only a limited number of in-context demonstrations allowed in LLMs due to their computational costs. Therefore, we should avoid wasting budget on repetitive patterns. In ScatterShot’s iterative setting, this also means specifying a stop condition, where the user can dynamically determine whether a function is satisfying without adding any more in-context examples.

To support these specificity needs, we design ScatterShot to use LLMs for two purposes: (1) It ranks and selects diverse unlabeled examples that can help specify function applicability and coverage, and (2) it proposes automatic labels for the selected candidate examples that help people to judge the quality of the current in-context function, and to consider creative labeling patterns they might have missed. Below, we first describe how a human user can interact with ScatterShot, and then explain the underlying workflow, where we select the candidate examples in an active learning style approach.

5.2.2 *Interactive Interface*

We present ScatterShot as an intuitive interactive interface as shown in Figure [5.2]. The interface starts with a task description (Figure [5.2A]) and existing in-context learning examples each presented as an input-output pair (B). Both the description and the examples are editable, and are automatically translated to a prompt for driving the LLM. As in Figure [5.2E], the prompt starts with the task description, then involves a series of example pairs in the same format of » [example input] => [example output], then » [candidate input] =>, so the LLM can provide the potential output.

Below existing examples, ScatterShot uses a LLM to propose a batch of candidate examples for users to verify and provide feedback (C). These candidate examples are displayed the same way as training examples. Users have the options to edit the model outputs (*e.g.*, changing from “xmas == 12-25” to “xmas == 2014-12-15”), and adding examples to (or removing them from) the in-context training set (D). Notably, to help specify applicability, ScatterShot allows users to include not only positive examples (*i.e.*, eligible inputs and their desired outputs), but also negative
Figure 5.2: The ScatterShot interface, with (A) task description, (B) existing in-context examples, and (C) candidate examples awaiting human inspection. (D) Users can make edits to LLM outputs, sort the candidates into positive demonstrative examples (+), negative ones (-), or just not include the candidate (O). The description and the examples get transformed to raw text prompts. One set of in-context example produces multiple prompts depending on how the examples are ordered; (E) shows a prompt with one possible ordering.

examples (i.e., ineligible inputs and a placeholder output “N/A”). Besides taking human feedback, we also use the candidate set to implicitly support users self-assessing the quality of the current in-context dataset/function: If all unedited LLM outputs seem reasonable on some consecutive batches of selected candidates, it is likely that the in-context examples have achieved reasonable coverage, and that users can decide to terminate the iteration process.

The interface is mostly task-agnostic such that it can be generalized to various use scenarios that involve one-on-one mapping between inputs and outputs. It can be easily invoked in Jupyter Notebook and therefore can seamlessly support users’ natural workflow.

5.2.3 Data Slice based Sampling

Underlying the interface, the key idea of ScatterShot is to select candidates that are non-repetitive, diverse, and worth human feedback. In essence, it is an active learning problem [Settles, 2009].
Figure 5.3: A high level overview of ScatterShot's slice-based sampling. We use the data status in the $i-1$-th iteration to perform sampling for the $i$-th iteration: (A) we use the already LLM- or human-assessed examples to infer data slices represented as templates and estimate how the current in-context function performs on different slices; (B) we use these templates to partition the unlabeled data space into various groups (phrases that match the templates are underlined); (C) we sample unlabeled examples based on their corresponding slice size and estimated accuracy, to prioritize sampling from more uncertain and larger slices; (D) we run the current in-context function on the selected inputs, and deem the function correct, if prompts with different in-context example orders produce the same output. An example will only be surfaced to the interface for human inspection if the function is incorrect on it (annotated with the orange dot).

Tran et al., 2019 where a model dynamically queries an annotator for the desired output for these selected examples, so that the model can improve its performance using the updated training data.

One typical strategy is uncertainty sampling, i.e., to prioritize examples that the model is least certain how to label according to model confidence or the entropy of all possible labelings [Lewis and Gale, 1994]. Due to the generative nature of LLMs, there are an indefinite number of possible outputs (or labels), making it harder to estimate model confidence. Even if we can measure the confidence, it is still too computationally expensive to run the LLM on every candidate input.

As a workaround, we try to estimate how an in-context function will respond to a group of
similar examples instead of individual ones, through slice-based [Chen et al., 2019] sampling. By dividing the data space into subsets based on inter-instance similarities, we estimate how well the current in-context function is performing per slice, and we prioritize selecting and labeling data points from slices that haven’t yet been learned. More formally, as we iteratively select our in-context examples, at the $i$-th iteration, we split the current unlabeled data space $X_u^i = \{x_1, \ldots, x_n\}$ into a series of $m$ automatically inferred data slices $S_i = \{S_{i,1}, \ldots, S_{i,m}\}$. We estimate the data slice accuracy on slice $j$, $A_{i,j} \in [0, 1]$, using the samples processed in the previous two iterations. Given an unlabeled input $x$ that belongs to a certain slice $x \in S_{i,j}$, we assign its probability of being sampled proportional to the estimated performance $A_{i,j}$ (such that we prioritize uncertain examples), multiplied by the size of the slice $|S_{i,j}|$ (to encourage coverage of the unlabeled space $X_u^i$): $P(x) \propto |S_{i,j}| \cdot (1 - A_{i,j})$.

We further filter the select-to-label examples, $L_i$, by estimating in-context function correctness on them, and present examples that are worth human feedback, as well as the LLM-proposed labels, in the interface.

The slice-based approach can be viewed as uncertainty sampling of different input types. It addresses the aforementioned design rationales, i.e., interactively identifying data slices helps specify the function applicability, and prioritizing unlearned data slices alleviate the risk of wasting the labeling budget on repetitive patterns. Below, we introduce how to infer the slices $S_i$, estimate slice performances, and filter selected examples by correctness.

**Infer data slices.** Perhaps the most straightforward way would be to automatically cluster the unlabeled input examples based on their similarities. However, empirically, we see that vanilla similarity measurements cannot help reveal meaningful slices. For example, if we run clustering based on cosine similarities in the input sentence embedding space [Reimers and Gurevych, 2019], then “Photo: Today.” is considered closer to “Photo: on Flickr.” (similarity score $s = 0.48$) than to “Are you going to yoga today?” (similarity score $s = 0.29$), though the latter shares the key temporal phrase of “today”. As an alternative, we propose to estimate slices more explicitly using heuristically created templates, similar to the Snorkel labeling functions [Ratner et al., 2016]. We collect all the inputs that have been sampled (and thus processed by the LLM) up until iteration $i - 1$, extract trigrams from the sentences, and select representative templates using Tempura (Chapter 3) –
so both “Photo: Today.” and “Are you going to yoga today?” can be put in a cluster of “today”.

We then sort the unlabeled data points into slices. If an unlabeled input $x \in X_i^u$ contains a phrase that matches with a template $t_{i,j}$, then we say $x$ belongs to the corresponding slice $S_{i,j}$. If $x$ is not matched with any of the $m$ templates, then it belongs to a single, unsorted slice of $S_{i,m+1}$.

Note that to further eliminate potential noise in extracting trigram templates, we take advantage of the nature of our perturbation tasks, and only use trigrams in the key phrases. Given a labeled, positive example, i.e., a pair of original and perturbed sentences $(x, y)$, we deem the edited phrases of $x$ to be key to the task, if most $x$ remain unchanged (Levenshtein edit distance $d \leq 0.5$), and the remaining phrases to be key otherwise. For negative examples where the output would be a plain “N/A”, we simply use the full sentence as the key phrase.

**Estimate data slice performance.** The first step to quantifying the performance of an in-context function on a data slice is to determine when a function is considered correct on a single, unlabeled input. To do so, we take inspiration from Quey-by-Committee [Melville and Mooney, 2004] and the unanimity principle [Khani et al., 2016]. Specifically, following [Lu et al., 2021]’s observation that the order of the same in-context examples can drastically change LLM performances, we form three different prompts by randomly reordering the examples, and get three outputs accordingly. We only consider the current in-context function correct-by-unanimity on an input $x$, when multiple different prompts formed with the same in-context examples predict the same output.

To track the most recent progress, we estimate model performance using the examples processed in the last two iterations. We deem an example $x \in L_{i-1} \cap L_{i-2}$ correct, if it is correct-by-unanimity, or the human annotator did not interact with $x$’s candidate output in the interface, indicating $x$ has passed the manual inspection. We update the performance of the corresponding slices $\{s_{i,j}|x \in s_{i,j}, x \in L_{i-1} \cap L_{i-2}\}$ based on these correctness.

**Filter selected examples by correctness.** To maximize the utility of human inspection, we further filter the current samples $L_i$ using correct-by-unanimity, and only present the examples to humans if the outputs from the three prompts disagree. We choose the output with the minimum perplexity score as the LLM-provided, candidate label.
5.3 Case Studies

We quantify the effectiveness of ScatterShot via preliminary case studies on two tasks. We first use a temporal expression normalization task to estimate whether the ScatterShot-learned functions are high quality enough. Then, we also describe qualitatively how ScatterShot aids humans to articulate their desired functions, through another task of perturbation function creation.

5.3.1 Case 1: Temporal Expression Extraction and Normalization

The task relates to data wrangling [Verbruggen et al., 2021], and concerns extracting phrases with temporal meaning from sentences or documents, and normalizing them into standard formats [Chang and Manning, 2012]. As shown in Figure 5.1, these temporal expression can include absolute dates or dates relative to a reference (e.g., post date), and can have different granularity (e.g., exact date vs. year only). We take the data from [Almasian et al., 2021], which contains common temporal datasets including TimeBank [Pustejovsky et al., 2006] and TweeTime [Tabassum et al., 2016], containing temporal expression annotations on news articles and tweets, respectively. This fully labeled dataset enables us to simulate a labeling process with an oracle that always provide groundtruths. Moreover, by evaluating the in-context function on holdout sets, we are also able to quantify the learned function quality.

Since some of the normalizations are arguably ambiguous and hard to control, we process the dataset such that (1) we only kept data points that could be normalized to the format of YYYY-MM-DD, and (2) we split long documents into single sentences, and only kept sentences that involve absolute dates, or describe dates relative to the document publication date, or no time expression at all (as the pool for negative examples). We collected 491 positive examples and 369 negative ones this way. We randomly sample 100 positive and 50 negative examples to form the test set, and use the remaining examples as a pool for selecting in-context examples.

Procedure and baseline. We take advantage of the gold labels, and design a simulation study comparing ScatterShot with a Random baseline where we replace the slice-based sampling with

---

1The processed data can be found in https://github.com/tongshuangwu/scattershot-data
Table 5.1: Quantitative results comparing ScatterShot with random baseline on temporal expression. ScatterShot outperformed the baseline on all metrics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>Extraction</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Normalization</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>58.6</td>
<td>57.5</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>48.9</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ScatterShot</td>
<td>69.8</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>58.6</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The simulation setup for both systems is the same, and the gold labels are used as the oracle labeler. The process starts with three random seeding examples, and in each iteration, we compare the gold label with the LLM-proposed candidate label. If these two labels differ, we add the pair of (input, oracle output) into the in-context example set, simulating the case where the human annotator corrects the LLM; Otherwise, the oracle will not perform any action, simulating cases where humans decide to do nothing on already-learned patterns. We repeat the process until one of the three stop conditions is met: (1) the in-context example set contains more than 30 data points, (2) the oracle labeler has been presented more than 100 examples, or (3) in two consecutive iterations, the in-context function correctly generated outputs for all the selected examples. Once the iteration is stopped, we use the final in-context function to generate outputs for all the examples in the test set, and follow Chang and Manning [2012]'s practice in evaluating the result. Specifically, we report the F1, recall, and accuracy for both the time expression extraction and the normalization. We repeat the procedure three times for more stable observation.

**Result.** As shown in Table 5.1, ScatterShot outperforms the baseline especially on extraction. Note that this is a stronger baseline than asking humans to manually craft a training set, as it assumes a reasonable access to less obvious cases that humans might have missed, and it also ensures that all the labels are correct. This suggests that ScatterShot has the potential to improve in-context learning function qualities.
Table 5.2: Example outputs from perturbation functions built in ScatterShot and Random condition, and from templates in [Ribeiro et al., 2019] et al. ScatterShot functions tend to be able to perturb more forms of inputs (“coverage”), sound more natural (“fluent”), and tend to produce desired outputs (i.e., the new question-pair are logically equivalent to the original pair).

5.3.2 Case 2: Targeted Text Perturbation

We also explore using ScatterShot to replicate perturbation functions in prior work for evaluating NLP model behavior consistency. Given one testing objective, researchers usually investigate a lot of manual effort to create and refine multiple templates for handling different input types. Even with these, the templates could be too strict to generate natural texts for many intended inputs. For example, just for testing question answering models’ robustness on logically equivalent questions, [Ribeiro et al., 2019] et al. created four subtly different templates that perturb based on their parsing tree structures. We are interested in whether ScatterShot can help achieve compatible or better
perturbations while saving the manual effort crafting templates. As such, we design the second case study to replicate the logical equivalence perturbation in [Ribeiro et al., 2019] with in-context learning.

**Procedure.** While we were able to download Ribeiro et al. [2019]'s pairs of input sentences and template-perturbed outputs, the template outputs are generally noisy and therefore cannot be an oracle as in the temporal expression case. Rather, we use the case to run a preliminary user study. We invited two NLP graduate students to interact with the ScatterShot interface and build the perturbation function for logical equivalence. We first briefed participants on the task by providing them with task descriptions and sample (seeding) examples. Then, we asked them to create in-context training sets twice, once with each condition (ScatterShot and Random, where again we provide ScatterShot to users without the slice-based sampling), whose orders were counterbalanced. We asked them to spend up to 25 minutes per condition, but allow them to stop early if they are satisfied with their functions. We encouraged participants to think aloud and describe their actions as they completed the task.

**Results.** We took their built in-context function and ran a similar quantitative comparison as in the previous temporal expression study. We saw that the function they built through ScatterShot produces more valid perturbations (i.e., correct and fluent ones for 78% of the time) than the function produced in the Random condition (61%).

Qualitatively, Random functions contained 21 in-context examples on average whereas ScatterShot ones contained 30. This indicates that without the help of ScatterShot, users tended to misjudge the in-context function quality, and incorrectly stop the iteration way before the function performance converges. As shown in Table 5.2, the use of ScatterShot also helped increase coverage on less apparent data slices like “how many” and “why” questions, rather than the most frequent “what” questions.

We also compared ScatterShot functions with Ribeiro et al. [2019]'s original templates, and

---

2 [https://github.com/marcotcr/qa_consistency](https://github.com/marcotcr/qa_consistency)

3 We resolved to manually verifying perturbations on 120 original examples because, again, the template outputs were noisy.
found ScatterShot outperformed Templates on coverage, fluency, and correctness. While preliminary, these results point to ScatterShot potential on saving human efforts in creating fine-grained functions, alleviating the need of handcrafting templates.

5.4 User Study Planning

Based on the preliminary case studies, we plan to conduct user studies on both the data wrangling and text perturbation tasks. We hypothesize that:

H.1 Compared to manually defining in-context learning examples, editing from LLMs helps cover more diverse input patterns.

H.2 Inconsistency sampling helps (1) people better estimate function performance, (2) improve the performance of the built function.

**Conditions.** We will compare ScatterShot with one of the two baselines: (1) unaided, where users manually craft prompt without any help from ScatterShot. This simulates the status-quo of people creating their own in-context learning examples in the wild. (2) random ScatterShot, where we provide ScatterShot to users without the inconsistency sampling strategy. In this condition, users still receive annotation inspiration from LLMs, but not suggestions on feedback-worthy inputs.

**Participants.** We plan to recruit 10-15 participants. For the text perturbation task, we plan to recruit NLP researchers who understand perturbation-based model evaluation, whereas data wrangling could be suitable for general audience.

**Procedure.** The study will use a within-subjects design, and we estimate it will take about up to 90 minutes for each participant. In the time frame, they will perform a randomly selected task (data wrangling or text perturbation). The task session will be similar to the text perturbation pilot study (Chapter 5.3.2), consisting of task briefing and function construction in three conditions.

**Data collection.** We will observe and analyze three sets of data. First, to compare the functions built in different conditions, we will save their final in-context learning, and apply them to heldout datasets. Second, to assess participants’ self-perceived experience, we will use a standard seven-point Likert Scale [Likert, 1932] to collect their estimations on the function quality (“how accurate and generalizable do you think is the in-context function?”) and their interaction experience (e.g.,
“how much are you inspired by the ScatterShot suggestions?”). Finally, to quantify their interaction mechanisms and behaviors, we will log their interactions with the system in both conditions. We are particularly interested in how participants react and iterate on model outputs, and we plan to reflect this by inspecting their edits on LLM annotations, their manipulation on the in-context examples, and the number of iterations they are willing to go through. For example, a larger number of iterations in ScatterShot might show that our design find more difficult cases that deserve inspection, and therefore helping humans to more holistically assess their in-context function quality.

5.5 Related Work

Selecting demonstrative examples. In-context learning has been shown to heavily depend on the demonstrative, “training” examples, and LLMs can only perform in-context learning if it has seen the corresponding distribution or concept [Min et al., 2022, Xie et al., 2021, Rubin et al., 2021]. Prior work has explored selecting effective demonstrations, and has shown that because pre-trained models possess high-level semantic features, sampling or active learning tend to help identify informative examples [Tamkin et al., 2022]. Many of these studies tries to optimize for local performance, i.e., dynamically selecting the most similar demonstrations for each given input [Liu et al., 2021b], which requires searching and selecting in-context examples from fully labeled datasets [Rubin et al., 2021, Wang et al., 2021b, Zhao et al., 2021]. In contrast, our work focuses more on an unlabeled space, and as a result focuses more on iterative task definition.

In the unlabeled search space, Chang et al. [2021] has tried to allocate an annotation budget based on training data diversity akin to sampling approaches in active learning. Indeed, the selection part of our work can be seen as active learning [Settles, 2009, Tran et al., 2019] for in-context learning. The key idea behind active learning is that machine learning models can achieve higher performance with fewer training examples, if it is allowed to choose its own, most informative training examples. Given a budget, an active learner iteratively selects examples-to-annotate from an unlabeled pool according to some ranking mechanism. In Chang et al. [2021]’s case, the examples are selected through diversity [Sener and Savarese, 2017]; However, diversity is usually ill-defined.
for various tasks [Rubin et al., 2021]. Our method is closer to uncertainty sampling [Lewis and Gale, 1994], where an active learner queries the instances about which it is least certain how to label. Note that because LLMs are generative in nature and do not have clear probabilistic distributions across all “labels” as in e.g., classification tasks, we estimate uncertainty using the LLM output stability: if different prompts “vote” for different outputs, then we say the LLM is uncertain about the corresponding input given the current few-shot examples. This voting strategy is also quite relevant to Query-By-Committee [Seung et al., 1992] where a list of “committee” models trained on the same labeled set vote on the labelings of query candidates. Importantly, while many empirical results suggest that active learning is effective, it does suffer from certain limitations. For example, the labeled examples are not drawn i.i.d from the underlying data distribution [Settles, 2009], and therefore can sometimes be imbalanced [Pop and Fulop, 2018] or less effective than random sampling [Imberg et al., 2020]. Our method will likely share the same limitations, though we leave it to future work to articulate scenarios where ScatterShot is most useful.

Example creation and selection is also commonly seen in programming-by-demonstration (PBD). For example, Zhang et al. [2020] explored effectively selecting examples that can help disambiguate and validate synthesized regular expressions. We share similar motivations that interactively and iteratively suggesting corner cases help synthesize the right function, but unlike PBD where new examples are always pruning the function search space, ScatterShot focuses on expanding the function coverage. Therefore, it is essential to select examples that incentivize people to provide feedback.

**Generators for inspirations.** Prior work has shown that generators can potentially help humans complete tasks more effectively [Wang et al., 2021b, Wu et al., 2021], and compensate for their omissions [Ross et al., 2022, Lee et al., 2022]. Generators seem specifically effective for ideation: they can introduce new characters into human-generator co-written novels [Lee et al., 2022], and can exploit specific linguistic patterns and enrich otherwise rare data types [Liu et al., 2022]. These works mostly use generators for ideating instances, with the assumption that the task itself (e.g., novel creation, dataset expansion) is clearly defined. Our work more explicitly explore the gains from concept ideation, or how much LLMs can help people refine their task specification.
5.6 Discussion

We design a human-LLM collaboration mechanism to help humans craft diverse and clean in-context learning examples. In preliminary experiments we found that participants were able to provide more feedback and get inspired by LLM outputs, eventually resulting in better coverage of corner cases in their in-context learning tasks. We believe ScatterShot shows the potential of using LLMs to help people refine their task definition, and thereby leading to improved in-context learning generalizability by suggesting and labeling corner cases.

Still, this assumes people only use LLMs when they want to tailor the model for high-quality and reproducible functionalities. In reality, with LLMs flexibly responding to natural language instructions, even end users may use these models for their possibly one-off own purposes. In the next chapter, we explore the scenario where end users lead LLMs towards their own desired outcomes through interactions.
Chapter 6

END USERS DEBUGGING LLMS: TRANSPARENT AND CONTROLLABLE HUMAN-LLM INTERACTION THROUGH AI CHAINING

Although large language models (LLMs) have demonstrated impressive potential on simple tasks, their breadth of scope, lack of transparency, and insufficient controllability can make them less effective when assisting humans on more complex tasks. In response, we introduce the concept of Chaining LLM steps together, where the output of one step becomes the input for the next, thus aggregating the gains per step. We first define a set of LLM primitive operations useful for Chain construction, then present an interactive system where users can modify these Chains, along with their intermediate results, in a modular way. In a 20-person user study, we found that Chaining not only improved the quality of task outcomes, but also significantly enhanced system transparency, controllability, and sense of collaboration. Additionally, we saw that users developed new ways of interacting with LLMs through Chains: they leveraged sub-tasks to calibrate model expectations, compared and contrasted alternative strategies by observing parallel downstream effects, and debugged unexpected model outputs by “unit-testing” sub-components of a Chain. In two case studies, we further explore how LLM Chains may be used in future applications.

This work was done in collaboration with Carrie J. Cai and Michael Terry, and was originally published at CHI 2022 paper [Wu et al., 2022b].

6.1 Introduction

While previous chapters mostly focus on aiding quality improvement of NLP systems before deployment, end users are the ultimate customers of AI models. Unlike experts, these users usually have more concrete objectives in using a model, but little understanding or access to the underlying
Figure 6.1: A walkthrough example illustrating the differences between no-Chaining (A) and Chaining (B), using the example task of writing a peer review to be more constructive. With a single call to the model in (A), even though the prompt (italicized) clearly describes the task, the generated paragraph remains mostly impersonal and does not provide concrete suggestions for all 3 of Alex’s presentation problems. In (B), we instead use an LLM Chain with three steps, each for a distinct sub-task: (b1) A Split points step that extracts each individual presentation problem from the original feedback, (b2) An Ideation step that brainstorms suggestions per problem, and (b3) A Compose points step that synthesizes all the problems and suggestions into a final friendly paragraph. The result is noticeably improved.

model structure, and would need specific supports on interpreting and controlling models even without the domain knowledge. In this chapter, we design interaction technologies to help users recover from errors they see as they collaborate with AIs.

Specifically, we focus on the end user interaction with Large Language Models (LLMs), as the relative ease of natural-language-based prompt programming suggests that LLMs may be useful assistants for real-world tasks, with users customizing the models to their own needs. In this light, recent work in Natural Language Processing (NLP) has begun to examine the algorithmic capabilities of LLMs, mostly on synthesized tasks [Wang et al., 2021a, Floridi and Chiriatti 2020]
However, many real-world tasks can be quite complex (e.g., outlining long essays, debugging software code), and may present challenges for current LLMs to solve from a single model run. For example, as LLMs learn the forms of language \cite{Bender2020}, they produce lower quality outputs when solving tasks that require multi-step reasoning \cite{Tan2021,Branwen2020,Wei2022}. Likewise, they may fail to capture the subtleties of many tasks that involve multiple objectives simultaneously (e.g., identifying and fixing multiple bugs in a code snippet). Figure \ref{fig:chaining} shows a task involving multiple concurrent objectives: (1) to rewrite peer feedback to be more friendly, and (2) to rewrite it with additional concrete suggestions, and (3) to ensure that each noted sub-problem (e.g., too many words on slides, presentation meanders, does not engage with audience) is addressed. While an LLM can both generate suggestions \cite{Webb2021} and adjust the tone in isolation (e.g., in \cite{sty}), it lacks the capability to perform both tasks together well in an end-to-end manner. As a result, it produces a mediocre paragraph that only meets a few requirements (see output of Figure \ref{fig:chaining}A).

Besides being inherently limited for complex problems, LLMs are also difficult to interact and collaborate with, as they can be opaque and hard to debug. Since LLMs can take in any natural language prompts, end users may struggle to determine how to change their prompts to remedy unexpected model outputs. They may also have difficulties developing accurate mental models of an LLM’s capabilities and limitations. There are no obvious edits on the prompt that can, for instance, encourage the model to add more suggestions regarding “too much text on slides” in Figure \ref{fig:chaining}A.

In this work, we introduce the notion of \textit{Chaining} multiple LLM prompts together, to help users accomplish complex tasks with LLMs in a way that is more transparent and debuggable. Unlike ScatterShot (Chapter \ref{scatter}) where LLMs leads to improve in-context learning generalizbaility by suggesting and labeling corner cases, we at the scenario where \textit{end users} lead LLMs towards their own desired outcomes through interactions. Chaining takes advantage of LLMs’ unique ability to handle a variety of independent tasks. In a Chain, a problem is broken down into a number of smaller sub-tasks, each mapped to a distinct step with a corresponding natural language prompt; results of one or more previous steps are aggregated in the next step’s input prompt. Thus, Chaining enables users to run \textit{the same} model on multiple sub-tasks, thereby granting each sub-task a higher
likelihood of success (as opposed to solving the entire task in one go). In Figure 6.1B, while the underlying LLM remains the same, by splitting (i.e., extracting) presentation problems \( (b_1) \) and ideating suggestions per problem \( (b_2) \), the final composed paragraph \( (b_3) \) is more comprehensive in addressing all problems, and has a more constructive tone.

In addition to potentially improving outcomes, Chaining opens up new channels for fine-grained human feedback and control. For example, thanks to the separate Ideation step in Figure 6.1B, Chaining allows users to customize which suggestions to include in the final paragraph, an operation that is unavailable without Chaining (Figure 6.1A). We develop an interactive interface to expose these additional “knobs” to end users. The interface visualizes the Chain structure, and allows users to customize a Chain at various levels: they can iterate on the local prompts in each step, edit intermediate data between steps, or modify the entire Chain. To inform the design of this tool, we surveyed 73 existing LLM use cases and summarized them into a set of LLM primitive operations, each with default prompting and data structures. They help inform what types of sub-tasks could be used within a Chain, as well as how those steps can feed into each other.

To evaluate the impact of Chaining on both task performance and user experience, we conducted a within-subject user study, in which 20 participants completed tasks using both Chaining and a standard (non-Chaining) interface, with the same underlying LLM powering all the steps in the Chaining interface, as well as the non-Chaining one. Our results show that Chaining significantly improved key dimensions of the human-AI experience: transparency, controllability, collaboration, and mental support. In addition, participants also achieved higher-quality outcomes \( \sim 82\% \) of the time using Chaining. We also saw participants leveraging Chaining for purposes beyond immediate task accomplishment — they calibrated their expectations of the model using the smaller scope of sub-tasks, explored alternative prompting strategies by comparing parallel downstream effects, and debugged unexpected model output by isolating and “unit-testing” different parts of a Chain. Critically, these improvements were achieved without changing the model itself. These findings suggest that one way to improve the explainability and debuggability of an otherwise opaque, black-box LLM is to have it do less: breaking a problem up into smaller problems, having the model solve each (smaller) problem separately, showing the intermediate results, and allowing users to
The ability to chain LLM calls using a set of Chaining building blocks, within an interactive interface, collectively represents a novel method and system for prototyping new AI-powered tasks and features using LLMs. We conclude the chapter with case studies illustrating how Chaining can support more diverse applications in the future, as well as insights into challenges and opportunities that arose from our experiments. In summary, we contribute:

- We introduce the notion of **LLM Chaining**. Through a series of chained model calls, each targeting a small and well-scoped sub-task, we adapt a single LLM to contribute to multiple sub-components of a task.
- We design and implement building blocks for constructing and interacting with LLM Chains. These include a set of primitive LLM operations representing functions well-scoped for a single model run, and an interactive interface that displays the intra- and inter-step structures of a Chain. Users can run Chains step-by-step, and customize them at various granularities (editing intermediate model outputs, rewiring steps, etc.).
- We report results from a 20-person evaluation that shows Chaining can increase system transparency, controllability, and task outcomes. Importantly, these gains are achieved without any changes to the underlying model. Combined with the case studies, we demonstrate the potential of improving explainability and debuggability of LLMs through task decomposition and finer-grained application of LLM models.

Taken together, our findings inform the design and research of future human-LLM collaborative systems, an area of critical importance in years to come.

### 6.2 Background and Related Work

#### 6.2.1 Large Language Models

A generative language model is primarily designed to continue its input with plausible output (e.g., given a prompt “I went to the”, it might auto-complete with “coffee shop”). However, when pre-trained on billions of samples from the Internet, recent transformer-based LLMs [Vaswani]...
et al., 2017] like GPT-3 [Brown et al., 2020] and Jurassic-1 [Lieber et al., 2021] encode enough information to support additional in-context learning: they can be easily customized at run time (without any re-training needed) to handle new tasks beyond text continuation. To invoke the desired functionalities, users need to write natural language instructions, or prompts [Lu et al., 2021, Betz et al., 2021, Liu et al., 2021b], that are appropriate for the task. The most common patterns for prompting are either zero-shot or few-shot prompts. Zero-shot prompts directly describe what ought to happen in a task. For example, we can enact English-to-French translation with a prompt such as “Translate the sentence “Do you like the weather?” to French:”. In contrast, few-shot prompts show the LLM what pattern to follow by feeding it examples of desired inputs and outputs: “[English] Hello! [French] Bonjour! [English] Do you like the weather? [French]”. Given either of these prompts, the LLM may respond with the French translation “Vous aimez le temps?” [Jozefowicz et al., 2016]. Importantly, such task customization happens on the fly and, as a result, a single LLM can be flexibly adapted to a wide variety of use cases like code generation, question answering, creative writing, etc. [Brown et al., 2020, Swanson et al., 2021]. This flexible adaptation, together with the text-in, text-out structure, creates an intuitive natural language interface between humans and the model.

Despite their versatility, LLMs require careful prompt design. Various studies therefore focus on prompt engineering [Lu et al., 2021, Betz et al., 2021, Liu et al., 2021b]. As manual prompting can be sub-optimal, some work automatically mines more effective prompts. However, the mined prompts tend to be less human-readable [Shin et al., 2020] and therefore less compatible with human-AI interaction. Conversely, strategies like progressive generation (i.e., multi-round text expansion) [Tan et al., 2021] and meta-prompting (i.e., asking the model to elaborate on the problem) [Betz et al., 2021, Reynolds and McDonell, 2021] attempt to seed LLMs to generate more effective prompts before solving the task. In essence, these approaches also adopt the spirit of multi-step problem solving, but focus on expanding the context without human intervention. Our work defines Chaining more comprehensively, with primitive operations that illustrate LLM capabilities, LLM steps that can add or remove information along the Chain, and editable intermediate data points.
6.2.2 Human-AI Collaboration

Human-AI interaction has been explored in domains such as classification [Bansal et al., 2021, Smith-Renner et al., 2020], drawing [Oh et al., 2018, Davis et al., 2016], translation [Green et al., 2014], creative writing [Clark et al., 2018, Gero and Chilton, 2019], and design ideation [Koch et al., 2019]. Prior work has noted core challenges of the interaction, such as a lack of transparency, controllability, and user agency [Amershi et al., 2019, Buschek et al., 2021, Huang et al., 2020a]. Through Chaining, we aim to address these user-centered concerns.

In a collaboration, AI can play various roles, such as casual creators that encourage exploration [Davis et al., 2016] or assistants that compensate for human weaknesses [Levy et al., 2021, Wu et al., 2021]. For example, Gero et al. [Gero and Chilton, 2019] showed that generators could serve as cognitive offloading tools so that humans could focus their attention where it is needed most, a core motivation that we also share. Cai et al. [Cai et al., 2019] investigated how a medical AI can assist with doctors’ decision-making process during prostate cancer diagnosis, by helping them compare and contrast similar images. Most of these studies, however, use task-specific models, and therefore limit observations to human interaction with AI that primarily serves one function, or in one domain (e.g., writing, medicine, music, etc.). DuetDraw [Oh et al., 2018] may be an exception to this, as it uses several models, each of which supports a different co-drawing functionality. Rather than training multiple models for different tasks, or using a single model for a single type of task, our work explores how a single large language model (with inherently customizable capabilities) can support humans in a variety of sub-tasks. Finally, the closest work to ours might be online interfaces for users to interactively create prompts[^1] or interfaces enabling users to perform natural language programming of code using a large language model [Jiang et al., 2021]. These systems used prompt engineering to create a set of programming-related functionality for users. While this prior work focused on single prompts, our work looks at how Chaining multiple prompts can address a much wider range of human tasks, and evaluate its effects on user experience.

[^1]: https://gpt3demo.com/apps/openai-gpt-3-playground
Though less prevalent in human-AI collaboration, the concept of Chaining is inspired by concepts of “pipelining” and “microtasking,” which have long been used in crowdsourcing [Cai et al., 2016, Teevan et al., 2016]. In crowdsourcing, requesters break down complex tasks into pieces that can be performed independently, then combined [Chilton et al., 2013, Kim et al., 2017, Law and Zhang, 2011, Retelny et al., 2017]. Previous research shows that decomposed tasks allow the completion process to become more structured [Chilton et al., 2016] and more resilient to interruptions [Cheng et al., 2015], something we also witness in our user study. The goal of crowd workflows is typically to address and safeguard against the limitations of a typical worker. For example, Bernstein et al. [Bernstein et al., 2010] ensured text editing quality through a Find-Fix-Verify workflow, which modulates the scope of sub-tasks to reduce variance of crowdworker effort. Meanwhile, Context Trees [Verroios and Bernstein, 2014] hierarchically summarize and trim the otherwise overwhelming global contexts, making them compact enough for a single worker to digest.

Our Chaining approach also aims to address pitfalls of a single LLM pass, but the pitfalls are somewhat distinct. While crowdsourcing focuses more on cognitive load and task duration — factors that can affect the performance of human workers [Kulkarni et al., 2011] — for LLMs with intensive computing power, their limitations err towards a lack of reasoning abilities, high variance of prompt effectiveness, and exposure bias. A thorough analysis of these AI issues is needed for constructing and chaining LLM steps, which we illustrate in Section 6.3.1 and address through the design of primitive operations in Table C.1. Through user studies (Section 6.5) and case studies (Section 6.6), we demonstrate that Chaining can effectively address these issues. Finally, our work also shares challenges found in crowdsourcing workflows, such as handling cascading errors that affect later stages [Kittur et al., 2011], staged crash-and-rerun [Little et al., 2010], all of which we take into consideration in the design of the Chaining structure. Beyond this, we advance the field by examining how core features of Chaining (e.g., cascading effects, parallel paths) are used not only to accomplish tasks, but also to aid in increasing the transparency and debuggability of AI.
(a) Validate and categorize the input

**Def.** Classification: Assign the input to categories. Most useful for branching logic and validation.

**Ex.** Classify if the question is answerable.

- **question:** What is the square root of banana?
- **is answerable** (Yes/No): No

(b) Gather additional information from the LLM

**Def.** Factual Query: Ask the model for a fact.

**Ex.** Given the US state, find the population.

- **US state:** Washington
- **Population:** 7.6 million

**Def.** Generation: Ask the model to do some creative “hallucination” on the input.

**Ex.** Given the topic, create a two-sentence horror story.

- **topic:** Breakfast
- **two-sentence horror story:** He always stops crying when I pour the milk on his cereal. I just have to remember not to let him see his face on the carton.

**Def.** Ideation: Ask the model for a list of ideas or examples.

**Ex.** Given Alex's presentation problem, the following is a list of suggestions.

- **Alex's problem:** Too much text
- **Suggestions for improvements:**
  1) Use more graphics
  2) Use bullet points

(c) Re-organize the input

**Def.** Info. Extraction: Extract information from the context.

**Ex.** Given the text, extract airport codes per city.

- **text:** I want to fly from Los Angeles to Miami.
- **airport codes:** LAX, MIA

**Def.** Rewriting: 1-1 mapping that changes the input to more machine-readable formats (e.g., JSON to natural language).

**Ex.** Rewrite the first-person text into third-person.

- **first-person text:** I decided to make a movie
- **third-person text:** He decided to make a movie.

**Def.** Split Points: 1-N mapping that is particularly useful for splitting contexts.

**Ex.** Split the feedback paragraph into a list of Alex’s presentation problems.

- **Feedback:** Alex could improve his presentation skills. He has too much text on his slides. His presentation meanders from topic to topic without a clear structure. He also does not engage with his audience when he presents.
- **Alex’s problems:**
  1) Too much text
  2) No clear structure
  3) Does not engage with audience

**Def.** Compose Points: N-1 mapping, the reverse operation of decomposition; merge multiple results back together.

**Ex.** Write one friendly paragraph to cover all the problems and suggestions for improvement.

- **Alex’s problems:**
  1) Too much text; 2) No clear structure; 3) Does not engage with audience
- **Suggestions:**
  1) More images on the slides;...
- **Review:** Your presentation was interesting! However, I noticed that you have a lot of...

Table 6.1: We curate eight primitive operations that may be adequately handled by a single LLM run. Grouped according to their intended objectives, these operations can help address the LLM challenges detailed in Section 6.3.1. Along with the definitions, we provide examples of prompts that enact these operations, with the underlined text being the LLM output given the preceding prompt. The examples for Ideation, Split and Compose points are replicas of steps in Figure 6.1. The full implementations (with the parameters in Figure 6.6) are in Appendix C.4.

### 6.3 Chaining LLMs

Despite the impressive capabilities of LLMs, there may be contexts in which LLM performance would suffer, such as if the data is formatted sub-optimally, if there is extraneous data in the input, if the task inherently demands solving multiple sub-parts, or if the user is asking the model to perform several tasks at once. Meanwhile, LLMs may perform highly targeted tasks well. By narrowing the scope and context of an LLM operation, for example, LLMs may themselves be useful for addressing some of their own challenges (e.g., removing extraneous data, splitting problems into
sub-parts, etc.). Thus, we hypothesize that decomposing a problem into smaller, highly targeted tasks is likely to increase model performance on those sub-tasks, and by extension, the overarching task.

We define Chaining as the process of breaking up complex tasks into smaller steps, where each step can be completed by an independent run of an LLM, and where the output of one or more steps is used as input for the next. To identify tasks that are most likely to benefit from Chaining, we first surveyed existing language modeling literature, and summarized common challenges LLMs face. As described in Section 6.3.1 these challenges are caused by the underlying modeling structure shared by the mainstream LLMs, including but not limited to GPT-3, Jurassic-1, and the internal LLM used in Section 6.5 and 6.6. Then, to identify promising sub-tasks that could be used as building blocks, we surveyed existing online demos of LLMs, and curated a list of primitive LLM operations, which may help overcome those challenges by scoping the inputs/outputs to be more amenable to what an LLM can handle.

6.3.1 LLM Challenges & Primitive Operations

Existing literature exposes three main challenges that LLMs face:

C.1 LLMs lack multi-step reasoning capabilities. Because LLMs are designed to grasp the form of language, rather than the meaning [Bender and Koller, 2020], they can struggle on tasks like sequential arithmetic problems, multi-hop question answering, recognizing and comparing sentences, or those that require branching logic [Betz et al., 2021] [Floridi and Chiriatti] [Wang et al., 2021a] [Branwen, 2020] [Wei et al., 2022].

C.2 LLMs suffer from exposure bias [Tan et al., 2021] [Ranzato et al., 2016]. Because LLMs generate text sequentially in an autoregressive manner (the tokens generated by the models are themselves used to predict the next word), errors or imperfections from previous runs can accumulate. Thus, LLMs are less likely to perform well when generating long bodies of text. Exposure bias can also cause LLMs to produce redundant content, in some severe cases repeating the same phrase over and over again [Holtzman et al., 2020] [Welleck et al., 2020]. As a result, they struggle to generate text with diverse themes or arguments (e.g., suggestions for
all three problems in the peer review example in Figure 6.1).

C.3 **LLMs are sensitive to input prompts.** They tend to favor certain prompt formats, paraphrases [O’Connor and Andreas 2021, Lu et al. 2021], or even certain information in the input. For example, prompts that are unnatural relative to the typical text distribution tend to be less efficient [Branwen 2020], while nouns and verbs are more important than adjectives and function words [O’Connor and Andreas 2021].

These challenges tend to stem from tasks being too broad. Yet, as discussed above, LLMs may be able to perform certain tasks well if they are highly targeted, with narrower contexts. Hence, with these challenges in mind, we reviewed 73 existing demos based on an extensive search of official LLM websites, social media, and published case studies (these are enumerated in Table C.1 Appendix C.1) to identify promising LLM capabilities that may help scope the inputs/outputs, culminating in a set of primitive operations. Note that the operations we identified may not be exhaustive, but rather represent an interesting range for study, with a variety of operations addressing each LLM challenge. Pilot studies — as well as use cases we present later — suggested these were a reasonable set to pursue. Full details of our methodology can be found in Appendix C.1.

Table 6.1 shows how the derived operations fall into three categories and can address the aforementioned challenges. First, as LLMs may have difficulty applying common sense reasoning or complex inference to nuanced problems [C.1], the Classification operation can act as a validation check or triage, before more steps are carried out (Table 6.1a). For example, a chatbot may need to first classify the type of question a user is asking before providing adequate responses. Second, to alleviate exposure bias (C.2, the inability to generate long and diverse text), some operations can be used to query small chunks of new content (Table 6.1b), so as to gradually build up the generation diversity and length. Three ways to get new content include querying facts, generating hallucinations, and ideating lists of items. For example, in the peer review rewriting scenario (Figure 6.1B), the separate Ideation step per problem prevents suggestions for one criticism from being influenced by the other two criticisms. Finally, because LLMs may struggle with certain input prompt types, reorganizing the prompt could be helpful when its original form is convoluted. **Rewriting** and **Compose points** transform input into more parsable forms, Information Extraction.
elicits concise information (C.3), and Split points splits text into smaller and more manageable units (C.1)—all are summarized in Table 6.1c. As we will see in a case study (Section 6.6.1), translating JSON-formatted specifications to natural language descriptions helps LLMs parse the embedded information.

Chaining and its operations also have some parallels to crowdsourcing workflows. However, whereas sub-tasks in crowdsourcing are assumed to be feasible for a human worker (reviewed in Section 6.2.3), LLMs are more restricted in terms of tasks they can perform reliably, and thus the primitive operations presented are more scoped and granular. For example, Kittur et al. [Kittur et al., 2011]’s Partition-Map-Reduce workflow uses Split and Compose Points operations (in Figure 6.1B), but does not indicate specifically how to transform the text (Ideation), though it also targets collaborative writing.

6.3.2 Designing Operations for LLM Chaining

An LLM Chain consists of multiple steps. Each step is defined by an LLM operation, which takes in input data and produces output data (which we call data layers). For example, the Split point operation in Figure 6.1 takes in the initial feedback for Alex as input, and produces a list of presentation problems (“too much text”, “no clear structure”, etc.) as output. LLM Chains are constructed by connecting these steps through shared data layers. In the same example above, the Ideation operation comes after the Split points operation, taking a (previously generated) problem as input and producing suggestions for improvements as output.

Each step of an LLM (an operation and its data layers) is accomplished through a natural language prompt. While prompts are task-dependent, they can have some task-agnostic properties. For example, the prompt for the Classification operation would likely contain the verb “classify”, regardless of what is being classified. These keywords help set an LLM operation’s scope and expectations [O’Connor and Andreas, 2021]. We aim to abstract these task-agnostic properties into default parameters for each operation (Figure 6.2A), so as to provide consistent starting points for interacting with LLM Chains across use cases. Using the Ideation operation as an example, we show how we design these parameters to satisfy the following three requirements for chaining, and
Figure 6.2: An example of how to create an LLM step using a prompt template (A), using the Ideation step of the peer review writing scenario (from Figure 6.1) as an example. For the peer review scenario, the Ideation operation takes in a problem (e.g., too much text) as input, and produces suggestions for improvement as output, but the prompt template allows the Ideation operation to take in any custom inputs and outputs. The template includes placeholders for the input (prefix-1), output (prefix-2), and (optional) few-shot examples. (B) shows the actual prompt after filling in the placeholders in the prompt template.

Operations need to invoke the desired functionalities, through prompt design. To date, the most common patterns for prompting are either zero-shot or few-shot prompts, depending on how many demonstrating examples are provided in the prompt [Brown et al., 2020]. Zero-shot prompts directly describe what ought to happen in a task: e.g., we can enact Ideation with a task description prompt “Given Alex’s presentation problem, the following is a list of suggestions.” In contrast, few-shot prompts show the LLM what pattern to follow by feeding it examples of the desired input and output data: “Problem: mumbles when presenting, Suggestion: enunciate each syllable, Problem: too much text, Suggestion:” (full prompt in Figure 6.2B). Given these prompts, the LLM might produce a reasonable suggestion, e.g., “use more graphics on the slides.” Zero-shot prompts can also be easily transformed into few-shot prompts, by appending examples to the initial zero-shot task description. In either case, prompts commonly include meaningful names as prefixes ("Problem:" and "Suggestion:"), to demarcate structure, which helps re-emphasize the desired
intent [Vaswani et al., 2017]. Following this convention, we build our prompts to include task descriptions followed by prefixes. Aside from the prompt itself, we also associate with each LLM operation a default temperature setting: a model parameter that influences the randomness of the LLM generation. For instance, creative operations like Ideation benefit from a higher temperature \( t=0.7 \) than more factual or deterministic tasks like Classification \( t=0.0 \) [OpenAI, 2021].

**Operations should be able to take custom data layers as inputs and outputs.** Though our walkthrough example takes in “Alex’s presentation problem” and generates “Suggestions”, in theory an operation should be able to handle any custom data layers. We thus create prompt templates to support a wide range of scenarios, with placeholders for input and output data. The template allows us to build LLM steps simply by filling in the placeholders with definitions on data layers, as demonstrated in Figure 6.2. In particular, we include key verbs and nouns [O’Connor and Andreas, 2021] in the template, to best reflect the operation objective (e.g., “a list of” for Ideation, “classify” for Classification). The template also accepts optional few-shot examples. We can build the few-shot prompt in Figure 6.2B if we provide those pairs of problems and suggestions, or default to just the zero-shot version in Table 6.1 when examples are not readily available. Though we provide this as one example of a prompt template, we do not claim it to be exhaustive as there may be other equally effective ones.

**Operations should handle parsing of the expected input/ output data types.** Different data layers may take on different data types. For example, the Split step (Figure 6.1b1) produces a list of problems, but only a single problem is the input to each subsequent Ideation step (b2). To handle different formats in different steps, in each operation’s definition, we define the required data types per operation (e.g. “list” in Figure 6.2 for Ideation), along with the corresponding parsing necessary to produce the expected data type (e.g., split each row of the numbered list into an item).

Empirically, we find these defaults to work reasonably well across domains (see later sections 6.5 and 6.6). Still, we note that our defaults here are just one example of possible operation implementations; in our review of existing demos, there appeared to be many diverse prompting strategies even for the same task. We hope the prompt templates provided here may serve as a starting point for Chain designers or users to modify. In the next section, we demonstrate how these designs serve
Figure 6.3: An overview of the interface, reflecting the peer review rewriting example in Figure 6.1. It consists of (A) a Chain view that depicts the high level Chaining structure, and (B/C) a Step view that allows for refining and executing each LLM step. The interface facilitates tracking the progress of the LLM Chain. For example, when moving from step 2: Ideation (B) to step 3: Compose Points (C), the previously generated presentation problems and suggestions become inputs for the final paragraph. A demonstration is available at https://youtu.be/QFS-1EWlvMM as the underlying data structure for interactive Chain execution by end-users.

### 6.4 Interactive User Interface

We designed an interface that helps users execute and customize LLM Chains interactively.

#### 6.4.1 Design Rationales

Over the course of several weeks, we designed and iterated on the prototype with feedback from four pilot users (software engineers and designers who have experience designing LLM prompts),
producing three design rationales for the final interface.

R.1 **Visually reflect the underlying Chaining structure.** In early prototypes, we explained the Chain structure using a static slide deck that highlighted the data produced at each step (e.g., problems, suggestions for improvement, and final paragraph in Figure 6.1). In reaction, users expressed a desire to understand the operations taken at each step to arrive at these data layers (split points, ideation, compose points), and wanted to visually track progress through the Chain. To achieve this, we designed the interface to reflect not only the data layers, but also the LLM details within each step.

R.2 **Provide controls at different granularities.** Pilot users favored flexible controls. We observed users frequently making local fixes on intermediate data points that flow between LLM steps, and therefore designed the UI to allow in-place editing, without explicitly requiring a switch to editing mode. Some users also voiced an interest in iterating on alternative Chaining structures (“Can I change this step with...”). We therefore conclude that the interface should support modification of LLM Chains both locally (e.g., changing one task description or intermediate model output) and globally (e.g., changing how the steps are connected). Because global changes have more impactful consequences (they may overwrite the underlying Chain structure), we designed the UI to require a switch to editing mode for this type of changes.

R.3 **The structured controls should still reflect the natural language interaction supported by LLMs.** In an early prototype, we formatted the data as structured tables with each data layer being a column, but received feedback from two users that making text edits in cells felt unnatural as they lost the sense of interacting with the model through natural language. To retain a natural interaction experience, we keep these structures as in-line text fields.

6.4.2 **Interface Design and Implementation**

We design the interface in Figure 6.3 following these design rationales above, which consists of two primary views: the Chain view (Figure 6.3A), and the Step view (Figure 6.3B/C).
The **Chain view** (Figure 6.3A) depicts the high level Chaining structure through a flow chart. It contains three primary visual cues that closely reflect the underlying design (R.1) described in Section 6.3.2. First, we use grey glyphs to represent **LLM operations**, with shapes indicating 1-1 (rectangle, for operations like *Rewriting* in Table 6.1), 1-N (trapezoid, e.g., *Ideation* operation), and N-1 data mappings (inverted trapezoid, e.g., *Compose points* operation). Clicking on these glyphs allows users to choose which step to zoom into (highlighted in pink), and the Step view would change in response. Then, we use rectangles with colored stripes to represent **data layers**. Users can preview their data entries through white rows (e.g., Figure 6.3a1 and a2), which are updated after each LLM execution, and thus track Chain execution progress. Finally, we link these elements with dotted-line arrows to highlight which data output serves as the input to which step, and use the number of arrows going out of an operation to re-emphasize the data mappings (e.g., multiple **problems** coming out from *Split points*, which is approximated with three lines, and a single **paragraph** out of *Compose points*).

On the right, the **Step view** (Figure 6.3B) allows users to explore each LLM step by interacting with inputs, outputs, and the underlying prompt structure. It is divided into an **instruction block** and several **running blocks** to handle **parallel paths**. Each of these parallel paths translates to a different LLM invocation; they share some common parts in their prompt strings, while having other parts being distinct from each other. We use the running blocks to hold the unique parts, and the instruction block to hold the shared sub-string is pre-pended to all running blocks, such that they are combined to form the full prompt. For example, Figure 6.3b2 is the final prompt for the step that generations suggestions for the problem “too much text.” It starts with the content from the instruction block (b1), and merges the text in the running block thereafter, ignoring the other parallel running blocks.

Every running block visually resembles a text area with a number of editable text fields. It shows the prefix fields before colons (e.g., **Short suggestions for improvement**, c1) in the same color as the data layer rectangles, which helps users distinguish between data layers. It also includes text fields (b4, c2) for the model output for that step. The number of text fields (e.g., 1 vs. N) are consistent with the data types defined for the primitive operation for that step.
This view also handles the per-step execution. Users can click the small “run” button to execute each running block individually. Alternatively, users can use the Play button on the top to run all the parallel blocks at once and compare their results. To improve natural language interaction transparency \(\text{(R.3)}\), running a block also triggers a preview of the final prompt text \(b_2\). The output is then parsed and added to the corresponding field \(b_4, c_2\) for users to further iterate on.

**Interactions and controls.** Notably, there are three levels of control available with this interface \(\text{(R.2)}\), from local customization of prompts to global modification of the LLM Chain structure, each with clear cues on its impact. First, users can customize the prompt for a particular step, \(e.g.,\) by changing its task descriptions. Since the customization only applies to the current step, all other views remain unchanged. Second, users can customize the model output for that step by adding, deleting, or editing content \(e.g.,\) editing “read outlines” to *emphasize main points* in \(b_4\), or rename data layers \(e.g.,\) rephrasing “Alex’s presentation problems” as “Criticisms of Alex” in \(a_1\). These changes impact both the current step in focus as well as other steps involving the shared data layers \(e.g.,\) *Compose Points* takes in both the “problems” and the “suggestion” layer), and thus they can be changed either in the colored rectangles in the Chain view, or through text fields in the Step view. Finally, users can more aggressively modify the Chaining structure itself by adding, removing and rewiring operations or data layers in the Chain view through intuitive visual programming \(\text{(R.3)}\). The change would then cause the entire Chain to re-render, with the defaults \(e.g.,\) temperature, instructions) refreshed.

### 6.5 User Study

To understand how Chaining affects the user experience of accomplishing tasks with LLMs, we conducted a within-subject user study comparing Chaining with a state-of-the-art baseline interface, on two user tasks.
6.5.1 Study Design

Underlying LLM. All of our experiments — including our baseline interface introduced below, and each step of the Chaining interface rely on exactly the same underlying LLM called LaMDA [Thompson et al., 2022] a 137 billion parameter, general-purpose language model. This model is roughly equivalent to the GPT-3 model in terms of size and capability: it is trained with more than 1.5T words of text data, in an auto-regressive manner using a decoder-only Transformer structure which is most useful for text generation. It has comparable performances with GPT-3 on a variety of tasks, and behaves similarly in its ability to follow prompts. Note that we only use this model to represent the recent class of LLMs; Essentially, the chaining interface is model agnostic, and is compatible with any LLM that has in-context learning capability.

Systems. We compared Chaining with Sandbox, an interface that looks aesthetically similar to the Chaining interface, but without the Chaining functionality. We based the Sandbox interaction on GPT-3 playground[^3] the standard online interface for LLMs. It presents a single textbox with a run button, which allows the user to enter the text prompt, run the model on that prompt, and then view the model result in the same textbox, with the ability to edit that result and then continue to iterate. Like the Chaining interface, the Sandbox also allows users to adjust the temperature setting through a knob.

Tasks. We conducted the study using two tasks: peer review writing, and personalized flashcard creation, as they reflect different types of challenges (as explained below), and are both commonly used in user-centered task scenarios [Cai et al., 2014, Edge et al., 2011, Cambre et al., 2018]. In the peer review writing task (“Review,” our walk-through scenario), the user is given a paragraph (the same as in Figure 6.1) outlining three different problems in an imaginary person’s presentation style, and their task is to write a friendly paragraph with 1-3 suggestions for each problem. In flashcard creation (“Flashcard”), participants were asked to create at least ten English-French sentence pairs they could use while traveling in Paris, and to make them as diverse as possible while

[^3]: We used a non-dialog version of the model.
[^2]: https://gpt3demo.com/apps/openai-gpt-3-playground
Figure 6.4: The LLM Chain for flashcard creation, with: (A) An **Ideation** step that brainstorms the **types of interactions** that we might encounter when **visiting a given city** (Paris), (B) Another **Ideation** step that creates a list of **English examples** for each **interaction type**, and (C) A **Rewriting** step that translates each **English example** into **French**.

being personalized to their own travel goals.

Though both tasks are possible when using an LLM without any LLM Chains, they present different types of challenges which could potentially be improved through Chaining. The **Review** task implicitly involves multi-step reasoning (Challenge [C.1](#) in Section 6.3): to create a thorough and constructive review, one needs to identify each problem, provide suggestions per problem, and compose all the suggestions into one paragraph. The **Flashcard** task, on the other hand, exposes the challenge of having sufficient diversity in light of LLM exposure bias ([C.2](#)). In the Chaining condition, we built a default Chain for each task. The Chain for **Review** in Figure 6.1 reflects the three aforementioned steps (as explained before); the Chain for **Flashcard** (see Figure 6.4) sources additional content from the LLM like **types of interactions** in a trip, which can help the user diversify the flashcards.

**Study procedure.** Before the study, participants completed a 30-minute tutorial that summarized the concept of LLMs and demonstrated how both **Sandbox** and **Chaining** work. They were told upfront that both systems rely on the same underlying LLM. Then, in an hour-long study, participants performed a randomly selected task (**Flashcard** or **Review**), once with each interface (**Sandbox** and **Chaining**), whose orders were counterbalanced. We first briefed participants on the task, and then asked them to accomplish it with LLM’s help in each interface until they were satisfied with the final

---

4 We took inspiration from the OpenAI: [https://beta.openai.com/docs/introduction(prompt-design-101)](https://beta.openai.com/docs/introduction(prompt-design-101)) the task used for tutorial is in Appendix [C.2.3](#)
results, or until they reached 25 minutes. Since LLM Chains came with automatically generated prompts (by filling in the templates), we similarly offered several default prompts for Sandbox that we knew to work reasonably, so that both interfaces had a fair starting point for prompt engineering (detailed in Appendix C.2). We encouraged participants to think aloud and describe their actions as they completed the task.

In the Chaining condition, participants were asked to first stick to the default Chain so that we could make consistent observations across participants in terms of how they use Chains. In the process, they could modify any other aspect (e.g., the prompt, the intermediate model outputs, etc.) At the end, we gave participants the option to modify the default Chain, so that we could observe how they would expect the LLM to assist them beyond the default design. Finally, participants completed an exit survey and a semi-structured interview. They rated their experience using each interface along various dimensions. These dimensions were chosen to reflect the effectiveness of the human-AI collaboration (e.g., support for their thought process, quality of the final result), and core user-centered challenges in human-AI systems [Amershi et al., 2019, Buschek et al., 2021, Huang et al., 2020a] (e.g., transparency, controllability, and sense of collaboration). They also verbally compared their impressions of the two interfaces, and envisioned possible use cases for them.

**Collected data.** We collected and analyzed three sets of data. First, to assess participants’ **self-perceived experience**, we used a standard seven-point Likert Scale [Likert, 1932] to collect all ratings from the exit survey, with one being “Strongly disagree” and seven being “Strongly agree” with the statement in question (e.g., for system Transparency: “The system is transparent about how it arrives at its final result”). Detailed survey questions are listed in Appendix C.2.1.

We also observed and recorded their entire task completion sessions, and later transcribed their comments and experience for qualitative analysis. Second, to quantify their **interaction mechanisms and behaviors**, we logged their interactions with the two interfaces. We were particularly interested in how participants reacted and iterated on model outputs, so we sorted their interactions with text fields by: (1) whether participants mainly relied on running the model again to get a different result (Consecutive run), or if they also edited the prompt in between (Edited); and (2) when they
edited the prompt, how dependent it was on the existing model generation: whether they closely CURATED and refined the model outputs, loosely interacted around them by CREATING completely new content, or tried again by UNDOING the outputs. The detailed categorization criteria is in Appendix C.2.2. Third, to assess the task outcome, we logged the final reviews and flashcards participants created. Blinded to the condition, two non-participants performed anonymous, paired comparisons on results from each participant in Sandbox and Chaining, choosing the result that satisfied the task goals the best.

Participants. We recruited 20 participants using email lists that reach a wide range of practitioners (e.g., UX designers, linguists, data analysts) at a large software company. Eight participants were 26-35 years old, eight aged 36-45, two aged 46-55, one 56-65, and one 18–26. As there is an initial learning curve associated with LLM capability, we required that participants had at least seen an LLM example before. Among those we recruited, half of the participants had no prompting experience but had seen online demos powered by LLM models, whereas the other half had some basic experience using default text prompts. Further, as the goal of Chaining is to use LLMs to assist with human tasks, we sought to recruit potential users of ML/LLM who would benefit from interacting with the models, rather than ML model experts or creators. Thus, our participants included technically knowledgeable but non-ML software engineers, linguists, UX designers, and data analysts who worked in a wide range of domains (e.g., health, privacy, cloud storage, etc.). Each participant spent approximately 90 minutes total in our study, and received a $40 gift certificate for their time.

6.5.2 Quantitative Results: Increased Transparency & Control, and Higher-quality Task Outcome

All the participants were able to complete the tasks in both systems within the given time: they spent $12.4 \pm 4.0$ minutes in Sandbox, and $14.6 \pm 5.4$ in Chaining. Student’s t-test did not show any significant difference between their completion time ($t = -1.1, p = .278$). In analyzing subjective ratings from participants, the logged clickstreams, as well as the final generated results, we found:

First, Chaining led to improved user experience in human-AI interactions. We performed the non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test to compare users’ nominal Likert Scale ratings
Figure 6.5: Participants’ ratings in the form of seven-point Likert scale questions (details in Appendix C.2.1), with 95% confidence intervals. Using Chaining, participants felt they produced results that better matched the task goals, and that the system helped them think through the task. They also found Chaining more transparent, controllable, and collaborative.

Figure 6.6: Distribution (based on the logged interactions) of how participants interacted with the prompts and model outputs, with and without chaining. (A) They made more edits in Chaining (compared to just repeatedly running the model), and (B) They tended to curate model outputs, rather than either deleting (undoing) them entirely or manually creating new content.

and, as shown in Figure 6.5, participants felt that Chaining helped them think through the task better (Chaining 6.0 ± 1.4 vs. Sandbox 3.6 ± 1.3, z = 0, p < .001), and gave them more control (6.2 ± 0.9 vs. 4.5 ± 1.3, z = 3.0, p < .001). They also rated Chaining as being more collaborative (5.7 ± 1.3 vs. 4.6 ± 1.6, z = 25, p = .04) and transparent (5.4 ± 1.3 vs. 3.8 ± 1.8, z = 9.0, p = .002).

Second, Chaining shifted the types of edits participants made while interacting with the LLM. In Chaining, participants were more likely to make manual interventions, whereas in Sandbox, they often re-ran the model (without changing the prompt) — akin to “rolling the dice again” in an attempt to get better output. As shown in Figure 6.6A, this tendency to perform consecutive runs without altering anything from the previous run occurred 51% of the time on average in Sandbox.
and 36% in Chaining. Student’s t-test shows the difference is significant: \( t = 3.5, p = .001 \) [5].

The manual edits made were also finer-grained in Chaining than in Sandbox (Figure 6.6B). In Sandbox, people largely focused on either completely UNDO output and rerunning the model (45% of the time on average), or manually Creating their own content as input to the model (14%). They only Curated or modified existing text 41% of the time. On the other hand, in Chaining people performed Curation 77% of the time, only doing UNDO and CREATE 18% and 5% of the time, respectively. The shift to Curation is significant, according to Student’s t-test (\( t = -6.75, p < .001 \)).

As a result, Chaining led to higher-quality generations that met the task goal. The two independent raters consistently preferred Chaining results 85% and 80% of the time, respectively. The results also matched participants’ own judgements in Figure 6.5 (see Match goal) — they preferred their own final results from Chaining (6.0 ± 0.9) to the Sandbox results (5.0 ± 1.1, Wilcoxon signed-rank test, \( z = 11.0, p = .002 \)).

Aside from using Chaining, many participants were also able to iterate on and customize the underlying Chaining structure. While five of them preferred the default Chains provided and didn’t want to change them, the remaining 15 people were able to identify parts they found lacking and suggested at least one change. 11 of them successfully implemented and executed one of their own solutions.

### 6.5.3 Qualitative results: Chaining as Guardrails and Operation Manuals

Through analyses of the transcribed think-aloud comments and semi-structured interviews, we further unpack the reasons behind the quantitative differences. Since we asked participants to explain their Likert Scale ratings, their interview responses naturally map to dimensions in Figure 6.5 like transparency, collaboration, etc. One author further sorted their think-aloud comments into the categories. Three researchers then conducted thematic analysis, examining relationships between categories and iteratively converging on a set of higher-level themes. In general, Chaining helped

---

[5] The clickstreams fall into the continuous range of 0%–100%, and follows a normal distribution according to a D’Agostino-Pearson Test (e.g., \( p = 0.58 \) for the ratio of consecutive runs).
support human-LLM interaction by serving as (1) a guardrail that helped users stay on track towards the task goal (Section 6.5.3 and 6.5.3); and (2) an “operation manual” that implicitly explained how to use LLMs for less obvious objectives, and that provided channels for users to intervene (Section 6.5.3, 6.5.3 and 6.5.3). In the following sections, we present key themes on how Chaining improved the human-AI experience, as well as some additional challenges brought on by Chaining.

Chaining helped users more fully capitalize on the model’s latent capabilities.

In Sandbox, participants tended to use the LLM for a single purpose, under-utilizing the model’s full potential in supporting various kinds of tasks. Four out of ten people in the Flashcard task only used the model as a translator in Sandbox, even though they were provided with default prompts that demonstrated how to generate English sentences using the model. In the Review task, even though nearly everyone (nine out of ten) used a two-step process of generating suggestions prior to merging them into the full paragraph (see the two-step prompt template in Appendix C.2.5), three people only relied on the LLM to generate suggestions, and then manually merged them into the paragraph themselves, without LLM input.

There may be two reasons for these behaviors. First, Sandbox naturally affords single-operation interactions. Given this, it is not surprising that users would gravitate toward using the model only for a part of the task that seemed most likely to yield promising results given the status-quo applications of machine learning (e.g., translation), overlooking others that may seem less likely to succeed (e.g., merging text into a paragraph). Indeed, some participants were unaware of less obvious sub-tasks (P4: “this is just a simple translation task” in Flashcard). Second, the friction of juggling multiple sub-tasks in Sandbox deterred some users from doing so. Even participants who became aware of the Chaining structure (from getting the Chaining condition first in their study condition order) struggled to replicate it using a single prompt. For example, P2 attempted to tackle both sub-tasks (generating diverse English sentences, and translating to French) simultaneously with a single prompt instruction: “Given the previous English sentence, translate it to French. Generate further English sentences relevant to travel in Paris.” However, because the instruction was too nuanced for the model to follow, they eventually resorted to manually creating their own English
sentences.

Ultimately, this inability to fully utilize the model led to lower quality final results in Sandbox. For example, the flashcards had less topical diversity (P4: “I had limited diversity myself”) because the Ideation step in Figure 6.4A was rarely ever leveraged. As a byproduct of the inadequate support, participants also found collaboration in Sandbox to be shallow (P5: “I’m doing all the specific work [creating English sentences] and it’s just doing its one thing [translation]”). In contrast, Chaining allowed users to leverage the model in multiple ways. Seven participants particularly liked that they could accomplish multiple goals through the Chain, i.e., acquiring model-powered diversity in the Ideation step, while maintaining translation correctness in the Rewriting step. This additional support may have contributed to participants shifting from creation (manually creating text from scratch) to curation (modifying model outputs) as shown in Quantitative Results (Figure 6.6B). Quoting P5, “I didn’t need to give it as much, but it was giving me a lot.”

LLMs’ diverse primitive operations and capabilities also led participants to consider other ways the model might be helpful. For example, when asked to modify the Chaining structure itself, P1 in Flashcard swapped the Ideation step (which generated types of interactions) with a Generation step to produce a journal of my one day trip, so the model could “think about what conversations can happen across my day trip” and provide “less generic context suggestions.” The operations became inspirational here. P12 and P20 in Review both added a Classification step to determine if the paragraph is in the right voice or if a suggestion is actionable, only once they realized the classification operation existed.

The ability to isolate interventions and save progress enhanced controllability of LLM

Because each step of a Chain involves a separate run of the model, Chaining allowed users to control certain aspects of each sub-task independent of others. Four Flashcard participants in Chaining noticed that the desired model randomness should vary per sub-task, and tuned the temperature settings accordingly: they increased the temperatures in Ideation steps to broaden the diversity and creativity of model responses (Figure 6.4A and B), and lowered it for Rewriting to increase the chances of getting correct model output (Figure 6.4C). However, none of them did so in the
Sandbox condition (e.g., P5: “I realized my temperature was always high in sandbox. I should have had it low at translation, and high when I ask the model for English sentences.”) Many Review participants also liked iterating on each of the presentation problems individually (e.g., “Too much text on slides” vs. “No clear structure”) without affecting the others.

This well-scoped impact of interventions may explain why participants felt more motivated and comfortable making manual edits in Chaining (Figure 6.6A). Nine people felt more compelled to enact controls on sub-tasks, knowing that they did not have to worry about unintended effects on other parts.

Four of them further noted that this clean separation would be tedious (if not impossible) in Sandbox, hence the differences in the perceived controllability in Figure 6.5. For example, P13 in Review attempted to replicate the exact same Chain in Sandbox. They manually divided the original paragraph into three problems, then asked the model for suggestions for each, and to compose the final paragraph. However, rather than storing suggestions externally and starting fresh for each problem, they simply stacked them together in a single prompt: “Original paragraph:...; Problem: too much text; Suggestions: 1)...; Problem: Split...” The resulting long and intertwined text became overwhelming: “I was very nervous to edit anything, because I didn’t know how that was going to impact the end task goals.”

Beyond staged interventions, staged outputs also provided participants with the opportunity to evaluate and improve individual components irrespective of previous failure [Nushi et al., 2017]. Three participants praised the ability to “freeze” their preferred intermediate data points: “I reached some point of some progress in the middle of the Chain and if this works, then it’s fixed when I play with the next step. It doesn’t get lost — unlike the sandbox, where whenever I change something somewhere the result will be completely different” (P10). Their observations are also in line with the crash-and-rerun capability of crowdsourcing [Little et al., 2010], where local reruns are desirable without affecting previous stages.
Surfacing the Chaining structure increased transparency.

Chaining enriched system transparency, which helped participants better calibrate their expectations of the model. As each step of the Chain had a specific role (Ideation, Rewriting, etc.), they helped narrow the scope of the model’s intended functionality, making it easier for participants to understand what to expect from a model that might otherwise seem all-encompassing. Nine participants noted this benefit of calibrated expectations. For example, P6 commented that “Chaining helped you speak the language. It lift[ed] up the hood and showed you the steps and what’s happening at different phrases,” and P15 stated that “having default settings like your templates gave me an idea of how it works.” As elaborated in Section 6.5.3, having isolated steps, each with a reduced scope, also help users better anticipate the potential impact of their inputs, further increasing system transparency.

More globally, Chaining enabled users to develop a more accurate mental model of the LLM’s capabilities, by allowing them to tinker with sub-components in a modular and comparative manner. Users could, for example, compare parallel paths to deduce how the model would respond to alternative inputs. In the Flashcard task, P8 noticed during the Ideation step that the model generated more useful English sentences when the *types of interactions* was “accommodation,” compared to “topics related to public transportation.” This hinted at the model’s better performance when presented with a useful keyword. Modifying the order of LLM steps also enabled users to learn aspects of the model’s strengths and weaknesses. When customizing the Chaining structure, five participants tried adding another Rewriting step either after the final paragraph (at the end of the Chain), or on the individual presentation problems (early in the Chain). Though initially unaware that LLMs can suffer from exposure bias (see C.2), participants quickly discovered through this comparison that the model could more effectively modify sentences than paragraphs. This comparison was rare in Sandbox, as it was not obvious to participants that they could keep the LLM functionality but shorten the input.
Surfacing the Chaining structure increased debuggability.

The increased transparency in Chaining also gave users better debugging mechanisms. When the model output was inconsistent with user intent, participants were at a loss for what to try next in Sandbox. Because users could conceivably type and modify any natural language prompt in the text box, the scope for “debugging” was too expansive. P9 remarked that “too much freedom can be a curse,” while P7 felt like “sitting down in front of the controls of an airplane, all the knobs are there but I don’t know what to do with them.” Instead, Chaining exposed intermediate knobs that helped participants draw a more direct connection between observed model deficiencies, and possible remediation. P9 found it easier to debug by modifying the inputs and outputs for each step of the Chain, rather than merely re-running the model in Sandbox repeatedly, in the hopes of more promising model results (“I had to constantly delete and rerun things.”). This may explain why the frequency of UNDO actions was reduced in Chaining (Figure 6.6B).

Accordingly, three interesting debugging mechanisms emerged: First, the isolated steps in Chaining acted as AI “unit tests” that enabled users to pinpoint a seemingly global error to its local cause. For example, participants in Flashcard frequently removed topics irrelevant to traveling (e.g., education), so that sub-optimal solutions would not be fed into subsequent steps. Second, the ability to create parallel paths and alternate step orders (elaborated in Section 6.5.3) enabled comparative debugging. Revisiting the case mentioned above, observing a higher-quality path (e.g., using a simple keyword in the prompt like “accommodation”) helped participants infer how to improve prompts in other parts of the Chain (e.g., changing “topics related to public transportation” to “public transportation.”)

Finally, the ability to propagate a change throughout the entire Chain gave users immediate feedback on whether a fix was successful, thereby shortening feedback and iteration cycles. For example, P3 renamed ● types of interactions with ● places where conversation might occur, so as to “have flashcards grouped by happening at the airport, restaurant, while walking around streets.” They were impressed by the changes propagating to the final results: “you can just change a step without affecting other steps but then your final results are reshaped based on that. I didn’t think that
was going to work that simply.” This combined ability to both isolate and propagate interventions was key to increasing AI debuggability.

Scoped objectives in sub-tasks served as guardrails against LLM-inspired tangents

One challenge that hindered participants’ performance on the tasks was LLMs’ randomness and creative surprises. The model would often produce outputs that were compelling in their own right, which in turn would derail people from the intended task. For example, P5 in Flashcard was intrigued by an LLM-generated English sentence, “That man is suspicious to me,” and started tricking the model into writing a story — “I want to know what happened to the suspicious man!” Five out of twenty people wandered from their task goal in Sandbox and began exploring tangents or attempting to “break” the model. They had to be reminded several times to get back on track. Participants later recalled their habit of drifting: “I tried a lot of cool things, but it’s not the task I want to complete” (P17).

Interestingly, we found Chaining acted as a safeguard against model-inspired tangents, not only because each step of the Chain defined a clear goal, but also because the interconnected data layers motivated participants to deliberately steer outputs of each step away from cascading errors (e.g., incorrect problem extraction in the first step of Figure 6.1 could lead to a poor final paragraph). In the Ideation steps, participants would even manually move model output around to make sure they fit the topic (P7: “this isn’t really about asking for directions, I should put it in accommodation.”) Ultimately, participants treated the entire task more carefully (see Figure 6.5 think through) — “if I was trying to do it with speed, I might find the sandbox easier; but if I want to do it with precision, I prefer the Chaining structure.” (P13).

Additional challenges

Chaining brought many benefits to human-AI collaboration, but it also presented several challenges. Nine participants noted that although they found the Chains to be transparent, rich, and educational, they were also more complex, with steeper learning curves. Moreover, while Chaining enabled
participants to zoom into sub-tasks in modular ways, it also occasionally made the larger picture more difficult to recall: Four participants had questions about “how my particular change to this data entry will affect the final result” in Chaining (P2), and commented that the end-to-end aspect of Sandbox enabled them to see the direct effects of their actions. These challenges may have been a side-effect of participants using pre-defined Chains, which may not necessarily reflect their own intuition of how they would have decomposed the task [Xie et al., 2017, Carroll and Olson, 1988]. Most people had a much more fluent experience with the Chains they modified — “I liked creating my framework.” (P13). Though beyond the scope of this chapter, this raises the question of how to support users in not just using Chains, but also authoring their own Chains, to improve user agency and intuitiveness of Chaining [Wu et al., 2022a].

Moreover, while Chaining provided better guardrails for staying on task, it may come at the expense of a decreased ability to explore freely; three participants mentioned they would prefer Sandbox for “trying out random things and see if the model can cope” (P3), and “I feel more at liberty to play with language outside the the Chain” (P6). They suggested they would prefer a combination of both systems: “when there’s more ambiguity I prefer the sandbox to explore first, but once I have a clear goal, I would use the Chaining to steer myself towards a fixed number of function blocks.” (P13)

Inspired by these concerns, we envision future research to focus on relaxing certain structural constraints and providing guidance on LLM Chain creation and refinement, which we detail later in Discussion (Section 6.7).

### 6.6 Case Studies

Beyond the user study tasks, LLM Chaining has the potential to enable a wide range of complex applications. We illustrate how Chaining could support more diverse applications through two case studies in the domains of software development and accessibility, using the same model in our user study.
Figure 6.7: An example for Chaining-based VegaLite bug fixing (simplified; the full Chain is in Appendix C.3). (A) We first rewrite the JSON format specs into natural language descriptions to make it more parsable, then (B) classify the descriptions to validate design constraints and suggest fixes, and (C) finally rewrite the final spec based on the suggested fix. While the LLM generates the fix in \(d_1\), users may also choose to produce \(d_2\) and \(d_3\), both of which can fix the validated issue just as effectively.

6.6.1 Case 1: Visualization code debugging

In this case study on visualization code debugging, we uncover how intermediate data points in a Chain can become useful, especially when the end goal of the task is unclear. Unlike typical code syntax errors, when a visualization violates design constraints [Moritz et al., 2018], there are usually multiple valid solutions that cannot be objectively ranked. For example, the original visualization (using VegaLite specifications [Satyanarayanan et al., 2016]) in Figure 6.7 has a single violation, i.e., circle size is continuous and thus should not be used to represent the discrete (nominal) field “Origin.” However, there may be multiple ways to resolve the issue [Chen et al., 2021b], such as using color instead of size \((d_1)\), removing size information altogether \((d_2)\), or changing the data encoded to a continuous “Acceleration” field \((d_3)\). Thus, LLMs should reason about the violated constraints for users to adjust the fixes. However, in a single run of an LLM, this reasoning can be challenging,
as LLMs have trouble parsing visualization specs in JSON formats (see LLM Challenge C.3 in Section 6.3.1).

We thus created a Chain (see Figure 6.7) that (A) rewrites the JSON format in natural language, (B) classifies and validates the descriptions, and (C) rewrites the spec. To explore how the Chain performs in practice, we took examples from VizLinter [Chen et al., 2021b], used five pairs of erroneous and fixed specs as few-shot prompt examples, and tested the Chain on another five cases. One author with sufficient visualization knowledge determined that the Chain correctly revealed the violated constraints for all the test cases, and provided useful fixes for two of them. We also tried running a single pass of the LLM for comparison on the same examples, using multiple prompt designs. We observed that output from the single-passes tended to be consistently worse, with at most one correct reasoning. This is possibly due to parsing difficulty (see LLM Challenge C.3), as well as the inability to disentangle the sub-tasks of validation and rewriting (C.1). In contrast, each Chain step was highly scoped, increasing the chance that the intermediate data would be correct.

6.6.2 Case 2: Assisted Text Entry

We further demonstrate how Chaining could enable the branching logic in assisted text entry. This is based on a real industry use case that aims to speed up gaze input by requiring fewer character inputs [Majaranta and Räihä 2007, Rough et al. 2014, Adhikary et al. 2021]. Ideally, a user (e.g., person using Alternative and Augmentative Communication technology) would express a full sentence through short abbreviations that an LLM would automatically expand. However, there are too many possible expansions to disambiguate, e.g., “LTSGCHKITOT” could mean “Let’s go check it out,” “Let’s get coffee and have a chat,” “Let’s get some chicken in the old town,” etc. Thus, the end user often needs to resolve the ambiguity or adjust the input.

With Chaining, we enable interactive disambiguation through gradual expansion and if-else logic. As shown in Figure 6.8 if the user input is a shorthand (e.g., “LTSG”), the LLM should expand it to possible matching phrases (“Let’s go”, “Let’s get”), which the user can select from. However, if the input is already a phrase, the LLM should instead auto-complete it (“Let’s go” may trigger “check it out.”) If the desired option does not appear, the user can also insert additional short-hands
Figure 6.8: An example of Chaining-based assisted text entry (the full Chain is in Appendix C.3). To produce better full sentences, we **classify** the input text to switch between expanding shorthands (through **Rewrite**) and auto-completing phrases (through **Generation**). By wrapping the complex Chaining logic in a simple text field, we provide intuitive interactions for end users.

for the model to expand again, e.g., “Let’s go CHKITOT”, which would exclude expansions starting with “Let’s get.” The switch between shorthand expansion and auto-completion enables better prediction on the full text, which would be nontrivial for a single prompt, given the different natures of the two branches. This case also provides a glimpse into how LLM Chains can help prototype applications with complex logic but simple interactions (elaborated in the next section).

### 6.7 Discussion & Future Directions

Our work is a first step towards improving human-LLM interaction through Chaining. We found that it not only raises the ceiling of what LLMs can meaningfully support, but also boosts transparency, controllability and debuggability — key concerns when interacting with generative AI [Amershi et al., 2019, Bommasani et al., 2021]. Interestingly, we achieved this purely by reshaping the interaction mechanism, without any need to retrain the model. This suggests that LLMs to date may already have the potential to support human-AI collaborations on many complex tasks, if their latent potential can be better realized through thoughtful interaction design. Below, we discuss the implications of our studies, as well as future research directions.

**Chaining as a new paradigm of control on multiple model units.** Contrary to recent work in human-AI interaction, which primarily examined how to increase AI controllability through exposing knobs within a model [Louie et al., 2020, Narayan et al., 2019], our work opens up
the possibility of steering AI using the model itself as units to control. In other words, beyond controlling properties within a single model unit, users may be able to achieve new kinds of control through manipulating how multiple model runs interact with one another, including: how modifications to upstream model units cascade, how to isolate changes between model units, and how to improve user inputs by comparing the effectiveness of parallel model runs. As language models grow in size and capability, they may ironically allow users to treat them as smaller entities of abstraction — serving as building blocks towards larger human goals.

We envision the HCI community innovating more types of building blocks that a model can provide, as well as the ways they can be combined. In particular, model units could be used not only to accomplish sub-tasks, but also to more thoroughly aid in the task decomposition design and debugging process. To overcome users’ own systematic omissions [Wu et al., 2021], an upstream unit could be designed to help users create sub-tasks to begin with, similar to metaprompting [Reynolds and McDonell, 2021]. Or, model units could serve as checkpoints along the Chain to ensure data correctness (similar to assertions in code). Moreover, while the Chains in this chapter consisted of only LLM steps, alternative designs may also interleave LLM steps with human-computation steps, depending on which roles each collaborator could best fill.

**Chaining for rapid prototyping of integrated applications** Chaining also opens up new possibilities for designing AI-infused applications. With LLMs’ easy adaptation to natural language prompts, users could conceivably already prototype custom ML functionality with lower effort, as they bypass the otherwise necessary but expensive process of collecting data and designing models upfront [Bommasani et al., 2021]. Chaining further accelerates this design process. Taking advantage of interactions between multiple LLM steps, developers could build multiple Chains to envision possible flows of how an application may be used, and then perform A/B testing on those Chains. For example, in the case of assisted text entry (Section 6.6.2), developers could quickly prototype what might happen if end users were allowed to provide more context: e.g., if the user is “having a meeting in 5 minutes,” then “Let’s go” is more likely than “Let’s get” for the abbreviation “LTSG.” They could test this interaction by adding an additional layer of input to the shorthand
expansion step.

One might argue that, because each run of an LLM involves some computational overhead, chaining may introduce additional costs that need to be weighed against their benefits. However, as indicated above, a key benefit of chaining is that it could flexibly power a wide range of prototypes and applications, *without* the need to train or build bespoke, single-purpose AIs. Thus, we believe the saved efforts outweigh the cost.

**Balancing between structured scaffolding and free exploration** While Chaining provided guardrails and scaffolding for helping users accomplish the task at hand, it also limited their ability to explore freely. Yet, experimenting, tinkering, and interacting are key to users forming mental models for AI [Narayan et al., 2019]. One way to balance between structure and exploration is to loosen structural constraints *within* steps. For example, it may be useful to permit users to customize prompts within each step in a Sandbox-like environment, and to define their own input and output parsers. In other words, rather than providing a full implementation of steps, a Chain could define the API with input-output types, and ask users to fill in the implementations for each step. Or, a small Sandbox could be provided along-side the Chaining interface, for users to occasionally use when they need to experiment with a new approach.

Meanwhile, though our studies mostly explored how humans *use* pre-defined LLM Chains, a natural follow-up question becomes whether end users can effectively *author* their own LLM Chains. Indeed, one potential downside of Chaining is that it may *decrease* transparency if the pre-built Chain does not match the way a user would naturally break down the task (mentioned in Section 6.5.3). We believe our operations can serve as a starting point for future work on authoring. With the templates, users could instantiate an LLM step by defining the data layers and selecting the operations. In our study, most participants were able to spot deficiencies and refine the default Chains accordingly. Thus, we envision that a set of generic default Chains could help onboard end users to the idea of LLM Chaining, and inspire them to author more tailored Chains. We leave end user authoring of Chains to future work.
Enhancing LLM Chain design and refinement  Our work centered mostly on moderately complex tasks that can be naturally broken down. However, decomposition might be less straightforward in some cases [Kim et al., 2017]. Tasks with more complex interdependence may lose coherence and quality if they are split into independent sub-parts. For example, in the Review task (Figure 6.1), we treated the different problems independently. However, if the problems are interrelated, keeping them together would promote more effective suggestions (e.g., not engaging and speaks too quietly). Moreover, while users had the option of excluding specific data layers along the way (e.g., the original review in Figure 6.1 is not fed into the final step), the information loss may also lead to task distortion or compression [Reynolds and McDonell, 2021]. In light of these issues, future work could investigate how to assist users in crafting the steps of a Chain to maximize its utility [Kittur et al., 2011]. For example, users could be provided strategic guidance on iterative Chain improvements, such as using paired comparisons and version control of Chain edits to help users decide whether to keep or further decompose an existing step.

6.8 Conclusion

In this work, we introduce the notion of “Chaining” multiple LLM steps together, such that the output of one step is the input to the next. We present an interactive system where users can modify these Chains, along with their intermediate results, in a modular way. We find that Chaining not only enhanced the quality of the task outcome, but also improved user satisfaction, with an increased sense of control and collaboration, a greater perception of transparency of the LLM system, and more support of the user’s thought processes. Furthermore, we envision with case studies that LLM Chaining may be advantageous for complex AI-infusion applications and in cases where intermediate reasoning is more important than the final output. We encourage future work to explore how LLMs can serve other kinds of building blocks, how Chains can be used in rapid prototyping, and strategies that can help users build and iterate on Chains.
Chapter 7

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This thesis presents frameworks, interactive systems, and NLP models that allow humans to interactively debug and correct NLP models. On the one hand, we help AI experts run scalable and testable analyses on models in development so they can diagnose and address model weaknesses before models are released. This offline analysis acts as a guardrail, making it less likely for end users to encounter unwanted model behavior. In this region, we first designed Errudite for supporting error analysis; then, we further extended the two building blocks — systematic grouping and counterfactual rewriting — to various other model development stages by building various interactive tools. These tools are tailored to mitigate human biases from different perspectives, with Tempura exposing inherent dataset properties, Polyjuice increasing the diversity of counterfactuals, and Scattershot supporting iterative task refinement. On the other hand, we also help end users collaborate with deployed AIs in a transparent and controllable manner so they can detect and overwrite AI errors in real-time. As an example, we created AI Chaining to improve interaction between end users and large language models. Throughout the thesis, we show that it is promising to support human-centered AI development and usage, with a data-centered approach.

Extending beyond NLP. Though we mostly focus on text data, the methods have the potential to be generalized. For example, computer vision models share similar issues of being overly stable or overly sensitive to small perturbations, and similar approaches of counterfactual rewriting could potentially reveal otherwise unnoticed spurious features. Existing generators already allow for creating natural-looking images or audios [Li et al., 2020, Bau et al., 2018, Yao et al., 2021], suggesting the potential of creating pairs of minimally different examples in other modalities. However, unlike in the text domain, where edits are discrete even in model-readable embedding spaces, it is unclear how manipulations should be controlled on a super-pixel level. Future work
should look into counterfactual rewriting on the continuous data space. For example, instead of only creating a minimally perturbed image, we can imagine synthesizing a reference adversarial image with similar synthesized noise \cite{Goodfellow2014}, so the adversarial image and the edited image can form a pair with controlled differences.

7.1 Discussion: The Importance of Data

As mentioned above, we take a first step in emphasizing data in model design, evaluation, and usage. We believe data has more potential to bridge between humans and AI, and envision that our ability to make models more context-sensitive and reflective of real-life goals will be enhanced if we can better explore and exploit the rich context and connections between data points. Below, we briefly list some potential directions for enriching datasets.

**Explicate data complexity and associations.** Hierarchies exist within model capabilities. For chatbots to master debate skills, they must first learn how to gather factual information. Based on such observation it seems possible to build datasets with explicit connections between simple and difficult cases (e.g., decomposing a multi-hop question into a series of single-step sub-questions \cite{Yang2018}). With the data itself reflecting the task complexity, we can potentially train and test models to gradually master simple-to-complex capabilities.

**Track the evolution of the scene with data.** Real-world use cases are rarely stationary. Users adjust their behavior as they interact with AIs (e.g., using only short, clear commands to instruct virtual assistants). These changes usually can be reflected through e.g., distribution shift \cite{Koh2021,Zhong2021}. Through longitudinal studies, we might be able to study the long-term impact of the deployed model on society, and augment existing datasets with temporal information. Then, by adjusting the data weights and altering the model iteration goals based on changes in user beliefs and actions, we can potentially ensure that future model updates are compatible with users’ previous experiences \cite{Bansal2019b}.

**Identify and outsource subjective data.** While most models are trained to be standard for everyone, people frequently have subjective interpretations on the task, the use case, or on even ethical positions. To make the model more broadly applicable, we encourage future work to look
into separating *objective* knowledge and *subjective* opinions. Specifically, we should prioritize embedding *e.g.*, syntactic structure, knowledge graph, etc. into large pre-trained models, but make the model either retrieval-based [Nakano et al., 2021] or allow it to go through lightweight prompt tuning [Lester et al., 2021] per user. Hopefully by investigating what type of information is worth outsourcing, we can better tie models to their use scenarios.

Of course, data fixing is not the solution for all. With large language models models pre-trained on millions of texts, rigorously analyzing the pre-training data distribution becomes impractical, and any data augmentation becomes trivial at this scale. While lightweight tuning seems promising for model improvement on downstream tasks, debugging such models might require more sophisticated model architectures or training methods, *e.g.*, reweighing existing data or changing the objective function, etc. We discuss more about distinguishing data vs. model error/fixing below.

### 7.2 Opportunities for Future Research

With the foundation built in this thesis, we also identify a number of dimensions that can affect the model analysis and debugging process. We discuss three aspects below: who is debugging the model, how they are debugging it, and what metric they should use.

#### 7.2.1 Debugging in-the-wild.

In contrast to our prior work, which assumes a clear distinction between experts running offline analysis as they develop models, and end users collaborating in real time with deployed models, in reality the human roles are much more blurred: End users also spontaneously conduct model behavioral testing (i.e. submitting test cases to the model API to see how it behaves) when confronted with unexpected errors [Shen et al., 2021]. Sometimes, they even come together organically to collectively test model behaviors.

Two interesting research questions arise from their proactive debugging: First, how can we help end users exploit the patterns they are trying to test? In light of the emergence of large models like GPT-3 [Brown et al., 2020] or DALL-E 2 [Radford et al., 2021] as valuable ideation sources, it
seems promising to build tools that can support end users in identifying and creating data points that reflect their own expectations on models. We encourage future research to design and evaluate more sophisticated grouping and perturbation suggestions to guide exploration by less expert users, as well as social features that facilitate collaboration within an organization to promote sharing, review, reuse, and extension of error analyses. Second, how can we aggregate information collected in the wild? Although some work (including AI Chains, Chapter 6) allows users to self-assess and correct the model outputs in use, they rarely offer support on returning the error back to developers. Consequently, the status-quo of end-user feedback remains user-filed tickets [Madaio et al., 2022] or complaints on social media [Shen et al., 2021], which are hardly efficient and can harm public relations. It would be beneficial to develop platforms that automatically collect user interactions and mine erroneous model behaviors so as to embed end users more deeply into the model iteration process, and connect the last step in Figure 1.1 back to the first. One challenge may be ranking crowdsourced errors by severity; Since end users may be more likely to make fun of models than fix them seriously, identifying real use cases based on user profiles, for instance, may prove helpful.

7.2.2 Instructive and actionable debugging.

The ultimate goal of debugging is to correct model errors after discovering them. Our work emphasizes more on identifying problems, and relies on augmented data for fixing them. However, as we have discussed in Chapter 4, while counterfactual data augmentation brings consistent gains across tasks, the improvements on some datasets are not as significant. In fact, plain augmentation can sometimes introduce additional bias to the model, improving one aspect at the expense of another [Ribeiro and Lundberg, 2022]. Future work should look into enhancing the value of counterfactuals for training robust models, by adding explicit terms in the loss function that compare counterfactuals with original data [Teney et al., 2020], or by implementing other forms of contrastive learning.

Other than data augmentation, it is also possible to fix models through partial retraining [Mitchell et al., 2021] or hyperparameter tuning [Khodak et al., 2021]. Addressing identified errors with the right fix becomes crucial: How can we tell if a specific set of errors is a result of a data
issue or a model issue? What are the steps to determine whether a single erroneous pattern exists (and an instructional patch is sufficient [Murty et al., 2022]) or whether multiple input patterns are lacking (leading to data augmentation)? To achieve the best model development outcomes, researchers should design an integrated development environment (IDE) that offers targeted warnings and assertions, guesses of the root causes, potential solutions, as well as integrated workflows for testing whether the fixes applied were indeed effective. One potential first step could be to quantify the impact of different model fixing behaviors, by surveying the results of ablation studies in the modeling literature [Meyes et al., 2019], as well as metrics that quantify dataset difficulty [Swayamdipta et al., 2020] or bias [Gardner et al., 2021]. The whole model development loop will be smoother if we can teach developers to link errors to most effective fixing actions with a cheatsheet summarizing this knowledge.

7.2.3 Measuring human-AI performance.

In Chapter 6, we hinted at two interesting “error” types: (1) Subjective errors, where the model is not strictly wrong, but it still does not meet users’ subjective requirements (e.g., the rewritten paragraph in Figure 6.1, though mediocre, did move in the right direction); (ii) Partial errors, i.e., the model makes “almost-there” suggestions that the user feels comfortable accepting and editing [Vaithilingam et al., 2022]. As these error types suggest, in human-generator interaction scenarios, correctness is rarely black and white. Instead, the evaluation should be more user-oriented and also usage-procedure-oriented. In other words, instead of trying to calculate certain typical metrics, it may be worth exploring human interaction metrics. Recently, CoAuthor [Lee et al., 2022], a dataset in HCI for benchmarking human-generator co-writing, has started to include data about user interaction and clickstreams. If we observe and analyze clickstreams, we might be able to determine people’s strategies as they “debug” based on their own needs and mental models.

In addition, the “correctness” of a model is also affected by the user’s intentions. As users revise their writing with a generator-based assistant, fluency and factuality become paramount; whereas creativity plays a much greater role when users ideate with the model. Breaking down overarching accuracies or BLEU scores into concrete evaluation metrics that are aligned with human objectives
is an important next step, which would ensure the human objective and the evaluation metric is important maximizing AIs’ strength in the desired dimension.
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Appendix A

ADDITIONAL DETAILS FOR ERRUDITE

A.1 Additional Use Cases

We use case studies in Visual Question Answering and Machine Comprehension to further demonstrate the usefulness of Errudite. A video demo is available at https://youtu.be/s_0DGmZU4G8.

A.1.1 VQA: Break down “How many”

We demonstrate Errudite’s power on comparing multiple models in the context of Visual Question Answering (VQA). We analyze SAAA [Kazemi and Elqursh, 2017] and VQACounting [Zhang et al., 2018b] concurrently on the validation set of VQA v1 [Antol et al., 2015], which contains 21,512 instances. VQACounting is built on top of SAAA, with increased performance on counting questions. Querying “how many” questions, we notice two interesting cases in Figure A.1: VQACounting correctly predicts the “how many people” question in (a), but is worse than SAAA (also wrong) in (b). We suspect the token following “how many” can make a difference. Highlighting “how many brownish”, we create groups based on the suggested query A.

Figure A.1: Two “how many” examples: VQACounting improves on SAAA for instance (a), but predicts an even higher count in (b). Highlighting “how many brownish”, we create groups based on the suggested query A.

Figure A.2: VQACounting improves much more on how_many_NOUN, compared to how_many_ADJ, though many fewer instances follow the latter pattern.
ure A.1A) to build a how_many_ADJ group (starts_with(q, pattern="how many ADJ")), and similarly, a how_many_noun group.

Per-group comparison shows VQACounting improves SAAA more on "how many NOUN" than "how many ADJ" (Figure A.2) questions: the former has an increase of accuracy from 38% to 49%, whereas the latter only shows 3% improvement. However, note the group size difference: the NOUN group is 14 times larger than ADJ. In fact, extracting the POS tags following “how many” into an attribute, we see "NOUN" drastically stands out, suggesting a very imbalanced data distribution (Figure A.3).

A.1.2 VQA: Ambiguous Questions

With groups and attributes independent of models or predictions, Errudite can help analyze the consistencies and ambiguities of the datasets. In this case, we use Errudite to group all the “ambiguous VQA questions”, or questions where the answers exhibit high human annotator disagreement. If humans cannot agree on the answer, it is to be expected that machine learning models will not be accurate.

In the annotations for the VQA v1 dataset, each question collects up to 10 human answers, while in evaluation an answer is considered fully accurate if it matches the answer of at least three
humans. We count the unique ground truth annotations for each instance \( \text{count}(g) \), which results in the distribution shown in Figure A.4: instances with more ground truth labels are more poorly predicted. Querying for instances with \( \text{count}(g) > 5 \), we find many instances like the ones in Figure A.5 covering 29.9% of all the errors. This means the dataset is far from “clean” and that 30% of the model’s mistakes should probably not be considered mistakes.

A.1.3 MC: Incorrect Pre-processing

We used the following case as the tutorial demo in our user study (§2.5). When sorting instances by their \( F1 \) score, instances like those in Figure A.6(a) appear. Due to incorrect tokenization, BiDAF treats “1641-1679” as one token, and its mismatch with the ground truth “1679” evaluation (which is token-wise) will result in \( F1 = 0 \). We simulate the above tokenization issue with a query that states (a) even though at the character level the ground truth answer is a substring of the prediction, (b) the two don’t have token level overlap:

\[
\text{STRING}(g) \text{ in STRING}(p(m)) \text{ and } f1(m) = 0
\]

Among the 26 instances returned (0.8% of all incorrect instances), we find multiple instances like the ones in Figure A.6(a), and also unexpected cases like Figure A.6(b).

It is unclear from these examples if tokenization is the only issue. To further assess, we define a rewrite rule that separates dashes from nearby words:

\[
\text{rewrite}(\text{sentence}(g), "-" \rightarrow " - ")
\]

The rewritten instances are then queryable using a wrapper function: \( \text{apply}(\text{func}, \text{rewrite}=

Figure A.6: Two instances suspected to be wrong due to tokenization.

Figure A.7: Three types of changed predictions on instances generated with add_space.
"rule_name" runs the query function \texttt{func} on the new instances generated by rule "rule_name". We use the queries in Figure A.7 to further divide the 13 instances rewritten (the rule cannot edit additional cases like in Figure A.6(b)): 4 were predicted correctly after the rewrite, 5 remained the same (with spaces added), and 4 returned a different incorrect span after the rewrite. This counterfactual analysis confirms that these errors are not solely due to preprocessing errors.

A.1.4 MC: “Why” Questions

We merge two cases from our user study in §2.5 to demonstrate how participants P1 and P2 can start with similar attributes and then diverge and discover complementary insights.

Both participants started by grouping “why” questions, as they observed them to have much lower performance than other primary question types. P1 realized these questions had longer predictions, and the ground truths were usually a small substring of the prediction (with multiple unnecessary tokens on both ends). Meanwhile, “what” questions have relatively shorter predictions. He hypothesized that re-framing “why” to “what” questions could result in reasonable prediction lengths, and created a rule \texttt{rewrite(q, "Why VERB"→"What is the reason that")} to confirm it. Out of 151 rewritten instances, 46 had shorter predictions, and 6 had longer ones; the remaining instances had unchanged predictions. Out of the 19 instances where \(F1\) improved after the rewrite (\texttt{apply(f1(m), rewrite="why_to_what") > f1(m)}), 13 had the prediction shortened to approximately the correct ground truth answer.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{(a) question_type(q) == "why"} \\
\text{(b) question_type(q) == "what"}
\end{array}
\]

Figure A.8: The prediction length \(\text{length}(p(m))\) is much longer for (a) only “why” questions than for (b) only “what” questions.

Q: Why is Priestley usually given credit for being first to discover oxygen?

...Because he published his findings first, Prestley is usually given priority in the discover.

Figure A.9: A “why” question where the model ignored the apparent hint “because.”
P2 found the example in Figure A.9 and chose a different angle. He was surprised to see the incorrect prediction, when the ground truth contained the word “because”, which should make the prediction easier for BiDAF. Grouping all “why” questions with a "because" in their context:

```plaintext
question_type(q) == "why"
and has_pattern(c, pattern="because")
```

he found most instances still had a prediction following "because", and that removing "because" from the context made predictions worse. He confirmed that “because” was indeed an essential signal. The prediction in Figure A.9 remained the same, and P2 therefore hypothesized that aggressive pattern matching affected this instance, as all the words surrounding the prediction “priority” were in the question. He was also surprised that there were only 40 instances in the because group, and suggested more labeling might easily help bump up the performance.

The two participants explored complementary angles on “why” question, suggesting the value of collaborative sharing among Errudite users.

A.2 Programming-by-Demonstration

To help users express their intent, Errudite supports programming by demonstration (PBD) [Gulwani and Jain, 2017], a well-recognized technique for synthesizing targeted programs from specific examples. It has been widely applied to tasks like data wrangling [Kandel et al., 2011] and text editing [Lau et al., 2003]. Here, we explain the heuristics used for ranking query suggestions and extracting rewrite rules.

A.2.1 Query Ranking

As users interact with instances, Errudite detects and returns potential queries that can assist generalization from a single observation to a larger set. As running examples, we explain our query ranking methods assuming “John” is selected in Figure A.10: The illustrating example we used in the chapter; we repeat it here to explain our programming-by-demonstration heuristics. The scenario here assumes “John” is selected by a user.
ure A.10 and “How many brownish” is selected in Figure A.1. There are three broad types of suggestions with different granularity. To ensure diversity, our suggestions cover at least one query from each type, and the inter-type suggestion ranking will always be as the following:

*Span-related suggestions* closely relate to the specific token(s) selected (“John” in Figure A.10). The most typical span-related suggestions are pattern searches. We generate a list of possible linguistic patterns from the cross-product of raw token text with POS tags (coarse for multiple tokens, and fine-grained for single tokens), as well as the entity type (if any). The resulting possible patterns for “John” are

"John", "NNP", "PERSON". Similarly, in Figure A.1, “how many brownish” results in "how many ADJ", "ADV ADJ ADJ", etc. The functional predicate used differs if the selected span lies at the beginning, middle, or end of a target (start_with, has_pattern, and end_with).

*Target-related suggestions* are based on the target under inspection. For instance, we return question_type when a user interacts with the question (q) in Figure A.1. A prediction (p) as in Figure A.10 will instead trigger different levels of comparisons with the ground truth, including accuracy checks (exact_match and is_correct_sent), answer type comparisons (ENT(p) == ENT(q)), answer offsets (answer_offset_delta) and sentence level comparisons (overlap):

```python
answer_type(q) == answer_type(p(m))
exact_match(m) == 0
is_correct_sent(m) == False
overlap(q, sentence(p(m))) >
overlap(q, sentence(g))
```

*Instance-level suggestions* are conventional attributes that domain experts often find useful. For example, performance, question type, and answer type are considered the most important “instance” suggestions if they are not triggered by the target-related suggestions. In addition, lengths of inputs also belong to this suggestion type.

To perform intra-group ranking, we precompute the resulting groups for each candidate sugges-
tion, and rank their in-group error rate $R_e$ and dataset coverage $C_d$, maximizing a usefulness score:

$$S_u = \frac{R_e}{|C_d - 50\%|}$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.1)

Intuitively, $R_e$ measures group difficulty. We would like to prioritize patterns that will return subsets that are not well-handled on average, resulting in high in-group error rate. The $|C_d - 50\%|$ term, on the other hand, ensures reasonable coverage. We prioritize groups that lean towards 50% coverage of the entire validation set, so to penalize patterns that cover too few instances to be significant, or those covering too many instances that essentially return the entire dataset. Taking the ranking of span-related suggestions as an example, candidate patterns for Figure A.10 and Figure A.1, and their scores $S_u$, are shown in Table A.1.

A.2.2 Rewrite Rule Extraction

When a source $x$ is edited to $x'$, we propose a set of rules $R = \{r_1, ..., r_m\}$ in the same manner as Ribeiro et al. [2018]: we test the exact matching, and select the minimal contiguous sequence that turns $x$ to $x'$, with their immediate contexts and linguistic features. While Ribeiro et al. [2018] use only text and POS tags, we further extend to include entity types.

Then, we apply every rule in the candidate set onto a random subset of instances $S = \{s_1, ..., s_n\}, n = 100$. Similar to Ribeiro et al. [2018], we prioritize rules that have (1) high coverage and (2) low redundancy, while loosening their constraint on semantic equivalence: rules resulting in different semantics are still valid in our error cause testing context. In addition, we heuristically score the linguistic

Who:What person created the 2005 theme for Doctor Who?

Figure A.11: Rewrite rules inferred from an edit on an individual instance.
features used based on their specificity: we consider raw text the most specific, POS tag the least, and penalize rules that are too general and abstract (as they are likely to result in unexpected changes). For example, in addition to the rules reported in Figure A.11, an additional rule found in the candidate set from “Who” to “What person” was "NOUN"→"What person". By editing random NOUNs, this rule will have high coverage, but our specificity score weights it down enough that "Who"→"What person" is ranked more highly. We then report the five highest-ranked candidate rules to the user.

A.3 Survey: Error Analysis Sample Sizes

Table A.2 lists the 10 papers we surveyed to inspect the scale of the status quo error analysis practice. Papers are randomly selected from top tier conferences, and either develop novel MC models (our primary test case), or focus on error analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>Sample size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seo et al., 2017</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kundu and Ng, 2018</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hu et al., 2019</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min et al., 2018</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weissenborn et al., 2017</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen et al., 2016</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min et al., 2017</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wadhwa et al., 2018</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fader et al., 2013</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>van Aken et al., 2018</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average</strong></td>
<td><strong>85.5</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.2: Surveyed papers and their error sample sizes.
A.4 DSL Documentation

Here we list the functions defined in our domain-specific language for MC and VQA.

Converters and Targets

Get targets: These targets contain text spans post-processed with state-of-the-art POS taggers, lemmatizers and NER models, along with metadata such as example id, or (in the answer case) the model that generated it. When additional metadata is not used, Target can be treated just as Span in a function, or a piece of text with its linguistic features.

1. question|context|groundtruth→Target: Automatically query the target object (Question and Answer in VQA and MC, as well as Context in MC).
2. prediction(model:str)→Target: Get the prediction object of a given model.

Converters that extract sub-spans, short phrases, or sentences from targets.

1. token(span:Span,idxes:int|int[],pattern:str)→Token|Token[]: Get a list of tokens from the target based on idxes (sub-list) and pattern (in the form of, for example, "(what, which) NOUN"). pattern automatically detects queries on POS tags and entity types.
2. sentence(target:Target,shift:int|int[])→Span: [MC only] Get the sentence that contains a given answer. Shift indicates if neighboring sentences should be included. If shift==0, then the actual sentence is returned; if shift=[-2,-1,1,2], then the four sentences surrounding the answer sentence are returned.

General Computation

1. apply(func:Callable,rewrite:str)→any: Applies query functions to instances rewritten by the named rule rewrite.
2. abs(num:float|int)→float|int: Returns the absolute value.
3. truncate(num:float|int, min_value:float|int, max_value:float|int)→float|int: Clamps a given number to a given domain.
4. is_digit(input:any)→bool: Determines if an input is a number, or – in the case of a
string input – if it can be parsed into a number.

5. `digitize(input: any) → float|int`: Parses an input into a number if `is_digit(input) == True`; Otherwise returns `None`.

6. `length(span: Span) → int`: The length of a given span, in tokens.

7. `[has_any|has_all](container: Span, contained: Span) → int`: Determines whether one list `container` contains any (or all) of the members present in another list.

8. `count(vars: list) → int`: Count the number of members in the input list.

9. `freq(target: Target, target_type: str) → str`: Returns the frequency of a token occurring in the training data, given a target_type ("question" or "answer" in MC; However, `freq` can be on other targets given other tasks).

**Linguistic Attributes**

1. `[LEMMA|POS|TAG|ENT](span: Span, get_root: bool, pattern: str) → str|str[]`: Return the specified linguistic feature of a span with one more more tokens. If pattern is specified (the same as in `token`), gets the sub-list of spans in the span list. If `get_root==True`, gets the single linguistic feature of the “primary” token, or the one within the ground truth span that is highest in the dependency parsing tree.

2. `STRING(span: Span) → str`: Get the raw string from a given span.

3. `[has_pattern|starts_with|ends_with](span: Span, pattern: str) → bool`: To determine whether the targeted span contains a certain pattern.

**Performance Metrics**

1. `[f1|exact_match|precision|recall|accuracy|confidence](model: str) → float`: Get the specified performance metric for one instance, given the selected model. Confidence is for both QA and VQA, which is usually the model prediction probability. Accuracy is for VQA, and the others are for QA.

2. `is_correct_sent(model: str) → bool`: [MC only] Determine if the given model locates the sentence with the ground truth, regardless of span-level correctness.
Between-target Relations

1. \texttt{overlap(span1: Span, span2: Span, pattern: str) → float}: A directional overlapping: returns the ratio of tokens in \texttt{span1} that also occur in \texttt{target2}. If \texttt{pattern} is provided, it is used to filter to matching tokens in \texttt{span1} and \texttt{target2}. For example, if \texttt{pattern=="NOUN"}, then the overlap will only be on tokens with a NOUN tag.

Domain-Specific Attributes

1. \texttt{question_type(question: Target) → str}: Returns the question type: either the WH-word or the first word in a sentence.

2. \texttt{answer_type(answer: Answer) → str}: Returns the answer type, computed based on TREC \cite{Li and Roth 2002} and the named entities of the answer. Returns one of the following: ABBR, DESC, ENTY, HUM, LOC, NUM.

3. \texttt{answer_offset_delta(prediction: Answer, direction: str) → int}: [MC only] Compute the offset between prediction and ground truth in the left or right direction. Returns the position difference.

4. \texttt{answer_offset_span(prediction: Answer, direction: str) → Span}: [MC only] Compute the offset between prediction and ground truth in the left or right direction. Returns the actual span(s).

5. \texttt{dep_distance(answer: Answer, pattern: str) → float}: [MC only] Dependency distance between a key question token and the answer token. The key is computed by finding tokens that do not occur frequently in the context and is not far from the given answer. Pattern fixes the keyword linguistic feature.
Appendix B

ADDITIONAL DETAILS FOR POLYJUICE

B.1 GPT-2 as Counterfactual Generator

B.1.1 Training Data and Parameters

We combine several datasets to finetune Polyjuice.

**Contrast set.** Authors of 10 existing NLP dataset each manually perturbed 100–1,000 instances to change the gold label, so to inspect a model’s local decision boundary [Gardner et al., 2020]. The perturbation patterns vary based on the tasks and the annotators, allowing us to learn diverse strategies. To make sure we can use the contrast set to evaluate the Sentiment model, we excluded the IMDb movie review from the training.

**Counterfactually-augmented data (CAD).** Kaushik et al. [2020] crowdsourced counterfactuals for IMDb movie review (1.7k), which we split into paired sentences to match the text length of other datasets. CAD’s perturbation patterns also vary based on the task, but can especially contribute to negation. As NLI is in our demonstrating applications, we did not use their 6.6k SNLI counterfactuals.

**WinoGrande** is a large-scale dataset of 44k instances for testing common sense problems [Sakaguchi et al., 2020]. It contains sentences that differ only by one trigger word (e.g., one noun), making it most suitable for learning lexical exchanges.

**ParaNMT-50M** contains 50 million English-English sentential paraphrase pairs, covering various domains and styles of text, as well as different sentence structures [Wieting and Gimpel, 2018].

**PAWS** [Zhang et al., 2019b] contains pairs with high text overlaps, created through controlled

---

1 Similarly, though QQP is suitable for training Polyjuice, we omitted it so QQP can be used in our evaluation.
Table B.1: The datasets used for finetuning Polyjuice, and the control code distributions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>negation</th>
<th>quantifier</th>
<th>lexical</th>
<th>resemantic</th>
<th>insert</th>
<th>delete</th>
<th>restructure</th>
<th>shuffle</th>
<th>global</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CAD</td>
<td>3,274</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>8,143</td>
<td>2,603</td>
<td>960</td>
<td>952</td>
<td></td>
<td>220</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contrast</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>436</td>
<td>1,607</td>
<td>1,291</td>
<td>589</td>
<td>586</td>
<td></td>
<td>275</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HANS</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3,926</td>
<td>3,926</td>
<td></td>
<td>494</td>
<td>1,602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ParaNMT</td>
<td>2,797</td>
<td>825</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>6,442</td>
<td>6,205</td>
<td>5,136</td>
<td></td>
<td>5,136</td>
<td>1,417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAWS</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>1,815</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>3,630</td>
<td>3,403</td>
<td>4,551</td>
<td></td>
<td>4,551</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WinoGrande</td>
<td>3,011</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>6,927</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>124</td>
<td></td>
<td>453</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crawled</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>9,549</td>
<td>3,462</td>
<td>44,750</td>
<td>30,821</td>
<td>20,667</td>
<td>20,167</td>
<td></td>
<td>11,129</td>
<td>13,377</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

word swapping, best demonstrating shuffle and restructure. We used its 49k Wikipedia parts.

**HANS** [McCoy et al., 2019], a challenge set for NLI, contains 10k pairs of premises and hypotheses created based on 10 heavily fallible syntactic templates, and therefore compensates rarer structural changes that may be missed by PAWS.

**Crawled** We additionally crawl naturally occurring sentence pairs from non-paired datasets boost some specific patterns and increase lexical diversity. This include (1) CommonGen [Lin et al., 2020], sentences with common sense concepts; (2) Natural Questions [Kwiatkowski et al., 2019b], collections of queries issued to Google Engines (and therefore involve various paraphrases of similar user intents), and (3) SQuAD [Rajpurkar et al., 2016a], whose paragraphs involve Wikipedia knowledge. We estimate close pairs using edit distance, and broadly accept those with less than 60% editing. To exclude tricky cases (e.g., “how do I not be” can be incorrectly regarded as negation for “how do I recover it”), we only augment the most determined patterns: lexical, insert, delete, and shuffle.

To balance the distribution (Table B.1), for each dataset, we extract control codes from all the \((x, \hat{x})\), and randomly sample up to 10,000 instances per codes. Still, quantifier and negation have less training data compared to other codes. Fortunately, these codes tend to be limited to more specific patterns (“more than”, “not”, “never”) when compared to “broad” codes like lexical, and thus even a small sample is enough to learn them. We finetuned an off-the-shelf GPT-2 model from [Wolf et al., 2020] for 10 epochs with an initial learning rate 5e-5, a batch size of 8, and a sequence length of 120 (but any LM can potentially be used). We select the best epoch based on the evaluation loss on a holdout set of size 5,000. The training took around 8 hours on two Titan RTXs.
B.1.2 Intrinsic Evaluation Details

Closeness and Diversity

Similar to Madaan et al. [2021], we compare the diversity and closeness of Polyjuice with alternative generators, i.e., RoBERTa and T5, representing masked language models that prioritize word and span substitution, and original GPT-2, representing the standard generative model not conditioned on \( x \). For a given \( x \) and its counterfactuals \( \hat{X} \), we approximate diversity using self-BLEU [Zhu et al., 2018] within \( \hat{X} \). Meanwhile, closeness is the average distance between \( x \) and every \( \hat{x} \in \hat{X} \), both with the normalized word level Levenshtein edit distance ([Levenshtein, 1966], used in MiCE [Ross et al., 2021]), and syntactic tree edit distance ([Zhang and Shasha, 1989] in GYC [Madaan et al., 2021]).

We run the three generators on 300 sentences in total. In GPT-2, we take the first two words of an \( x \) as the input context (prompt), limit the length of the generation to be similar to \( x \), and collect 10 counterfactuals. As for RoBERTa and T5, we repeatedly perturb \( x \) for three times, each time randomly placing up to three [MASK] tokens, and ask the generator to generate 5 counterfactuals through beam search, following Ribeiro et al. [2020]. Polyjuice uses the same blank (mask) placement as in RoBERTa and T5, but we additionally enumerate through all control codes. For each \( x \), we randomly sample 5 counterfactuals to form \( \hat{X} \) per generator.

As shown in Table 4.2, Polyjuice achieves a balance between diversity and closeness. Ideally, we would also like to compare Polyjuice with concurrent work [Madaan et al., 2021, Ross et al., 2021], but these are yet to be open-sourced and require extensive implementation or finetuning.

Controllability

To evaluate controllability, we compare Polyjuice with T5, and GPT-2 finetuned on prompts without codes (called Polyjuice -a), such that both baselines consider sufficient context. For each control code, we compare the control success rate of Polyjuice and Polyjuice-a on 300 prompts. For each prompt, we generate counterfactuals through beam search (beam = 5), and recompute the codes on the top three generated \( \hat{x} \). We deem the control successful if at least one of the three recomputed
codes matches the desired control code (though in Polyjuice-a, we only measure whether the code naturally occurs in the uncontrolled generation.) The success rate increases by 26% ± 13% across all control codes, ranging from quantifier (increasing 6%, from 50% to 56%) to negation (42%, from 5% to 47%). Non-finetuned T5 also achieves less control (success rate decreases by 33% on average.)

Common failure cases include (1) The control codes conflict with the blanks, e.g., “a dog is embraced by a [BLANK]” would not respond to negation. (2) x does not have a corresponding pattern, e.g., shuffle is not applicable to “the movie is good.” (3) certain salient patterns dominate the generation probability, e.g., the model tends to perturb the quantifier “two” in “two dogs are running,” regardless of the code.

B.2 Additional Train & Eval Details, §4.3

B.2.1 MTurk Labeling Details

Procedure The study started with an introduction that explained the context and tasks. To familiarize crowdworkers with the task, we asked them to complete 1-2 training rounds, and explained the expected labels. Each annotator then completed 22 tasks, labeling 3 counterfactuals of a single example in each round, as in Figure B.1. The 22 rounds consisted of 20 actual labeling tasks and 2 extra “gold rounds” with known correct labels. The gold cases later served to filter low-quality crowdworkers. The median annotation time was around 15 minutes, and participants received $2.5.

Participants. We recruited participants from MTurk, limiting the pool to subjects from within the US with a prior task approval rating of at least 97% and a minimum of 1,000 approved tasks.

Data quality. We applied two filtering strategies: (1) High-quality worker. We only kept data from participants whose median labeling time per round was more than 18 seconds and correctly labeled at least 4 gold counterfactuals (out of 6), or who correctly labeled all gold ones. (2) Majority vote labeling. We collected two annotations per counterfactual, and only kept those that at least one annotator deemed valid, and both annotators agreed on a particular class label. One of the authors labeled a subset of 100 \( \hat{x} \) on 100 \( x \) in Sentiment, and reached high agreement with the majority-voted
Figure B.1: A sample labeling task: The crowdworkers annotate three counterfactuals based on their validity and class label, with respect to the original instance.
Figure B.2: The accuracy trend on two Sentiment datasets, as the total training datasize \((m+n)\) varies. The blue line shows an augmentation of \(m = 2k\) counterfactuals, and the blue one represents the corresponding \(m\)-baseline. Though the counterfactuals remains useful on datasets like SemEval across all \(m+n\), it appears too many counterfactuals may be harmful (Amzbook).

results \((\kappa = 0.77, \text{raw labeling agreement 88\%})\).

B.2.2 Training Details & \(m/n\) Ratios, for §4.3.2

For each \((m,n)\), we created three samples of training data. Each sample was further averaged over four random seeds. For each run, we heuristically picked the initial learning rates 1e-5, 2e-5, 2e-5 for Sentiment, NLI and QQP, and trained 20 epochs with a dropout rate of 0.1 and a batch size of 16. We selected the epoch that had the highest accuracy on the corresponding validation set, which takes 1/5 of the training data size, with the same ratio of \(m/n\) counterfactual and original examples.

We further explore ratios of added counterfactuals. Take Sentiment as an example: while the counterfactual remains effective on most datasets, it hurts the model performance on Amzbook when the counterfactual takes a large proportion (Figure B.2, Yelp followed a similar but more mild trend). We suspect that flipping out too much original data affects the data diversity, and in turn decreases the model performance. Similarly, [Huang et al. [2020b]] asserted that augmenting \(n = 1.7k\) NLI data with \(m = 6.6k\) counterfactuals did not improve model generalization accuracy.
B.3 Additional Explanation Details §4.4

B.3.1 Selection Methods

Because SHAP weights reflect the average effect of masking a token \(t\), we also focus on word features that are abnormal on average.

More concretely, we define the expected change-in-prediction for perturbing a token \(t\) to be the SHAP importance on it, \(H[D_f(t, x)] = s(t)\). In Figure 4.3, \(s(t=\text{depression}) = 0.276\). The actual prediction change \(D_f(t, x)\) is the weighted average of \(|f_p(x) - f_p(\hat{x})|\) for all the \(\hat{x}\) that affect \(t\) (depression \(\Rightarrow\) trouble, depression \(\Rightarrow\) a mood), where \(f_p(x)\) is the prediction probability of \(f\) on \(x\). The weight corresponds to the number of words modified in \(\hat{x}\): If \(e(\hat{x})\) denotes the set of edited words in \(x\), then \(w(\hat{x}) = 1/|e(\hat{x})|\). Intuitively, the more words changed in \(\hat{x}\), the less impact each word has; In Figure 4.3D, we regard “depression” to be responsible for half of the impact in in depression \(\Rightarrow\) suicidal. We group \(\hat{x}\) based on their affected words \(G_t = \{\hat{x} \mid t \in e(\hat{x})\}\). \(D_f(t, x)\) then
becomes:

$$D_t(t, x) = \frac{1}{|G_t| + 1} \left( s(t) + \sum_{x' \in G_t} w(t) \cdot |f_p(x) - f_p(x')| \right)$$

The additional SHAP weight $s(t)$ acts as a smoothing factor to penalize outliers. Then the gap between the expectation and reality is:

$$\Delta D_t(t, x) = D_t(t, x) - H[D_t(t, x)]$$

We first find the abnormal tokens: (1) $t$ with small SHAP weight, but $\hat{x}$ that change $t$ experience large prediction change on average: $t_L = \arg\max_{t \in x} \Delta D_t(t, x)$, and (2) $t$ with large SHAP weight, but $\hat{x}$ with $t$ changed usually have intact prediction: $t_U = \arg\max_{t \in x} -\Delta D_t(t, x)$.

Then, we use the most extreme cases within the groups of $G_{tL}$ and $G_{tU}$ as the concrete counterfactual explanations, based on their prediction change $|f_p(x) - f_p(\hat{x})|$, and the aggregated SHAP weights of all the changed tokens:

$$\hat{x}_L = \arg\max_{\hat{x} \in G_{tL}} \left( |f_p(x) - f_p(\hat{x})| - \sum_{u \in r(\hat{x})} s(u) \right)$$

### B.3.2 User Study Details

Figure B.3 shows the sample interface. Participants started by just seeing the reference example and the model query box on the left hand side. When they chose to start the task or after they had exhausted their ten query chances, the query box was disabled, the tasks on the right were displayed, and the participants completed the tasks. We compensated participants $20 for the one hour study.

### B.4 Additional Err. Analysis Details §4.5

#### B.4.1 Additional Case Study: Quantifiers

As a follow-up to Figure 4.6, we slice the data to find entailment instances that have numbers in the hypothesis sentence, and perturb their quantifiers. The extracted templates show that the model does not perform actual counting. When changing one number to another (NUM - NUM), the model
only flips the label in 64.7% cases, while we would expect all cases to be like in Figure B.4A. An inspection of instances indicates the model gets confused when the premise does not contain the same number explicitly. Indeed, when we filter for such instances (e.g. Figure B.4B), the label flip rate of $\text{NUM} \rightarrow \text{NUM}$ is lowered to 30.2%.

Further, the model only reacts to some quantifier phrase modifiers. $+\text{at least}$ (“at least two women are at a bar”) will always still result in entailment, prediction, $+\text{only}$ and $+\text{exactly}$ flip the predicted label to neutral 90% of the time (“exactly two women are at a bar”), but the model only changes the prediction 52.6% of the time when we add $+\text{more than}$ (“more than two women are at a bar”).

B.4.2 Representative Perturbation Templates

Similar to Wu et al. [2020], the process of finding representative perturbation patterns takes two steps:

**Extract template.** For each $\hat{x}$, we compare it with its $x$, and translate the perturbed spans into templates using different combinations of texts, lemmas, sparse and fine-grained part-of-speech tags. We optionally include surrounding contexts determined by the dependency tree structure (tokens that share the same parents as the perturbed span). For example, “is not reading” can result in templates $t$ as fine-grained as $\text{is reading} \rightarrow \text{is not reading}$, or as sparse as $+\text{PART}$. Meanwhile, “are not playing” also translates to $+\text{PART}$ or $+\text{not}$, but not $\text{is reading} \rightarrow \text{is not reading}$. As such, the $\hat{x}$
and templates form a many-to-many relationship: each \( \hat{x} \) generates multiple templates, and each template covers a different group of \( \hat{x} \).

**Select Representative Templates.** To find representative changes, we prefer (1) templates that cover a large number of \( \hat{x} \). Meanwhile, to avoid overfitting to one instance (e.g., extracting a template \textit{red} + \textsc{adj} only because “red” is repeatedly perturbed in one \( x \)), we prefer (2) templates that perturb various unique \( x \). We also prefer (3) finer-grained templates, to avoid being unnecessarily abstract (e.g., to avoid abstracting “not” when it is the only \textsc{part} changed.)

With these intuitions, we form the template selection as a weighted set coverage problem. We see the union of counterfactuals for each \( x \), \( \hat{X} \), as the entire set of elements. Then, each template \( t \in T = t_1, \ldots, t_m \) represents a subset of \( \hat{X} \) that contains a number of counterfactuals \( |t| \). We define the weight as \( w(t) = g(t)/|t|_x \), where \( |t|_x \) quantifies the unique original \( x \) covered by \( t \), and \( g(t) \) represents the sparsity of \( t \) (heuristically decreasing from \textit{text} to \textsc{pos}). This way, templates that are too abstract or too focused on a certain \( x \) are penalized by having a high weight. We use a classic greedy algorithm [Vazirani, 2013] to select a subset of \( T^* \subset T \), such that the aggregated coverage is maximized, and the weight is minimized.
Appendix C

ADDITIONAL DETAILS FOR AI CHAINS

C.1 Identifying LLM Primitive Operations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primitive</th>
<th>Online demos</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Info, extraction (9)</td>
<td>plan extraction [Olmo et al., 2021], arithmetic reasoning [Wang et al., 2021a], Keyword-extract, airport-code-extract, contact-info, color scale extractor, read code and answer questions, Summarize restaurant reviews (AI21), table question answering (AI21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classification (6)</td>
<td>hate speech detection [Chiu and Alexander, 2021], tweet-classifier, esrb rating, Automatically generating Request for Admissions, evaluate quiz answers, Classify news topics (AI21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rewrite (26)</td>
<td>program synthesis [Austin et al., 2021], Wordtune, generate database specific SQL code, parse-understructured-text, text to command, English to French, movie to emoji, tl;dr, sql-request, js-multi-line-to-one-line, js2python, html generation, description to app design, description to todo list, Summarize-for-2nd-grade, Grammar-correction, third-person converter, rewrite as an attorney, Simplifying legal language, more polite, summarize famous people thoughts, speak in some personality, rewrite helper, mood color, De-jargonizer (AI21), Convert text to table (AI21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Split points (1)</td>
<td>turn-by-turn directions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composition (4)</td>
<td>Notes to summary review creator, Description to ads, Writing full emails from key points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factual query (11)</td>
<td>add info to table, table computation, company to categories, factual answer, js-chatbot, ai-chatbot-tutor, sarcastic chatbot, imdb movie link, guess movie, Explain a word (AI21), Sports trivia (AI21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generation (8)</td>
<td>drafting email responses [Thiergart et al., 2021], Keyword 2 name, Generate poetry, spreadsheet generator, topic to horror story, Predict the outcome (AI21), project description generator (AI21), generate catchy headline (AI21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ideation (8)</td>
<td>sci-fi-booklist, essay outline, create study notes, interview questions, content creation for marketing, topic to quiz questions, VR fitness idea illustrator, blog post ideation (AI21)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table C.1: A survey of 73 online demos that inspired the design of our operation, mostly from published manuscripts, the OpenAI official GPT-3 example page, the AI21 tutorial, and the demo collection repository. All the links are last accessed in 2021/08.

We reviewed 73 existing demos to identify promising LLM capabilities that may help overcome
the challenges above by scoping the inputs/outputs to be more amenable to what an LLM can handle.

First, we collected demos from LLM official websites (e.g., GPT-3 and Jurassic), social media, and published case studies by searching for keywords including “GPT-3,” “language model,” “prompt,” etc. After removing some demos that were highly open-ended rather than targeted (e.g., generic chatbots), we iteratively sorted the demos into eight LLM primitive operations, as shown in Table 6.1. For example, we distinguished between operations that had different expected data mappings (one-to-many v.s. many-to-one), and different application types (deterministic v.s. creative). We then grouped the primitives into three high level groups based on which LLM challenge they may help address. The groups also appear to be consistent with categories presented on the GPT-3 tutorial page[^1], which highlighted typical NLP tasks like Classification, Generation (i.e., gather additional information in Table 6.1b), Transformation (i.e., re-organization). Finally, we further refined the primitive categories and names based on feedback from three pilot users (one LLM expert and two UX engineers with basic knowledge of LLM prompting).

### C.2 Additional Details for User Study

#### C.2.1 Questions in the Exit Survey

After completing the given task in both conditions, participants self-rated their experience on the following dimensions, in the form of seven-point Likert scale [Likert, 1932]. Each question was asked twice, once on Sandbox and once on Chaining. They described their reasoning along with the ratings.

- **Match goal**: I’m satisfied with my final results from [Sandbox/Chaining]; they met the task goal.

- **Think through**: The [Sandbox/Chaining] system helped me think through what kinds of outputs I would want to complete the task goal, and how to complete the task.

[^1]: https://beta.openai.com/docs/guides/completion/introduction
• **Transparent:** The [Sandbox/Chaining] system is transparent about how it arrives at its final result; I could roughly track its progress.

• **Controllable:** I felt I had control creating with the [Sandbox/Chaining] system. I can steer the system towards the task goal.

• **Collaborative:** In [Sandbox/Chaining], I felt I was collaborating with the system to come up with the outputs.

Additionally, participants also answered the following two free form questions:

• **Difference:** What were the differences, if any, between the experience of completing the task using Sandbox and Chaining?

• **Vision:** If you were using language models in your work, in what situations would you prefer to use Sandbox? Chaining? Can you think of 1-3 concrete examples?

**C.2.2 Clickstream Categorization**

we log the text status before and after each round of model run. Through sequence match, we recover what’s generated by the model after each run, and how the participants edit the text in between of two runs. We split the logs into: (1) RUN the model, (2) UNDO the model, where people removed the generations from the previous run, making the resulting text more similar to prior to the previous run, (3) FORMAT, where people only add or remove line split or formatting-related stopwords, (4) CREATE-CONTENT, where people only insert meaningful spans to the text, (5) CURATE-CONTENT, where people make all the other kinds of refinements on the existing text — in Chaining, this is a merge of changing the instruction, prefix, and the data entries. We also logged (6) CHANGE-TEMPERATURE to denote when people make non-text based change on the model input, *i.e.,* temperature.
Figure C.1: The chain for acronym expansion. The steps include: (A) An ideator that brainstorms various unique traits for the concept (crowdsourcing). (B) For each trait, a generator creates a related metaphor.

On top of the logs, we define consecutive runs (in Figure 6.6A) as those in which users did not change anything after the previous run (or only add formatting through line changes or adding stopwords, i.e., RUN+FORMAT). Otherwise, the logs are counted as humans making edits.

C.2.3 Case 0: Metaphor Creation (Used in tutorial)

Description. Create metaphors for the concept of crowdsourcing, so that we can explain the different aspects of crowdsourcing in a poetic way. The pipeline is as in Figure C.1.

A metaphor may look like:

In crowdsourcing, people are like bees; they work together to make honey.

With the concept being “crowdsourcing”, the simile being “bees”, and the similar aspect being “work together.”

Default baseline commands.

1. In the form of question answering,
   Question: What is a good metaphor for crowdsourcing?
   Answer: a swarm of bees.

2. In the form of command instruction,
Write a metaphor for the concept of crowdsourcing.

Concept: crowdsourcing

Metaphor: Crowdsourcing is like a game of chess. A crowdsourcer's skills, as in a chess player's skills, are combined with another person's skills to make something new.

3. List enumeration

The following is a list of metaphors on crowdsourcing.

1. Crowdsourcing is like a beehive – Many people (bees) contribute to a larger cause.

4. Few-shot example,

   Concept: gratitude

   Metaphor: gratitude is like a stream in that it's a force that can carry you along.

   >>>

   Concept: loss

   Metaphor: loss is like a wing in that it's something you never wanted to lose, and it can take you away.

   >>>

   Concept: crowdsourcing

   Metaphor: crowdsourcing is like a team sport in that it brings people to achieve one goal.

C.2.4 Case 1: Flashcard Creation

Description. Suppose you will be traveling to Paris next week, and you would like to create flashcards to learn about some basic French so you can have basic conversations with local people whenever you are in a non-English speaking region. Your goal is to create flashcards that are both diverse and personalized to your travel desires.

A flashcard may look like:

   English: Where is a good restaurant?; French: Où est un bon restaurant?
**Default baseline commands.** we offer three versions:

1. In the form of question answering,
   Question: What are some English and French sentence pairs useful for traveling to Paris?
   Answers:
   - English: Where is a good restaurant?
   - French: Où est un bon restaurant?

2. In the form of list enumeration,
   The following are English and French sentence pairs useful for traveling to Paris.
   1. Que fais-tu ici? / What are you doing here?

3. Few-shot example,
   - English: I do not speak French.
   - French: Je ne parle pas français.
   ###
   - English: Where is a good restaurant?
   - French: Où est un bon restaurant?
   ###
   - English: Where's the bus station?
   - French: Où est la gare routière?

C.2.5 Case 2: Peer Review Paragraph Rewriting

**Description.** The following is a peer review paragraph on Alex’s presentation. Please rewrite it to be more friendly and constructive. The paragraph should include 1-3 concrete and actionable suggestions for each of Alex’s presentation problems. Original feedback:

> Alex could improve his presentation skills. He has too much text on his slides. His presentation meanders from topic to topic without a clear structure. He also does not engage with his audience when he presents.
An example output from the language model:

Alex, you have a lot of good ideas in your presentations. However, your slides are too cluttered with text. I would recommend that you use more graphics, pictures, and white space. Your slides should be simple enough that you could read your presentation off of the slides. This will allow you to engage the audience and not have to read from your notes. Also, you need to have a clear structure to your presentation. Lastly, you need to practice speaking. This will familiarize you with the material and reduce the likelihood of you meandering.

**Default baseline commands.** we offer two versions:

1. End-to-end version,
   
   Given the feedback, rewrite it into a friendly paragraph with concrete suggestions on each of Alex's presentation problems.
   
   Feedback: Alex could improve his presentation skills. He has too much text on his slides. His presentation meanders from topic to topic without a clear structure. He also does not engage with his audience when he presents.
   
   Friendly paragraph: [LLM generation]

2. Two-step version, where we query LLM for improvement suggestions first, and then ask it to integrate the problem and the suggestion.
   
   Alex could improve his presentation skills. He has too much text on his slides. His presentation meanders from topic to topic without a clear structure. He also does not engage with his audience when he presents.
   
   Give Alex some suggestions on his presentation:
   
   1. [LLM generation]
   
   Write one friendly paragraph that covers all the presentation problems and suggestions:[LLM generation]
C.3 Full LLM Chains for Case Studies

These two figures are the detailed versions for the case studies. Figure C.2 is for visualization bug fixing:

Figure C.2: The LLM Chain for visualization bug fixing (in VegaLite). The stages include: (A) A Rewrite step that transforms the *json format VegaLite spec* into *natural language description*, so to eliminate noise from data. (B) An Information Extraction step that locate *related visualization rules*. (C) A Classification step that verifies the description as either *valid or invalid* (with concrete errors and fixes). (D) A Rewriting step that generates *the fixed VegaLite spec* based on the *validity reasons*.

And Figure C.3 is for assisted text entry:
Figure C.3: The LLM Chain for assisted text entry. The stages include: (A) A **Classification** step that detects whether a *given sentence* *contains a shorthand or not*. (B) If there exists certain shorthand, a **Rewriting** step expands it, so we arrive at the *expanded sentence* which can become the context for additional shorthand inputs. For “LTSG”, it can be “Let’s go” or “Let’s get”, which relies on human selection. (C) Otherwise, a **Generation** step autocompletes *the sentence*.

**C.4 The Full Implementation of Primitive Operations**
Table C.2: We design a list of primitive building blocks, each with default prompting templates and temperatures, and group them by their intended objectives. Examples are taken from https://beta.openai.com/examples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prompt template</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Classification</strong>: Assign the input based on limited categories. Most useful for branching logics and validation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Instruct: Classify if [detail-1] [detail-2].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[prefix-1]: (str)</td>
<td>[prefix-2]: (str)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classify if the question is answerable. question: What is the square root of banana is answerable (Yes/No): No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Primitives for **examining the given input**, to judge its value and what to do next.

| Information Extraction: Gather some information from the context. | 

Instruct: Given [detail-1], extract [detail-2].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[prefix-1]: (str)</td>
<td>[prefix-2]: (str)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Given text, extract airport codes for the cities. text: I want to fly from Los Angeles to Miami. airport codes: LAX, MIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Rewriting: 1-1 mapping that changes the input to more machine-readable formats (e.g. json to natural language). | 

Instruct: Rewrite [detail-1] into [detail-2].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[prefix-1]: (str)</td>
<td>[prefix-2]: (str)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rewrite the first-person text into third-person text. first-person text: I decide to make a movie third-person text: He decides to make a movie.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Split Points: 1-N mapping that is particularly useful for splitting contexts. | 

Instruct: Split [detail-1] into a list of [detail-2].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[prefix-1]: (str)</td>
<td>[prefix-2]: (list of strings)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Split the descriptions on the direction into a list of turn-by-turn directions. Direction description: Go south on 95 until you hit Sunrise Blvd, then take it east to US-1 and head south. turn-by-turn directions: 1. Drive south on 95. 2. Turn left onto US-1 SE.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Compose Points: N-1 mapping, the reverse operation of decomposition; merge multiple results back. | 

Instruct: Write one [detail-1] to cover all the [detail-2].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[prefix-1]: (list of strings)</td>
<td>[prefix-2]: (string)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Write one review to cover all the restaurant name and notes. Restaurant name: The Blue Wharf Short notes: 1. Lobster great; 2. Noisy; 3. Service polite Review: The place is great if you like lobster. The noise level is a little high, but the service is polite.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Primitives for **reorganizing the input**, and re-format it by parsing and expressing them in different ways.

| Factual Query: Ask the model for a fact. | 

Instruct: Given [detail-1], find [detail-2].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[prefix-1]: (str)</td>
<td>[prefix-2]: (string)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Given the US state, find the population. US state: Washington Population: 7.6 million</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Generation: Ask the model to do some creative “hallucination” on the input. | 

Instruct: Given [detail-1], create [detail-2].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[prefix-1]: (string)</td>
<td>[prefix-2]: (string)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Given the topic, create a two-sentence horror story. topic: Breakfast two-sentence horror story: He always stops crying when I pour the milk on his cereal. I just have to remember not to let him see his face on the carton.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Ideation: Ask the model for a list of ideas or examples. | 

Instruct: Given [detail-1], the following is a list of [detail-2].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[prefix-1]: (string)</td>
<td>[prefix-2]: (list of strings)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Given the interviewee, the following is a list of interview questions. Interviewee: A science fiction author Interview questions: 1. What’s your favorite sci-fi book? 2. Who inspired you to start writing books?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c) Primitives for **gathering additional clues from LLMs**.